We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.

— T.S. Eliot
In the beginning, we entered East’s somewhat ominous looking double doors excited and nervous, unsure of how to begin this new phase of our lives. But we still remained uncertain as we wandered the halls of a strange and unfamiliar place.
It was more than just a new locale, however, that brought out our insecurities. Beginning four new years of limitless exploration seemed a little frightening at first, but it was this, the unpredictable, the unknown future which would provide an invitation to a new freedom.
to the world around us. The freedom to explore offered a chance to sample different perspectives, and filter through these to establish that one perspective we would come to adopt as our own. We saw everything from a new point of view, with a maturity, depth, and enthusiasm that we never had before. We used this new perspective in every decision we made. The more we understood how to perceive the world the more we understood how to perceive ourselves.
Some of us cautiously stepped into this new territory of activities, friends, and classes. Others delved straight in, letting the excitement of the fresh and the new lead them. No matter how we began that first year, a universal link connected us all. Things, at times, were painfully difficult. We experienced new levels of stress and insecurity. But we never gave up, and we survived. We were, after all, the makers of our school.
It was a time of indecision, a time of ambiguity; who our friends were, what clubs we wanted to join, who we were and who we wanted to become. It was a time of experimentation, when we could make mistakes and still lean on others when we fell. Everyday we would run into hundreds of familiar and unfamiliar faces. We struggled to find our identity among the crowd in a school of 1800 students. We wanted to stand out and become an individual.
Old friends changed. Strangers came into our lives, and we welcomed them with a new warmth, because we too were changing. By the end of freshman year, we realized the distance we had traveled, and marveled at the events that had taken place in our lives. It was a victory, even though ambiguity still remained with us. We had entered, even floundered for a little while, but we emerged intact, ready to experience the years ahead with the handful of valuable knowledge that we had amassed.
The beginning of the school year also means the beginning of other things, such as new friendships, new clubs, and new activities. Seniors are planning for college, while the freshmen are starting a new school. It is an exciting time for all students. People are excited to try out new things and meet others. "The beginning of the year is the best part because everything seems as if it has been wiped clean and ready for a fresh start," said Olivia Wu ('02).

Activities and clubs are ways to bring people together in a new year. For many, being involved simply means renewed chances to meet old friends and make new ones— all the while spending time doing what interests them. Jeremy Volkman ('01), a member of Marching Band, said, "Activities bring me and my friends closer together—since we all practiced several hours each afternoon, we have time to not only learn the music but also have fun doing it."

The sense of starting anew holds a special meaning this fall as students eagerly anticipate the new millennium. With change comes uncertainty, but for the majority of East's students, change is refreshing. Annette Gabay ('02) said that she is looking forward to it. "What better time than now to help others make a happier beginning?" Gabay said. "Y2K or not, one thing is clear: excitement, not fear, rules East."

The refreshing scent of newly mowed grass is in the air as the girls' Powder Puff football game sets off to a lively start. Autumn, in all its luminous colors heralds the beginning of this annual East tradition—and every year, the start of the game signals a fresh year.

Even at the beginning of the year, Joyce Morehead ('02) works diligently in class. After their refreshing summer break, students are ready to focus on their classes and start working harder than before.

As the students clamber off the bus, they prepare themselves for a new day at school. For many students, the bus is a handy way to beat the morning rush.

Mr. Terranova and Reggie Antron ('02) joke around in the hallways, renewing a friendship formed the year before. Students and teachers are given a chance to get to know each other better as each new school year begins.
Paint bottles opened, crisp rolls of construction paper unfurled... All the telltale signs of an East after school activity. Here, the clubs are anything but typical; organizations such as the Craft Club and Art Club prove that students with unique ideas are always on the lookout to begin their own original after school activity.

Students wait impatiently in the cafeteria for the 7:45 bell to ring. The bell is the sound that catches the students’ attention, signaling that school is about to begin.

With wonder and awe, Laurie Goldberg ('01) searches on the guidance office bulletin board for information on summer programs and talent scholarships. Students like Goldberg rely on the guidance office to continually inform about new opportunities offered at East.

Sheri Levin ('00) discusses potential scholarship opportunities in her college search. For Levin, applying to colleges is a new experience that is as stressful as it is rewarding — something that ushers in the beginning of her senior year.
Every forty-two minutes, the hallways at East become filled with hurried, rushing students impatient to go to their next class, elective or lunch. Amidst the blur of activity, nothing stands still. Even though there are five minutes between each class, students always walk faster and race harder. A myriad of people all rush to a different destination.

Amy Scura ('01) grabs a quick bite of her lunch in her Introduction to Photography class. Like other students, Scura often spends brief, hectic moments trying to catch up on things that time has left behind.

Simon Wilson ('03) jams in a hackey-sack session during his lunch period. Wilson is not unusual—like many other East students, he tries to do as many things as he can—and that means doing more and more things at school that he did not have time to do at home.

Time is truly a precious commodity when one has a full workload of school, social life, and activities. When the going gets tough, sometimes that means cramming in extra study time between class, during lunch, or even during an elective. Roshni Toorkey ('02) said, “Because teachers give you so much homework, you can never finish it in one night.”

Narcolepsy it is not. Jeff Wang ('00) goes for a quick nap in the middle of class—an action that disregards all the rules except for one: the necessity of sleep. Forget caffeine—the biological clock will win, sooner or later, against the twenty-four hour clock.
Frantic students armed with caffeine surround themselves with books, notebooks, index cards, and Cliff Notes. Their united mission: to try to remember the details of the chapter they were supposed to finish studying last night. Others, comatose, sleepwalk through the halls and climb into class just in time to hand in that paper they had worked on until the wee hours of the morning. Whether bogged down by procrastination, overload, or both, East students suffer from a severe case of time (and sleep) deprivation.

For some, the sheer number of extracurricular activities combined with part-time jobs leaves them little time to get it all done. Thus, most students sacrifice sleep in order to finish important assignments. Genevieve LaFerriere (‘00) said, "I usually skimp on sleep when things get really hectic - but eventually everything works out - sooner or later." David Firestein (‘01), another overworked student, said that some of his homework just does not get done.

Sometimes, even the simplest tasks of a student’s daily routine are delayed. The culprit? Many blame the twenty-four hour day. To make up for lost time, Lauren Heft (‘01) helps Britney Scharf (‘01) out with the simple things that get students through hectic school days.

Sitting in biology, Minh Ly (‘00) cannot help but yawn. Widely due to his lack of sleep. The relatively large workload of the course certainly does not help alleviate this problem. "Good grades, sleep. Pick one," said Ly. "When you go to bed at 4 or 5 in the morning, you’ve got to make up for it somewhere."

Chris Hartung (‘01) takes time out of the day to make a quick phone call. Students find it important to keep up with their outside lives, and many realize that school is not the only part of an ordinary school day. Hartung tries to make everything in his day progress smoothly.
Friends Forever

Friendship. What does the word mean? In a short dictionary definition, it means an attachment or a comradeship. To East's students, friendship definitely means a lot more. Laura Hanum ('01) said, "You have to trust the person. It's like give and take. You trust them and they trust you." Besides trust, another meaning of friendship is honesty. Melissa Chung ('01) said, "The most important this is honesty. I have to be able to tell the person anything." Qualities like these make long lasting friendships. To most students at East, friends are one of the most significant part of their lives. Emily Joo ('01) said, "Sharing is the most important thing. Another important quality is keeping touch with a friend even though he/she is far away." Not only are friends there for you when you are in need, but they share everything with you, from their lunch to a secret. Friends can shape a person's characteristics and personalities. Choosing the right friends to hang out with is one of the most consequential decisions in life, and that is what the students at East strive to do.

Abbey Racelis ('01) and Matt Silverberg ('00) have a lively conversation during lunch. For many students, those precious forty-two minutes spent in the cafeteria among their friends provide a much-needed break from number-two pencils and textbooks.

At the end of yet another busy day, Tiffany Gabbay ('01) crams her friends into her car as part of the carpooling routine. Not just a practical transportation solution, carpooling shows the generosity that students who are lucky enough to drive to school bestow upon their friends.

More than just a passing trend, friendship bracelets represent the close relationship that students develop during high school — and beyond. Whether they be woven or beaded, the multicolored bracelets symbolize the diverse friendships that students make during their four years.

Working together in the photography room, Kevin Skobac ('00) and Abby Lichtman ('01) have fun while doing something both share a mutual interest in. The electives available often become a fun diversion from the daily doldrums of class — especially when one is among friends.

Sometimes, taking the time out in the midst of a hectic day can make all the difference. Yolanda Wan ('00) and Jen Yang ('00) take a moment to catch up on things while taking a short break from their busy schedules. Sharing a smile in a friend's company often makes up for the whirlwind stress of work and life.

With her friends listening attentively, Sarah Moore ('03) shares a joke during lunch. The stories that friends share in the cafeteria give students a chance to just have fun and enjoy a period free from the obligations of homework.
Taking advantage of every free moment in between classes is sometimes the only way to keep in touch with friends. Nicole Whittier ('02) and Corrine Tyrus ('02) chat while accompanying each other to class — proving that time management extends beyond merely the classroom.

Before school begins, Dave Gadren ('00) takes a quick nap on the arm of Kristin Lichtman ('02). Being able to lean on a reliable friend makes up an integral part of high school life, making the transition to adulthood all the more meaningful.

Taking in a tennis match is twice as fun when one watches it with a friend. Chris Williams ('00) and Marcus Bullock ('00) share a companionable silence, showing that even quietude can be worthwhile.

As they wait for their rides after school, Melissa Medoway ('02) and Christa Wesley ('02) discuss what happened during their day. Simply exchanging thoughts with a friend can sometimes ease the strain of a hectic day.

Ayren Kessler ('02) explains a complicated problem to Allison Horowitz ('02). Though most teachers offer extra help sessions, many times a friend can aid just as well. In addition to helping the person in need, the “tutors” also reinforce their own knowledge of the subject.
“Spirit Week is a time when students from each grade can join together to express their school and class pride. It is a fun-filled week of entertaining competitions, ending with a dance and the Homecoming Game.”
- Judy Wu ('00)

Nick Chan ('00) shakes his bonbon during the senior dance group's Ricky Martin tribute at the Spirit Week dance. Students like Chan are more than willing to participate in these competitions to help the cause of their respective classes. Enthusiasm is contagious and spreads very quickly.
Rah Rah, East!

In November, Cafeteria 1 changes from merely a lunchroom into an arena for students to showcase their milk drinking and other talents for the sake of class pride. In the milk drinking contest, students cluster around, cheering loudly as their fellow classmates gulp down milk from bottles as quickly as possible. When the winner finishes, spontaneous shouts rise from the class that has won the most points for the game of the day. The other three classes vow revenge in crab soccer and tug of war, but for now, one class stands victorious. The annual competitions during Spirit Week inspire the competitive spirit that binds members of each class together. Camaraderie emerges during dance practices, booth construction, and float building; the late hours unite students in the quest to do their best work.

Senior class Vice President Lauren Marlowe says, “I’ve always thought that Spirit Week is a great time for students to take their minds off work and concentrate on the other aspect of high school. It allows them to relax and bond with other members of their class.” Spirit Week does just that. It inspires all students to get involved, whether through “Name that Tune” trivia in homeroom or the ruthless Penny Wars in the cafeteria. Long after the last quarter of the Homecoming football game draws to a close, Spirit Week remains in the memories of all students.

The frenzy that occurs when students from each grade play musical chairs during lunch demonstrates the eagerness that come from a little friendly competition. Activities such as this one during Spirit Week give the students a kick-start to a weekend stretch of energetic fun.

Proud students show off their moves in the Spirit Week Dance, proving that the mixture of class spirit, friends and foes make for a memorable evening. Every year, the dance closes with a bang to the week’s festivities.

Seniors celebrate their finished float with Ricky Martin during the Homecoming Game. Though the students sacrificed much of their time and effort in the float building process, the outcome was well worth it. “Float-building is a great example of hard work and enjoyment combined into one activity,” said Andrew Rothman (’00).

With their friends cheering them on, Jason Silver (’00), Jason Sherwood (’02) and Alex Joffe (’01) struggle to claim their rightful place as champion of the Milk Drinking Contest. The playful silliness of this and other Spirit Week events provide fun for all, especially the spectators.
John Horn ('00) and John Abrenilla ('00) engage in swift and careful brush strokes in their painting class. Basic level art classes such as painting enable students with little artistic experience and potential, unexplored talent to further hone their skills in a classroom setting.

Nolan Searles ('02) reads his lines aloud for scene from a Tennessee Williams play. He and other Actor's Studio students will perform these scenes at the annual dinner theatre put on by members of the class. In addition, the department will perform these scenes at each freshmen orientation session in order to promote the arts at East.

Interested upperclassmen attend a college conference for the University of Chicago in the A-wing principal's conference room. Throughout the fall and winter, many colleges send representatives to help arouse interest in their respective universities. This particular conference proved to be a very popular one.

Gigi Bona ('01) lines up a shot in Intermediate Photography. Photo classes are among the most popular art electives at East. Since they are only open to juniors and seniors, upperclassmen such as Bona jumped at the opportunity to enroll in and explore photography.
Keeping his eye steadily on the ball, Gene Hu ('02) takes a swing during a pickup softball game in gym class. Physical education provides exposure to a wide variety of activities, ranging from softball and tennis to pickleball and ping-pong, all the while giving students access to ample exercise and enjoyment.

Timun Dhyken ('03) copies the assigned illustrations from his textbook in drafting class. Drafting meticulously combines art and engineering in a graceful but delicate union that requires both careful accuracy and precise measurement. Here, Dhyken focuses on a basic assignment which will teach him how to create his own drawings.

Dave Wolkach ('00) takes time before Music Theory AP to rehearse a piece he is working on with his private piano instructor. The music department provides classes on every skill level, from entry level Freshman Wind Ensemble to advanced placement Theory. "They recognize that everyone has a unique starting point, and that everyone needs time to practice," said Wolkach.

Jim Worfers ('00) uses a power drill to construct a project for his woodshop class. Industrial technology courses such as woodshop enable students to gain experience working with their hands and working with household hardware machinery. The courses offer students an opportunity to learn to create something useful and very practical.

It's that time again, when the first signs of a new season begins to sprout underneath the thin cloak of winter, when the murmur of new life begins to stir in nature ... and also time to choose next year's schedule of classes. In a school as large as East, the multitude of different classes and electives provide a ready variety to fit an infinite array of interests. Students can participate in electives ranging from woodshop to cosmetology, thus giving them a chance to rewind for a period after a steady flow of textbook classes. Thea Dorado ('01) said, "Electives are good because I can enjoy the class without stressing over big tests — and still do my best, minus the worrying about grades." Taking classes of interest not only lets the student relax, but also inspires more active input into the material. Raki Vanmaa ('01) said, "You always find something you like — and feel like I'm a part of something when I participate in my art class." With so many benefits, it is no wonder that some electives are among the most popular alternatives to an otherwise busy day.

Classes Of Interest
Dorothy Ting ('01) blows out the candle on her cake as she celebrates her birthday with a group of close friends at the Joy Palace. Interesting restaurants like the Joy Palace offer special touches to celebrations.

Judy Wu ('00) buys a ticket to see a movie at AMC Marlton 8, one of the many movie theaters near Cherry Hill that offers the latest releases for teenagers to see with a group of friends.

Term paper season sends students, such as Colleen Corey ('00), to the Cherry Hill Library looking for the right books to support their ideas. Corey sifts through the stacks for sources for the important paper, hoping to complete one stage in the process.

During one of her long shifts at the Animal Orphanage, Genevieve LaFerriere ('00) sifts through paperwork that is important to her furry friends. As an aspiring veterinarian, LaFerriere says that "Learning how to organize is a less enjoyable but necessary skill that adds to the overall experience gained by working at the orphanage."

Melling Gao ('02) placidly sips her iced mocha frappuccino in a comfortable chair at Starbucks, which has fast become a popular place to spend time with friends. The coffee shop offers a warm atmosphere where teenagers can go after school on weekends and enjoy their own favorite caffeinated drinks.

When Seniors Srdjan Vukovic, Howard Chang, Sarah Cho, Jeff Wang and Peter Ro have a vacant morning before exams, they relax at local diners and eateries, surrounded with good food and great friends. The coming of midterms each year marks a week of stress, studying, and breakfast.
Deep in thought at the GAP in the Echelon Mall, Olivia Wu ('02) debates whether or not the jacket in front of her is worth the price. Wu and others use the mall as a place to relax while buying what they need.

Bzzzzzzz ... The last bell of the day rings, and a swarm of students engulfs the halls. However, ten minutes later, the halls revert to emptiness, with only a few students occasionally passing by. Where did all the students go? They each part in their own paths. Some work, some study, and some play. Just as not two people are alike, East students differ in their after school activities.

Many students, especially upperclassmen, have another huge responsibility other than school work: jobs. "I work as much as I can because I need the money," said Khang Ngo ('00). Whether at home, the library, or school, studying is another important aspect of one's day. Who can manage school or work without a break? No healthy student can survive. That is the reason many students shop or just hang out with friends in various areas of the community.

No matter what activity a student does, one thing is obvious — we all do something after the bell rings at 2:25 P.M. That's the time when students start the day all over again. "After school activities and jobs are great because it's a nice change of pace from school," said Maxine Barish ('02). Work, study, or play? The possibilities are endless.

Candyce Muns ('00) rings up an order as part of her duties as a cashier at Starbucks, the popular after school coffee house that captivates people with its variety of hot and iced coffees.

Robert Dell’Aquila ('01) scans an item for a price as he goes about his daily duties at Staples, one of the two popular places for students to rush to for last minute copies of papers and ink cartridges for the printers.
TIME TO SOCIALIZE

Teachers can teach students subjects ranging from math to art history, but a complete education includes social interaction as well. Realizing the complex relationships and rules that constitute society is a lengthy process that the student must undertake individually. Activities and grades may partially determine a student's future, but the friendships are what mold the student's personality. Within the four years of high school, many opportunities such as club meetings and dances give students the chance to form a variety of relationships with their peers. During lunch periods, for example, many students meet in groups to just talk or help each other with homework — experiences that all strengthen their friendship with each other. Melissa Chung ('01) said, "I think it is really good to get together with friends and socialize, because the more friends you have, the more experience you have with different types of people." After all, having bookmarks alone will not do much good unless one acquires the appropriate social skills to apply the intelligence to the real world.

Iram Malik ('03) and Jen Wong ('03) share a friendly conversation as they prepare to delve into their precious vending machine "pep foods." Students use the vending machines in the halls of East to help sustain them through their busy schedules.

When the chaos of a normal day at CHHSE takes over, nothing can suffer more than stressed friendships. Todd Rasher ('03) and Lisa Browne ('03) solve that problem by relaxing on the stairs of the school while sharing the latest news of the day.

Melissa Medoway ('02) takes time out to explain a problem to her friends after school. The mini study session doubles as socializing time for busy students who want to spend time with their friends while juggling homework and activities.

A group of students gather in front of the Little Theater before school to catch up and finish homework at the last minute. For many students, the 15 minutes before homeroom is one of the few times when they can see their friends without having to worry about rushing to class.

During the 5 minutes between classes, students laugh as they socialize while making their ways to class in the crowded stairwell. The break between classes allow students to relax for a few minutes and prepare themselves for the next 42-minute period.
Adam Nash ('02), Royce Agner ('02) and Rob Abelow ('02) study the multiple cell stages of mitosis in Biology. Working within groups in academic subjects reduces the demand on each student and simultaneously increases the aptitude of each student to learn the material.

Rich Cintron ('00), Neil Bang ('00), Chris Reilly ('00) and Kyle Dallas ('00) dive into their long-awaited lunches. As the pressure of class subsides senior year, lunch is less a time to frantically make up past homework assignments, and more of a chance to sit back, relax, and enjoy the food and the people.

As students run every which way to try to get to class before the bell catches them. Elizabeth Klauser ('01) and Marissa McKinney ('01) pause for a few valuable seconds to exchange a smile and a few snippets of news to hold them over until the end of the day.

Kate Dickeman ('00) and Alexis Ramos ('00) strike a daring pose during photography class. Photography provides students with a unique technological experience as well as with the irrefutable opportunity to totally and utterly express themselves. Here, the sentiment is definitely love and friendship.

After the bell rings to release students from class, teenagers pour out of classrooms for a five minute break. As other students hurry through the busy hallway trying to get to class on time, Sherrin Levin ('00) relaxes by sharing a laugh with Jessica Lynch ('00) as the two friends head down C wing to their next classes.

Gabriel Abrams ('02) and Symbol Lai ('02) stifles a laugh as they collaborate on work in the library. When working on a hard project, a little laughter goes a long way toward relieving tension.
The band Dew, consisting of Zach Abo ('02), Adam Barsky ('02), Royce Agner ('02), and Michael Leffowitz ('02), jams out as their furry pink mascot bunny joins them on stage. Battle of the Bands is both a night of riveting performances and unusual, but humorous, surprises. Junior Miss competitors, including Rachel Cetel ('00, bottom right), cheerfully applaud a fellow contestant after her dance in the talent competition. Contestants in Junior Miss spend a lot of time together rehearsing and earn great friendships in the process.

Kyle Horn ('03), the "crazy jig kid," demonstrates his hilarious dance routine and excellent improvisation skills at the SGA Variety Show. Although it has been penned to his name, the dance Horn performs is not actually a jig, but a combination of a lot of different dances with the sole intention of being humorous.

In her deep, soulful alto voice, Chrissy Hayes ('00) woos an attentive audience with her rendition of "Fly Away" at the annual SGA Variety Show. Hayes' extraordinary talent is very well reputed and adored, and she loves to be able to share it with others in performance. The audience loves it, too.
Many exciting activities occur at East, but none contain the competitiveness experienced at the Variety Show, Battle of the Bands, and Junior Miss. Many students at East either directly participate in these competitions or actively show their support as audience members.

At the Variety Show, various students from East display their unique talents to their peers. Such talents often comprise of singing, dancing, and other entertaining performances. It is always fun to watch and cheer on this great display of talented East students. Battle of the Bands allows students involved in a band to compete against similar students bands at a loud, excitement filled musical performance involving dancers and special effects of fog and multicolored lights. This competition allows students to showcase their musical abilities and also offers an exciting way to spend a Friday night. Junior Miss is a competition for talented senior high school girls. The winner receives money to help pay off their huge college tuition bill. Despite the rivalries involved in these types of competitions, they are always a means of a good time for all.

After finishing her vocal piece, Rachel Cetel ('00) concludes her performance for Junior Miss judges and audience members with a dramatic pause. Junior Miss is a talent scholarship competition for senior girls, and Cetel, East's 2000 representative, loved her chance to be a part of it. The combination of publicly performing and speaking, along with the opportunity to earn money for college fit Cetel's goals perfectly.

Pete Myers ('00) hugs the ebony neck of his PRS guitar as the spotlights - and the eyes of the crowd - steadfastly fix their gaze upon him. His fingers pound out one of the songs he has perfected for Battle of the Bands, as the crowd responds enthusiastically to Myers's musical talent.
On the way to her next class a few minutes ahead of schedule, Melissa Eisenmenger (’00) takes time to glance up at the latest “Athlete of the Week” display at the C-wing intersection. Students with the blessing of a pizza and free time leave class early heartily embrace the chance to walk the halls without clutter or confusion.

Danielle Thomas (’03) creates a detailed pastel portrait of a white tiger in Foundations of Art, a basic level art course. The image was created by tracing a projected outline of the tiger and then coloring it in with pastel crayons. Foundations assignments entail a lot of work but ultimately produce beautiful works of art.

Gingerly handling a valuable piece of pizza, Brooke Urs (’00) helps raise funds for RAK at an after-school sale. The Activities office pizza and pretzels almost offer pizza and pretzels sales to willing clubs in order to raise funds. Here, the money will be used for helping others.

There’s no pressure here—no teachers checking homework, no one telling you to go somewhere else, no one invading your space. No, these hallways belong to the students.

In the hallways, students find both solitude and study time. Or, as many prefer, the hallways are a place to sit against a locker and catch up on the latest news in the lives of close friends. Still others just like to lie around in the hallway and hope that nobody finds them and makes them go where they’re supposed to be.

Whether it’s to chat or to cram, students make use of every bit of empty space in the building as well as every bit of free time they have. For, in the whole scheme of things, a personal moment or two can make a world of difference.
Jodi Katz ('01) unleashes a bubble as she reflects on her busy day and proceeds to her next class. A devoted drama department student in preparation for the Spring musical, "Anything Goes," Katz takes advantage of every free moment she has simply to think.

Wendy Adler ('02) responds to her summons at the Communications window in between morning classes. Communications is the most effective link between students and those trying to get in contact with them during the school day. Here, Adler picks up something left for her by a parent.

Jane Cabalo ('00) hastily studies cross-pollination patterns in preparation for the next period's Biology II exam. Cabalo's locker, situated directly ahead of the student entrance, provides a quiet study atmosphere free of disturbances. These few moments are essential to busy students such as Cabalo, who spends her entire day in class without a break.

Liz Welch ('02) fills her bag with the day's essentials before proceeding to a daily homeroom rehearsal of Bellas of East. Many students, such as Welch, have obligatory duties every morning before classes commence. These commitments cut down the valuable time spent preparing for the day, academically and socially, but also enforce a degree of student responsibility and dedication.
Looking To The Future

Students' use of technology

As teenagers growing up in a time when email, cell phones, and video games were as rampant as the books of the generation past, today's students depend more and more on technology to do virtually everything for them. From communicating via fiber-optic wires to researching for a paper online, more and more students are connected to the world beyond their neighborhood. Twenty years before, homework had to be swapped by hand — now, there is email and within a few clicks of the mouse, the virtual message flies to the recipient's "mailbox." Danielle Kraus (00) said, "It's so much easier now for me to keep in touch with people with the cell phones and email, whereas a decade ago, Federal Express was considered the fastest way to send mail." Because of this technological explosion, it is almost inevitable to become dependent on the gadgets to do even the simplest tasks, such as writing down the day's list of things to do. With the advent of the PalmPilot, students can now jot down everything they need to record electronically, then send the information to their friends or teachers in the form of an email.

On the other end of the spectrum, fun has undergone a digital transformation as well. Gone is the pastime of reading; instead, enter the domain of PlayStation and DVDs. With ever-expanding cable networks and online multimedia stations competing for students' attentions, it is no wonder that taking the time out to read a novel has become too time-consuming in this age of speed.
Jamie Gorczynski ('00) relaxes during a free period, while listening to her Discman. A popular brand of technology, the Discman allows students to listen to their favorite songs anywhere, from a long jog to a ride in the car.

"It's so much easier now for me to keep in touch with people with the cell phones and email ..." - Danielle Kraus ('00).

During lunch in the cafeteria, Lauren Marlowe ('00) and Sam Katz ('00) solve a problem using a graphing calculator, a necessary tool used for complicated problems. Several teachers use graphing calculators in conjunction with lessons to allow students to transfer the problems from paper to a picture on a screen.

Instead of wasting precious minutes guessing the meaning of a difficult word, Dave Ho ('02) simply types the word into his electronic dictionary, a portable device that gives concise answers whenever or wherever a student needs them.
CULTURAL CREATIVITY

Walking down the halls of East, one may notice a wide variety of different races and cultures. East has long been proud of its diverse and colorful student population, which has led to the creation of the many culture clubs and activities at East.

However, some students often dedicate much of their time to out-of-school cultural activities. Whether it is dance, singing, music, or church activities, these activities help students to enjoy themselves while uniting them, with their cultural backgrounds.

Priti Ohja ('02) currently holds the number one rank internationally in Indian contemporary film dance. She performs at various competitions and has also had experience with world-renowned actresses.

“I love to dance to Indian music because it allows me to connect to my culture,” said Ohja. “My mother instilled it in me, and I am glad to carry on the Indian tradition.”

Michael Ko ('01) enjoys practicing and performing with the Chinese yo-yo. He performs at numerous festivals and is constantly learning new tricks from people he meets.

Peter Millili ('00) is involved with Greek dancing and other activities at his church in Cherry Hill. Each year, the church presents a Greek Agora festival, which celebrates Greek culture, and with which Millili is actively involved.

Activities such as these are just a sampling of the multitudes that East students are involved in. Culture is an essential part of growth, and the vitality of these students is what keeps it alive across generations.

Brotherhood — that is just one of the cultural values that the African American Club try to instill in its members. Reggie Cintrone ('02) greets a friend with the customary warmth that surpasses ethnic differences. Being in AAC has helped Cintrone and others become more tolerant and understanding of their culture and others' diversity.

Priti Ohja ('02) performs Indian dances all over the United States. Here she is seen competing in California. She feels her Indian dancing connects her to her culture.
How do you say “culture” in Chinese? Just ask the members of the Chinese Culture Club. Topics ranging from language to traditional and contemporary Chinese customs are discussed, and avid members like Ying-Ying Deng (‘01) and Yao Ping (‘02) take pride in their heritage.

Roma Pandya (‘00) and Neelam Shah (‘01) confer about the upcoming Indian Culture Society meeting. Both students participate in ICS because it gives them a chance to be with their friends and learn about their unique link to each other. “It’s a great club to just come and relax — and learn about your past, present and future as an ethically rich person,” Pandya said.

It is the only event at school where students can bid for some of the most sought-after … people. Yes — you heard right. Every year, Asian Culture Society holds their Service Event — an “auction” that combines a healthy, dose of humor with a good cause; all the proceeds go to charity. “ACS promotes cultural awareness for all, not just Asians.” said Nick Chong (‘00), a member and participant at this year’s event.

AFRICAN AMERICAN CLUB: Sheena Carey, Terylyn Carter, Reggie Citron, Kimberly Cohn, Andres Cotto, Ashley Evans, Angelique Hayes, Chrsissy Hayes, Danny Hicks, Cardare Jackson, Pisco Jimenez, Frank Johnson, Rume Pela, Kristan Pettigrew, Spencer Pettigrew, Jaimee Phillips, Candice Purrier, Kristen Spearsman, Lauren Swint, Laria Terny, Dijan Thompson, K.C. Walton, Adar Wellinlton, Mike Zeng. Advisor: Miss Goldberg
EAST: A DiverCity

Foreign Signs

Many times, foreign countries try to translate their language into English too literally. Here are just a couple of examples of botched up signs:

Elevator: “Please leave your values at the front desk.”
Hotel Notice: “Visitors are expected to complain at the office between the hours of nine and eleven a.m. daily.”
Sign in dress shop: “Ladies have fits upstairs.”
Hotel Desk: “If you consider our help impolite you should see the manager.”
In a Tokyo hotel: “Is forbidden to steal hotel towels please. If you are not a person to do such a thing is please not to read notices.”
In a Swiss mountain inn: “Special today—No ice cream.”
In a door of a Moscow hotel room: “If this is your first visit to the USSR, you are welcome to it.”
In a Budapest zoo: “Please do not feed the animals. If you have any suitable food, give it to the guard on duty.”
In a Tokyo shop: “Our nylons cost more then common, but you’ll find they are the best in the long run.”

Ben Levy (’01) shares upcoming French Club information with an interested passerby in the hall. Members such as Levy get the word out about meetings and other events to underclassmen and other non-members who may be interested in joining. All culture clubs, regardless of their concentration, are open to anyone who has any interest in the specific culture, or who just wants to expand his or her horizons.

GERMAN CLUB: Melissa Eisenkagel (President), David Cohen (Vice President), Jessica Galie (Vice President), Kristen Eisenkagel (Secretary), Jay Joyce (Treasurer), Matthew Acciani, Jared Adelson, Kristen Decina, Jess Edelman, Holly Ford, Mike Friedman, Dana Hoffman, Jenni Joyce, Melissa Kapadia, Brett Klasko, Taylor Mach, Jordan Mellul, Sushban Selke. Advisor: Ms. Lutner

SPANISH CLUB: Mike Rosenberg (President), Eric Moskowitz (President), Dave Zhou (Vice President), Dave Lawrence (Vice President), Nick Chan (Vice President), Ashley Craven, Tina Deng, Mike Ko, Vivek Kumar, Rahul Patel. Advisor: Mrs. Kornberger
Members of the Jewish Culture Club participate in a trivia game at the group's annual Hanukkah party. A relatively new group in the large spectrum of culture clubs and societies at East, the Jewish Culture Club has nonetheless attracted many members and active participants in its activities. Group functions such as this celebrate Jewish holidays and traditions, while involving group members in a fun activity.

Nicolas Pedone ('01) a member of the German Club, checks a hallway sign to find out about the group's next meeting. Many students like Pedone take advantage of the many culture-based groups at East to learn more about as many cultures as possible. Devoted members find that culture clubs provide a greater understanding between individuals of different cultures.

Members of the German Club gather before a meeting to finalize plans for upcoming cultural events. In past years movie screenings of German films such as “Das Boot” have increased students' appreciation of not just traditional, but contemporary German culture in well-


GREEK CLUB: Peter Millili (President), Irene Kalavrouziotis (Vice President), Alexis Langella (Vice President), Angela Delmaris, Sotiris Delmaris, Amy Giambanis, Nicholas Giambanis, Srinath Kemuri, Lisa Liboraitis, Gina Marmarou, Christos Prentzas, Sophia Rigatos, John Skordos, Margarita Skordos, Corinne Trypis. Advisor: Ms. Komener


Jewish Culture Club, Greek Club, Italian American Club, French Club
Hear Our

AIDS AWARENESS: Judy Wu (President), Melissa Meservill (Vice President), Vicki Chou (Publicity), Stephanie Cohen (Community), Donna Mamaril (Treasurer), Beth Agner, Arianna Cohen, Lee Cohen, Sarah David, Jihoon Kim, Christina Liao, Kelli Mayo, Crystal Wu, Olivia Wu, Christine Yoo. Advisor: Ms. Gardner.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Emily Saidel, David Firestein, Nadya Lev.

GAY-Straight ALLIANCE: Beth Smulyan (officer), Radha Modi (officer), Bill Magee (officer), Neomie Eliezer, Jodi Katz, Nadya Lev, Tasha Lutek, Jim Moore, Serene Rock, John Ryan, Emily Saidel, Jean Sung, Evan Weiss, Amanda Winn. Advisor: Ms. Denker.

AIDS is no longer a medical problem as much as it is a social problem. Many people do not understand it and the problems it causes. This year, the AIDS Awareness club meets every Tuesday to discuss the world epidemic. "AIDS is a dangerous disease and can be prevented from spreading through caution and education," Crystal Wu ('01) says.

Counting their profits, Vivek Kumar (‘91), John Li (‘00) and Ismail Verma (‘92) saw a profit sale to fund GLOBE activities. In order to maintain the survival of their club, officers must organize some sort of fundraising event. GLOBE the many other school activities, takes advantage of time, talent, and talent at the school. Other students within the school are able to provide funding for their fellow classmates activities and events. A nice offer school much.

When a person says that a woman is just as good as a man, not only women but men also support this idea. In SAGE, students learn to support this idea with Ariel Fire (‘00) as their leader. She says, "The evolution of gender issues of the past thirty years is fascinating. No longer is there a definite goal of female groups as in past generations. Rather, the establishment of universal equality for both sides has moved into the forefront of all other political, social, and private issues."
Voices

Anna Starikovsky ('00) finds time at the end of the school day to paint signs for SADD. Awareness, one of the key tools in fighting drunk driving, makes people realize that the problem has intensified among youths and adults alike.

GLOBE: Gagan Sauhney (President), Khartik Nune (Vice President), John Li (Secretary), Oleg Nudelman (Treasurer), Vivek Kumar (Publicity), Matt Berns, Frank Chang, Timur Dykhne, Ryan Gutman, Greg Laynor, Ben Perkel, Ben Rozyn, Mathur Sammer, Dave Zhou. Advisor: Dr. Kim.


SAGE: Ariel Fox (President), Jessica Laynor (Vice President), Bill Magee (Vice President), Andrew Cohen, Stephanie Cohen, David Firestein, Kimberly Goldman, Yao-Chung King, Nadya Lev, Radha Modi, Josh Rossenberg, Emily Saitel, Beth Smulian, Shrinath Vemuri, Matthew Williamson. Advisor: Ms. Rocchino.

Watching a presentation, Donna Marmaril ('00) and Maureen Stolzer ('00) take many notes. Each year, members of AIDS Awareness plan and then create Easter baskets for children with AIDS. Donna comments, "AIDS Awareness is meant to help inform students about the effects of AIDS and to understand those who are inflicted with the disease. I especially love making Easter baskets in April to give to children with the disease."
Dangerous Minds

All the grunt work, long hours after school and practices will soon pay off. The team members have slaved for weeks to prepare for this competition, and in an hour or two, the agonizing bus ride will come to an end — and then, only then, will the real sweating begin in the precious few minutes before the debate.

Debate?

Yes — while many students assume that fierce competition plus pressure to win equals athletics, the fact of the matter is that at East, clubs such as Certamen, Chess Club and Mock Trial all incorporate competitions into their annual seasons. Like the Varsity sports teams, each year the pressure rises as rival Mock Trial teams go head-to-head against each other for Championship titles in county, regional, state and even national-level competitions. With such levels of play, stress on the students before each contest mounts. In the chess club, for example, students must prepare themselves for virtually every situation Krzeminski ("00), Captain of the Chess Club, said, "We need to continually drill ourselves on offensive and defensive strategies, just like other competitive activities. In the end, though, the sweet taste of victory makes all the pre-game tension worthwhile.

Joel Rovner ("02) examines his options as his opponent approaches his front line. To play a game of chess requires skill, but to win requires ample skill as well as pure determination. The competition builds in intensity until the final moment, and actually moving a chess piece comes only as the result of careful deliberation and consideration of all possible outcomes.


CHESS CLUB: Arthur (Anthony) Barker, Doug Conway, Dave Firestein, Marc Gnatyuk, Chris Krzeminski, Sam Kim, Yao-Chung King, John Li, Justin Lin, Josh Meyeroff, Charles Osborne, Arif Rahman, Lev Reyzin, Joel Rovner, Josh Wang, Ms. Yang, Ben Zhou. Advisor: Mr. Segrest
Jon Fusfield ('01), Bill Klein ('01), and John Skordos ('01) jot down notes in preparation for an upcoming Certamen competition. The pressure for Certamen members grows gradually throughout the winter months, and culminates in a competition in the Spring.

Ariel Fox ('00) directly examines Dave Firestein ('01) as the two practice their roles as lawyer and witness on the varsity Mock Trial team. Mock Trial comprises two groups of students playing the role of defense and prosecution teams in a case. As an activity, Mock Trial combines legal technique with dramatic role-playing to depict a realistic court scenario.

Minh Ly ('00) rehearses his argument in the Little Theater in order to prepare for an upcoming Debate competition. Much like a sport such as tennis, Varsity Debate teams go head to head against their opponents with just as much pressure to win. Countering and defending one's position takes focus, energy, and a fierce competitiveness.


As Editor-in-chief of Eastside Online, Mike Rosner (00) works daily in F087 to keep the website currently updated with new stories and graphics. Along with his Co-Editor, Jay Kothari (00), Rosner leads a team of staff members who work exclusively to post student issues and news to the rest of the world.

Nayda Lev (01) gives a brief introduction to a movie before members of the Great Books and Movies Club. Meeting weekly, students regularly gather to discuss and appreciate the literary and film contributions of artists such as Arthur Miller and Stanley Kubrick.

Adam Rubin (00), Amanda Winn (01) and Taina Luque (01) gather together to sign off at the end of yet another morning announcement. While many students take for granted the broadcasters' familiar presence "on the air" during the moments before homeroom ends, their roles as messengers are crucial to the success of the information network.

Eastside Opinions Editor Mike Rosenberg (00) measures out a board as he prepares to lay out one of his section's pages. The Opinions section features articles dealing with everything from parking fees to budget concerns. For Rosenberg, his work allows him to express unique perspectives on a variety of student issues.

Broadcast Team. Eastcast/Cable 18. Demogorgon
During a weekly Demogorgon meeting, Aviva Buchman ('00), Laurie Burton ('00) and Caryn Papish ('00) preside over the reading, interpretation, and final selection of poetry and prose. Every year, the editors and staff of Demogorgon publish a literary and art magazine that reflects the emotional journeys of the students through each artist's unique perspective.

Working alongside other Eastside editors, Tom Caruso ('00) and Andrew Schwerin ('00) lay out the boards, or the individual pages, for an upcoming edition of the newspaper. From the copy editing to the final cut, working on the newspaper editorial board is another way that students help tell the story of the events that make up a high school year.

For the past four years, Adam Robin ('00) has actively participated in the morning announcements—an invaluable service to students as well as faculty. In a high school with over twelve hundred students, the morning announcements provide an easy way to reaching out to every student and inform them of issues ranging from club meetings to special notices.

Three...two...one...roll the camera! A familiar refrain for Tasha Lutsk ('01), Jean Sung ('01) and Keith Davis ('00), communication in front of lights and camera defines what the three students do. In addition to the school's various print media, working on the Eastcast staff allows them to convey the objective news via Cable 18.

GREAT BOOKS AND MOVIES CLUB: Dan Morpesis (President), Meredith Abrams, Aviva Buchman, Rachel Csetel, Jason Friedman, Seth Herron, Andrew Kim, Chris Koper, Nadya Lev, Ronnie Rankine, Scott Rinehart, Abbi Sharofsky, Matt Young, Suzanne Zions.
While sitting comfortable in front of Communications, Lauren Zalot ('01) helps to prepare for the FOP party by organizing a pile of construction paper stars that will become festive decorations for the walls and tables of the party room. By combining creativity and holiday spirit, students are able to produce a successful event.

Cherry Hill is a town constantly growing and taking on new faces. However, the town of Cherry Hill is still a community, and many activities at East keep that in mind.

Each year, a new group of upperclassmen takes the reins of the bi-annual East Blood Drive. This very important activity helps guarantee accident victims, surgical patients and other potential blood recipients in the community a chance at new life. Also, Blood Drive helps to draw East into the community in ways few other activities can.

Adopt-a-Grandparent is a unique activity that enables students to travel to local nursing homes and “adopt” an elderly resident to talk to, share time with, and keep company. Students are always welcome and encouraged to join, but only a handful of students commit themselves to constantly doing their job. This is a source of endless fulfillment and a strong, warmhearted community activity.

The Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) annual Holiday Party committee is another popular community-oriented activity. Students, led by upperclassmen committee chairmen, create decorations and ultimately participate in this celebration, given by the FOP to local children who suffer from mental illnesses or disabilities. This provides a chance for students to reach out to the community and make some children, often neglected, very happy.

Students who participate in these activities are consciously helping the community in which they live. They serve as an opportunity to pay back a town and a school that has given them so much.

**REACHING OUT TO OTHERS**
As an involved advisor, Mr. Young lectures Adopt-A-Grandparent members on the basic goals of the club, upcoming visits, and the approaching induction ceremony. In one of the most fulfilling activities in the school, participants devote numerous hours of their time to senior citizens who truly appreciate the companionship.

KEY CLUB: Lauren Feigenbaum (President), Tom Caracciolo, Jillian Denker, Ying-Ying Dong, Brian Goldhagen, Adam Gottheim, Lindsay Levin, Shari Levin, Jessica Lynch, Taylor Mach, Pete Millili, Gayatri Patel, Meredith Rosenberg, Mike Rosenberg, Mike Rosner, Andrew Rothman, Blake Rudow, Allison Seibert, Maria Shi, Anna Starikovsky.

In the cafeteria after-school, freshmen Elise Mitchell ('03) and Kim D’Imperio ('03) cheerfully devote their time to painting a festive sign for the FOP Holiday Party sure to bring smiles to the faces of the children who attend the special party every December.

Smiling as she works on a project, Amber Naqvi ('02) is just one of the many students who enjoy exploring different ways of using their imaginations during meetings of the recently formed Craft Club. Eventually these creations will be given to brighten the day of senior citizens and needy children.

BLOOD DRIVE CHAIRPERSON: Justin Alamar, Pam Baskies, Laura Davis, Rob Ettinger, Lauren Feigenbaum, Mike Friedman, Nadine Ginsburg, Julia Leman, Lauren Marlowe, Anna Starikovsky, Rachel Sterling, Samantha Zweben.

CRAFT CLUB: Rachel Wu (President), Pat bun Hwang (Vice President), Tiffany Yang (Secretary), Diana Tang (Treasurer), Jim Ing (Publicity Manager), Stephanie Chang, Su Hong, Chin Lee, Melissa Meadoway, Amberbreen Naqvi, April Ostach, Gayatri Patel, Sophia Wong, Peggy Yang. Advisor: Ms. Kroft.
LEND A HELPING HAND

Taking care to paint even the smallest details onto every nook and cranny, Erica Nicoletti ('03) works with other members of the Art Club to give the girl's bathroom a makeover. The project exemplifies the service that can benefit faculty and students by turning a former graffiti problem into a colorful work of art.

Roma Pandya ('00) actively participates in volunteer work and is a member of Random Acts of Kindness Club, an organization started by Melanie Lowe ('00) to inspire students to take time out to do good onto others. From food drives to community cleanups, Pandya and other members of RAK thrive on the spirit of volunteerism. Here, she offers her sign-painting skills to another club.

AIDES: Balpreet Bhogal, Vicki Chou, Christina Liao (Biology), Brett Basara, Erica Busch, Lee Brownstein, Kyle Dallas, John Galati, Marissa Kravitz, Melanie Lowe, Gina Mammarou, Vincent Mignacco, Candice Muns, Jan Oliu, Kristen Romeo, Adam Spigelman, Angela Turner (Grade Level); Liz Baratto, Jillian Denker, Sherry Divietro (Guidance); Timur Dykhne, Steven Emerson, Nancy Wilensky (Library); Sejin Cha, Gabrielle Lance, Alyssa Tannenbaum (Nurse's).

ART CLUB: Abby Lichtman (President), Jenny Feinsberg (Vice President), Melissa Goldman (Secretary), Ahyun Kim (Treasurer), Zack Cercerow, Mike Eder, Julie Feinsmith, Angelene Hayes, Lauren Karpf, Ahmi Kim, Kristen Kindell, Lauren Lambaise, Michelle Leone, Ben Levy, Katherine Lim, Seth Mertsock, Andi Moldoff, Erica Nicoletti, Harry Rose, Ester Simpson, Rachel Solomon, Paul Spechler, Talia Sundstrom, Antonia Tyks, Claire Yoo, Yuan Pu Zheng. Advisor: Mrs. Hinrichsen.
Lauren Plasky ('00) gives a slice of pizza to a hungry student during a RAK fundraising sale. In order for RAK to have the opportunity to give back during their frequent volunteering events, club members must first sell snacks such as pretzels or pizza in order to raise the money necessary for helping out the school community.

The dull, yellow bathroom stalls of old become a new, vibrant artistic work in progress as Paul Specchler ('02), a member of the Art Club, helps paint a colorful jungle theme on the doors and walls of the girl’s bathroom. Renovating the surroundings has eliminated the past graffiti problem and given future generations of students the gift of a cleaner environment.

Melanie Lowe ('00), Jen Hur ('00), Sarah Fehder ('01), and Sarah Horowitz ('00) discuss upcoming plans for a community food drive during a RAK meeting. By involving themselves in the act of helping others, RAK members also help themselves. They realize that as members of the community who can make a difference they should do as much as they can to help.

Ashly Getson ('00) discusses problem-solving strategies with Adam Hoffman ('01) during a Peer Helpers meeting. Peer Helpers allow students to talk about their experiences and show support for one another. Without a forum for discussing their experiences, many students would not feel as comfortable sharing their ideas.
A Taste Of Things To Come

With three floors, dozens of packed hallways and nearly two thousand students, East is very much a world of its own. However, many students recognize the value of keeping up with the pace of the world outside of school.

Junior Statesmen of America (JSA) and the new International Affairs Club are two organizations that focus on the discussion and debate of current events. While JSA focuses mostly on creating a resolution specific to the topic at hand and subsequently debating that resolution, the International Affairs Club is a more easily paced group that concentrates mainly on friendly discussion.

Another organization, Teens After God (TAG), invigorates its members with open religious discussion and friendly contemplation. TAG recognizes that the teenage, high school years can often be the most difficult and complicated. Thus, TAG draws in religion and friendly openness to help alleviate the daily problems of people who participate in meetings.

Students at East are encouraged to get involved with in-school activities. However, groups such as these help to more personally relate the happenings of the world outside school with a comfortable, friendly in-school setting.

Maria Shi (’01), the president of the International Affairs Club, Dorothy Ting (’01), its Internal vice president, and Rakhi Vanmali (’01), a member, hold a discussion on Chechnya at the club’s second meeting. This recently formed club has bi-weekly meetings where members hold discussions on current world issues.

Most East students go through life without the adrenaline rush of becoming a totalitarian despot. Junior Statesmen of America allows aspiring fascist dictators to role play as their favorites while discussing pertinent current affairs. Props are provided to complete the characters and defensive measures if the discussion becomes too heated.
Jamie Beran ('01) buys a piece of pizza as Maria Shi ('01), Dorothy Ting ('01), and Rakul Vannmati ('01) sell the rest as part of the fundraising activities for International Affairs Club. Shi is currently the President. New clubs such as these rely heavily on their members to come out and assist with fundraising and publicity events.

Chrissy Hayes ('01) and Maureen Stolzer ('01), officers of TAG (Teens After God), make a presentation at one of their meetings. This club focuses on the religious aspect of the world, where members can talk about God, their beliefs, and the role religion plays in everyday life, and in a public school.

Esther Simpson ('03) and Serena Sun ('03) sign up to see Veggi Tales in TAG, a club where members devote themselves to pursuing their religion. Teens After God has risen in popularity since it replaced the Fellowship of Christian Athletes as a religiously oriented activity.


JSA: Dave Newman (President), Yusra Al-Sayyad, Balpreet Bhogul, Adam Fang, Andrew Kim, Oleg Nudelman, Josh Risnimmer, Andrew Schmerin, Jeff Wang, Kobina Wilmot.

TAG: Meg Boland, Ryan Chan, Sarah Cho, Stephanie Cohen, Katie Cook, Camille Cue, Suzanne Ferland, Kim Friend, Chrissy Hayes, Candace Jackson, Brandi Kim, Miriam Kim, Kristen Kindell, Christina Megee, Lauren Marone, Leila Mendelowicz, Melissa Meserall, Matt Neary, Ryan Neary, John Riebe, Lauren Shelmire, Esther Simpson, Kirsten Spearman, Maureen Stolzer, Serena Sun, Diana To, Srinath Vemuri, Gaven Watkins, Kobina Wilmot, Jenny Wong, Christine Yoo, Claire Yoo, Mike Zeng. Advisor: Ms. Latner.
From All Ends

Genna Frantz ('01), a junior class representative, makes a sign promoting the junior prom: "I enjoy contributing to my class and making a difference in our school," says Frantz. Part of SGA's responsibility includes organizing events such as dances and spirit week events.

The junior class advisor, Mr. Haines, discusses sophomore cotillion plans with Catherine Kolozay ('01) and Jonathan Cetel ('01). Advisors keep the Student Government Association running smoothly. Most have had many years experience in advising class governments and can pass this on to students, telling them what has worked in the past and what has not.

Keith Erickson ('00) and Arun Handa ('02) work at their computers to perfect their programs used in competition. Both measured up to the competition, with Keith placing third and Arun first in each of their programs. These events may become the sports events of the future, some speculate.

Smiles wide, members of the Chinese Dance Club, conclude their routine in a weekly rehearsal. As one of the main choreographers, Jen Wang ('02) (center), enjoys being able to express her artistic talent to the rest of the school by dancing on Multicultural Day. She passes this gift on to other students by helping them learn her cultural dances at weekly meetings.
SGA: Jake Rosenberg (President), Brett Ciarelli (Vice President), Mary Daly (Vice President), Andrew Rothman (Vice President), Jonathan Scott (Vice President), Advisor: Dr. John Vivone.

CHINESE CULTURAL DANCE CLUB: Jennifer Wang (President), Jade Goh (Vice President), Stephanie Chang, Alice Hong, Chihin Lee, Z Lu, Sherry Lu, Ryan Pang, Jennifer Tan, Jennifer Wang, Sophia Wong, Crystal Wu, Peggy Yang. Advisor: Mrs. Shuster.


Practicing their dance routine, Natali Gleimer ('01) and Sammy Zweben ('01) enjoy their break from their regular academic courses. Students who participate in clubs not only have a chance to express their talents, but also have a great opportunity to become an active part of the school's numerous activities. Along with participating in the school's dance club, both Natali and Sammy dedicate most of their free time to dancing with their dance companies.

Mr. Mamidian, a librarian, carefully instructs Nancy Williams ('02), a library aide, on how to assist students and teachers who come into the library with something in mind. Library aides willingly devote lunch periods, study halls, and free time to helping others in need of research or reading materials in the sometimes ever-changing array of books and materials within the library.

THE DANCE CLUB: Alyssa Cwanger (President), Arielle Bredtler, Ewan Blau, Melissa Chung, Tori Cohen, Laura Davis, Jayden Fineburg, Kim Friend, Becky Janoff, Emily Jones, Jenni Joyce, Maria King, Julie Kim, Danielle Kraus, Lauren Linke, Kristin Monzo, Meredith Minoff, Christine Pae, Abby Raceli, Rachel Silberman, Cassandra Sobkow, Elizabeth Sobkow, Kristen Slepian, Dominique Szpreengel, Kim Vuong, Adar Wellington, Sammy Zweben. Advisor: Mrs. McLaughlin.

SGA, Chinese Cultural Dance Club, Computer Team, Dance Club
Year after year, we entered East in September; no longer nervous, but increasingly excited to enter a school that was already familiar. The thrill of it all lay in realizing the differences in everything and everyone around us. Even when we had thought we knew it all, things constantly changed. That was the true essence of learning what the textbooks didn’t teach.
As students process back and fourth through D-wing during the course of the day, the familiar sound of a skillfully played trumpet fills both the air and the ears of the passersby. Behind the closed door of the boy's dressing room each note resonates, a culmination of years of skillful practice and hard work.

Mr. Timothy Keleher, conductor of Jazz Band, Freshman Wind Ensemble, and Symphonic Band, has certainly made a name for himself here at East. Young, good-natured, and full of energy, he earns both the admiration and respect of his students. "He's a great guy," said Justin Friedman ('00). "A pleasure to work with and great at what he does."

In addition to conducting three groups, Keleher teaches Music Theory AP, a valuable and difficult music elective. He applies the same vigor and dedication to his teaching as he does to his conducting.

Although he is well respected, Keleher had a lot of pressure on him upon his debut in East's music department. He was taking over the job of former band director Roy Hough, who had retired, and then passed away. The venerable Hough was admired and respected for his years of experience, and the relatively young Keleher had a lot to live up to.

However, Keleher quickly commanded the respect of the faculty and students at East. His constant devotion to improving his own excellent trumpet skills while developing the skills of his students through constant practice has shone through, and Keleher has undoubtedly proven that he is worthy to the task.

Justin Friedman ('00) attentively awaits his cues as a percussionist in Symphonic Band. Percussionists must always remain in sync with the conductor, and, as Friedman puts it, "Even just watching Keleher conduct gives me a rush."

Lila Buchalski ('01) and Annette Gabay ('02) skillfully blow a deep breath while practicing on stage immediately before a concert. Their instrument, the bass clarinet, uniquely blends rhythm, harmony, and melody. Here, the musicians practice under Mr. Keleher's expert guidance so that they will have a successful performance.
Shoes To Fill

Mr. Keleher vigorously demonstrates his conducting movements in preparation on the night of the winter band concert, as the Symphonic Band looks on. Rarely can one get a glimpse of this man standing still while he's doing his job; his entire body moves in the passionate relationship he has established with the music.

Elena Medina ('02) focuses on Keleher's movements to obtain her starting point in the piece. As a flutist, her part sometimes involves sudden, quick trills and high notes, and requires careful observance of the conductor so as to properly blend in with the rest of the Symphonic Band.

Saxophonists of Symphonic Band contribute their soulful dynamics to one of the group's winter concert pieces. Symphonic Band provides a transition from Freshman Wind Ensemble to Wind Ensemble, but it also provides an opportunity for wind players to hone their skills and develop "soul" that will give a positive spin on all their endeavors.

Chris Zizzamia ('01) releases a deep breath while adding his part to the Symphonic Band's overall sound. Tuba players have to allow themselves plenty of time to take breaths in between notes. Here, Zizzamia skillfully follows Keleher's direction and simultaneously paces his playing keeping the band in tempo.

Trumpeters Dan Chou ('03) and Boris Lau ('03) make their presence known during a first period Freshman Wind Ensemble rehearsal. Sometimes, in the morning, it's tough to find the energy to create enough wind to power these musicians who aren't morning people.
The musical life is one of both relief and occasional disappointment. And so it goes for the many dedicated students involved in the instrumental music department, who must audition each year, whether to move up in the chain of bands, or keep their current position. Brass, woodwind players, and percussionists all start from the same place - Freshman Wind Ensemble. From there, musicians must work hard to advance. The next step is Symphonic Band and then comes Wind Ensemble, which is on a significantly higher skill level. These two groups are chosen through audition. Musicians make it into Wind Ensemble through a combination of talent and hard work. Once players make it to this group, their possibilities are endless.

Each year Mr. Yurko, the conductor, says that the Wind Ensemble is better than the last. Although this seems unbelievable it is true. As Mr. Yurko improves himself each year he envisions the same improvement for Wind Ensemble and expects it. With his hard work and passion for music he makes the band sound like an ensemble.

Mr. Yurko handpicks the top musicians for both Chamber Winds and Brass Ensemble, two small and highly selective musical groups. He also chooses a select few to play with Orchestra and Pit Orchestra. Rising up in the musical ranks is part of the thrill of being a musician. It takes quite a bit of work and dedication, but as Mr. Yurko himself always says - take a deep breath - and the same goes for success.
The Wind Ensemble rests for a second as their conductor Mr. Yurko rehearses a particular section. It is often necessary to repeatedly work with a certain section in order to perfect their contribution to the whole piece. Sometimes this may take a minute, other times a whole period, but it is imperative that it be done, for perfection is achieved only through practice.

Howard Chang ('00), Dave Firestein ('01), and Eric Moskowitz ('00), first clarinetists, warm up by rehearsing their clarinet parts before the winter concert. The key to a good concert is balance and intonation. Certain sections can not over power others. They try to make three sound like one by playing perfectly in tune.

Adam Bussey ('00) concentrates on conserving his air while taking a quick glance at his music. Wind Ensemble musicians are expected to have a good hold on their instrument, but they also have to be able to balance their sound between music and conductor, so as not to fall behind the beat of the group.

Megan Kelly ('00) focuses intently on Mr. Yurko's direction as the Wind Ensemble puts final touches on a piece before the concert. As a senior flutist and piccolo player, Kelly helps lead her section, strengthening the entire flute section as a whole.
As students walk down D-wing, they can hear different melodies emitted by various string instruments almost any period. That's because this year, orchestra started having rotating lessons. Each section of the orchestra meets once a week with Mrs. Greenspan, the new string teacher, for one different period every week to work on the music or just plain scales.

This new program was adopted as a result of the wide gap between the abilities of the members of the orchestra. Last year, there were two orchestras. All the members auditioned and the better half of the orchestra formed the Ensemble. Mr. Yurko conducted the Ensemble and Mrs. Kasinskas the string orchestra, the other half of the full orchestra. The Ensemble played harder pieces, such as Hoe Down, which required more skill. This way, all the string players could play to their full potential and the weaker members could play music suitable for their level.

By having weekly rotating music lessons, the less proficient string players are able to spend more time strengthening their skills, thereby improving the entire orchestra, since a group is only as strong as its weakest link. Mr. Yurko hopes that by giving certain members that extra boost, the whole orchestra will sound better.

Despite the resumption of a one orchestra policy, there are still many opportunities for adept string players to show their abilities. Many of the members audition to become part of the All-South Jersey Orchestra. Those who make it then audition for the All-State Orchestra. Seniors get an extra chance by applying to PAVAS, an organization that supports the performing arts.

Maria Shi (‘01) and Vicki Chou (‘00) join the first violin section in rehearsing part of the Opera Night music, while the second violins and the rest of the orchestra rest. Rehearsal is a constant stretch of starting and stopping at different intervals in the music, and the first and senior violinists are among the hardest worked members of the orchestra.

Feversomely pounding notes in Ernest Bloch's bizarre twentieth century work "Concerto Grosso," Jen Tan (‘02) and Dave Gaden (‘00) gaze intently at their music for the first time. Sight reading is an essential ability in advanced musical groups such as string orchestra, where the skill is assumed to be present in all members.

Mr. Yurko energetically leads the orchestra in the rather difficult Prelude movement of the “Lady Radnor’s Suite” by Hubert Parry. As the year progresses Mr. Yurko selects more difficult music for his orchestra to play, and he attempts to increase the amount of music performed. “My goal is to perform forty-five minutes of music at the Spring concert, not just eleven minutes,” said Yurko.

Mike Cheung (‘00) and Rachel Wu (‘02) rehearse the Overture to Telemann’s “Lustige Suite for Strings.” The music that Mr. Yurko selects for orchestra each year is on a professional level, much higher than students have experienced in middle school or elsewhere. “I don’t know of any other high school orchestra in the area that is playing Telemann,” said Yurko.

ALL STATE HONORS: Kirsten Burkhardt, Rachel Cetel, Ying-Ying Dong, Leah Plimpton, Dave Rabizadeh, Jon Sagot, Arin Sang-Urai, Jennifer Tan, Julie Wagner, Crystal Wu, Christine Yin.

PAVAS INDUCTEES: Joe Benàsuti, Daniel Berg, Aviva Buchman, Jane Cabalo, Rachel Cetel, Alyssa Cwanger, Keith Davis, Ariel Fox, David Gedren, Andrea Gerulat, Chrisyy Haney, Megan Kelly, Danielle Krause, Alex Kutsche, David Lawrence, Jessica Laynor, Justin Marcian, Colleen Martin, Jim Moore, Morgan O’Neil, Sheri Oppenheimner, Max Polorsky, Nadine Rovner, Adam Rubin, Julie Warshauer, Crystal Wu, Christine Yin.
In Perfect Harmony

Chrissy Hayes ('00) has shown the dedication and talent to advance through the choral groups from Vocal Workshop up to East Singers. As a group, East Singers performs in perfect harmony, however, solos still shine through just like Chrissy’s beautiful alto voice.

Complete Concentration appears on the face of Fran Delledici ('02) as Vocal Workshop performs another piece. Teamwork is crucial to having everyone sing as a group. Each member must put aside nervousness, anxiety, and the rush of performing in order to contribute to the group’s performance as a whole.

Working hard through all four years of high school and sharing a love for singing are two characteristics of all East Singers. To make it into this advanced group is quite an accomplishment and honor. It is a goal of all East’s singers, especially seniors, such as Debbie Chang ('00) and Gary Ko ('00), who have met their goal.

Anyone who casually strolls down D-wing during the school day is bound to hear the familiar sounds of vocal warm-ups coming from the vocal rooms.

"Mee... may... mah... no... mu..."

One cannot help but stop, listen, and peer into the room, anxiously anticipating the inherent flow of wonderful music.

The Vocal Department is a very open and receiving place. Anyone can sign up to take a vocal class - no experience required - and may partake in the joy that is vocal music.

However, the true challenge lies in progression. The dedicated, hardworking vocal student can, by the diligence of practice, rise up in the ranks. Vocal Workshop is an entry-level class that teaches the basics of college, rhythm, and technique. Concert Choir is a step higher, where the student can combine learned skill with natural talent in a more advance setting. Finally, there are East Singers and Chansons, whose members are of the most practiced and advanced of the East Vocal Department.

Progression for group to group is achieved by audition, hard work, and practice. The Vocal Department, however, is a warm and receptive place to meet new friends, develop talent, and make the most out of music.

Discipline, talent, and enthusiasm define Concert Choir. One difference between good and great singing lies in the absolute joy they receive when performing. Emily Goldenthal (’01) beams as the music flows around her.

Ronjon Bose (’04), a Freshman, and Andrew Keller (’00), a Senior, represent the diversity of Chorus. Both have found a love for singing and have been driven to begin to satisfy such a love by joining Vocal Workshop. Singing is a skill that anyone can enjoy and it is never too late to find that passion.

Concert Choir is a group with a style similar to that of East Singers, with both male and female vocals. It represents a balance medium between Vocal Workshop and East Singers. Jennifer Pajdak (’00) exhibits all the hard work put into preparing for the winter concert. Singing is all about performing for others.

A key part of chorus is to be in sync. Chansons, an all girl choir is uniform in both attire and performance. The idea is for all the distinct voice to harmonize together in order to form one voice from many. Jodi Katz (’01), Jenni Joyce (’02), and Christa Wesley (’02) perform as one.


With A Bit Of Flair

The audience quickly marvels at the beautiful costumes and cheerful harmony produced by the Madrigal Singers as they walk onto the stage at a concert. They stare in cordial admiration at the singers, who glance merrily at each other, exchanging sweet smiles and romantic faces.

Contrarily, the audience roars in laughter as thirteen young men clad in shirts, ties, coats and blue jeans come running onto the stage in a fit of energy and song. The men of Casual Harmony have made their entrance, and the audience awaits another fun-filled performance.

Children and parents alike stare with wide-eyed wonder as the Belles of East, flowing in their melodic gowns, process onto the stage and accompany themselves with handbells. The audience agrees that the singing and ringing creates a uniquely pleasant listening experience.

Elegance and grace then march onto the stage. This next group does not sing but performs with their bells, charming the audience. Dressed all in black their professionalism shines through.

In addition to simply singing, these small ensembles all find ways of bringing their souls to the surface to share with the audience, in ways that the audience appreciates and looks forward to.

The real beauty of these groups, however, is in their ability to combine unique performances with dedicated community service. They are constantly in demand by a community that grows to love them. Belles, Madrigals, Celebrations, and Casual Harmony all perform at various community functions, benefit concerts, and private institutions, all year long.

For the members of these ensembles, the friendships formed are every bit as fun and important as the music and performance. All the groups are student directed, and are advised by Ms. Steele (Belles, Madrigals, Celebrations) and Ms. Ferguson (Casual Harmony). Thus, the musicians learn to work together and rely on each other as teammates and friends.

"The small-sized ensembles are a great chance to combine an expression of talent with much needed community service." Dave Gadren ('00)

CELEBRATIONS: Jackie Bell, Balpreet Bhogal, Jade Goh, Patthun Hwang, Emily Joo, Ahmi Kim, Katherine Lim, Abbi Sharofsky, Maureen Stolzer, Jing Tao, Srinath Vemuri, Julie Warnhauer, Christine Yin, Claire Yoo, Laurie Steele (Conductor)

BELLES OF EAST: Balpreet Bhogal, Rachel Cetel, Alyssa, Cwanger, Ariel Fox, Sarah Goldberg, Emily Joo, Min Yu Li, Sara Linton, Laura Purnell, Deva Seidel, Liz Welch, Christa Wesley, Karen Wolskoy, Christine Yin, Laurie Steele (Conductor)
Casual Harmony: Joe Benasuti, Randy Chan, David Gadren, Jonathon Greiner, Owen Hoxie, Gary Ko, Dave Marinelli, Dave Rabizadeh, RJ Weaver, James Yoon, Cindy Ferguson (Conductor)

MADRIGAL SINGERS: Dan Berg, Kirstin Burkhardt, Jane Cabalo, Scott Davis, David Gadren, Debbie Ghosh, Emily Goldenthal, Jonathon Greiner, Kristina Kasinski, Jennifer Kim, Jessica Laynor, Rachel Lieberman, Kristin Luchman, Bill Magee, Morgan O'Neil, Max Polonsky, David Rabizadeh, Arin Sang-Urai, Anna Wesley, Laurie Steele (Conductor)
In The Spotlight

From musicals to melodramas, revues to revivals, the Thespians have performed them all. Besides for the fall and spring shows, performing artists participate in much more than just the two mainstage shows. Other performing arts activities such as Meme Company and Madrigals fit into many students’ busy schedules, and still they find time to act in the annual One-Act plays, which are all directed and produced by students. Why the phenomenal variety of different theatrical productions? Perhaps the greatest asset to students dedicated to the theater department is the diversity of plays and clubs to join. For Sam Rosenberg ('01), for example, dividing his time between Meme Company, Casual Harmony, and Thespian Society as well as acting in almost every East production is a way for him to extend his capabilities as an artist. “I love it all—I mean, I have a passion, a drive for doing all of this that I do,” Rosenberg said. “Some people may look at the workload and groan, but I just see a bigger challenge to take on. For me, just going out there and performing and loving what I do—I live for it.” His active role in the performing arts since freshman year has given Rosenberg increased breadth in a wide variety of theatrical genres, something invaluable to a versatile actor. Like Rosenberg, Liz Klausner ('01) agrees that the vast array of theatrical productions every year motivates her to do her best in all three aspects of performing: singing, dancing and acting. “For me personally, I have the chance to do all three and work hard on them because the music department, the spring show and the One-Acts gives me the experience I need to add to my theatrical repertoire,” Klausner said.

Colleen Martin ('00) makes sure every little detail is up to par before another performance. Under Martin’s watchful eye, the set makes all the difference in making the show a success, for, along with other members of stage crew, her job is to make sure the setting coincides authentically with the image that the playwright envisioned originally.

WHITE CAST: Zach Abo, Francesca Deleci, Adam Finkel, Scott Goldberg, Steve Goldberg, Jonathan Greiner, Adam Gutbezahl, Melissa Kellner, Sam Rosenberg, John Ryan, Jonathan Sagot, Awin Sang-Urai, Nolan Seales, Beth Smulyan, R.J. Weaver, Kim Vuong, Mr. Nation (Advisor)

RED CAST: Hollie Barattolo, Andrew Cohen, Scott Davis, Scott Goldberg, Steve Goldberg, Jonathan Greiner, Adam Gutbezahl, Kevin Inacker, Liz Klausner, Jim Moore, Morgan O'Neill, Arton Robbins, Sam Rosenberg, John Ryan, Beth Smulyan, R.J. Weaver, Mr. Nation (Advisor)
Bravo! Kristin Malotti ('02) congratulates Sam Rosenberg ('01) on a job well done after the hub-bub of yet another successful performance of the classic, American and Old Lace. After all the hard work that went into making his character come alive, Rosenberg credits the joy of performing as the perfect gratification for his efforts.

Doubles for the night, Liz Klausner ('01) and her red cast "twin," Melissa Kellner ('01) rehearse their lines before opening night. Both students actively participate in other performing arts activities in addition to the fall show. Klausner, for example, sings, plays the piano and dances outside of acting.


FALL SHOW STAGE CREW: John Andrako, Hollie Barattolo, Laurel Budman, Teralyn Carter, Sarah David, Keith Davis, Matt Devine, Keith Erickson, Emily Goldenthal, Jenny Goldsmith, Marc Gramatges, Rebecca Halperin, Owen Hoxie, Aaron Inver, Jodi Katz, Shaun Kessler, Matt Lausi, Sarah Linton, Tasha Lufer, Colleen Martin, Kristen Merlino, Cristen Mijoti, Troy Mohamed, Stephen Podowitz, Michelle Polansky, Adam Rubin, John Ryan, Jonathan Sagot, Jean Sung, R.J. Weaver, Mr. Weaver (Advisor).

MIME CO: Hollie Barattolo, Sarah Bleaken, Laurel Budman, Teralyn Carter, Emily Cowan, Scott Davis, Adam Finkel, Steve Goldberg, Nicole Goldstein, Marc Gramatges, Rebecca Halperin, Alexis Kilduff, Lauren Levine, Sara Linton, Bill Magee, Colleen Martin, Marissa McKinney, Lauren Meneses, Cristen Mijoti, Melissa D. Ponziano, Arion Robbins, Sam Rosenberg, Adam Rubin, Arin Sang-Urai, Nolan Searles, Beth Smulyan, Sarah Waxman, R.J. Weaver, Mr. Weaver (Advisor).
Preparing for his dramatic revelation as Billy in the spring musical, Anything Goes, Adam Finkel ('02) stands amidst the crowd, awed at his impending speech. Serious moments like this one along with the slapstick humor interspersed in between helped make the show a success. In order to portray the characters and bring them to life, however, the cast of the show spent numerous hours in relentless rehearsal.

There's somethin' wrong here! Such was the rallying cry as Nolan Searles ('02), a.k.a. the infamously hilarious con man Moonface Martin, gets arrested on-stage while the audience enjoys a good laugh at his ridiculous antics. For such a simple action hours of blocking was needed in order to make the scene flow as smoothly as possible.

As she closes out the last note of "Blow, Gabriel, Blow," Lyndsay Rancher ('02) as the charismatic Remo Sweeney finishes her showstopping number with a final exultant hail. The stunning finale combined the best of costumes, lighting and musical finesse, resulting in a dazzling display of talent.


SPRING SHOW STAGE CREW: Yasin Al-Sayyad, Neel Cohen, Keith Davis, David Deitch, Matt Devine, Matt Dorori, Keith Erickson, Jared Goldstein, Gregg Gramatges, Marc Gramatges, Laura Griffin, Owen Hoxie, Aaron Inver, Dara Kates, Shaan Kessler, Boris Lau, Matt Lauts, John Li, Jason Lih, Graham Livingstone, Kristen Luchtmann, Tasha Lutek, Iram Malik, Colleen Martin, Kristen Merlino, Troy Mohamed, Sarah Moore, Kate O'Brien, Rachael Oppenheim, Ameetha Palanivel, Heather Parker, Nicole Pulito, Matt Rosenberg, John Ryan, Kyle Sattin, Jonathon Schimpf, Jeremy Smith, Jean Sung, Dominique Szarejczyk, Akhila Vasthara, R. J. Weaver, Dan Weiss, Evan Weiss, Mr. Weaver (Advisor).
Lights, music .... disclaimer? A disclaimer?? Indeed, something unusual happened before each performance of the spring show this year. In addition to welcoming the audience to the performance, Mr. Nation added a short preface about the stereotypes that the audience was about to see portrayed in Anything Goes, a popular Cole Porter musical comedy. The disclaimer was added as part of a slight revising of the musical because of the prevalence of racial stereotypes in the play. Initially, some controversy broke out when some members of the pit orchestra saw the mocking caricatures of two of the Chinese characters in the play. Even though it was intended by the original scriptwriters as pure comedic relief, some of the material was nonetheless offensive to students. Symbol Lai ('02), an actress who portrayed one of the Chinese “converts” said, “In the beginning, even I was offended at what kind of a character I had to portray.” That, however, did not prevent her and the rest of the cast from seeing the big picture. Several parts of the play were edited out and the disclaimer was added in to make the production less prejudicial while still keeping to the original script. The rest of the cast and crew as well as the pit orchestra continued to do their best. “Basically, I decided that if I was going to do this, I would do my absolute best and not ruin it for everyone just because initially I thought some of the material was racist,” Lai said.
When performing, timing and positioning must be precise in order to present unity. Jeremy Vollman ('01) said, "The most difficult part of a marching band is not playing the music but staying synchronized." The key to a good marching band is good formation, good music, and everything done in unison.

To make the music heard and rile up spirit, re-enforcement is needed. Courtney Cox ('03), Sarah Bleakin ('02), and Terri Carter ('03), provide the tempo by playing the bass drum. Rhythm is crucial to Marching Band.

MARCHING BAND: Lisa Akinsekas, Dave Anderson, Adam Barsky (Percussion Captain), Naomi Baumgarter, Dan Berg (Woodwind Captain), Jordan Berg, Jacklyn Bell (Drum Major), Andrew Bleaken, Sarah Bleaken, Brian Caballo, Terri Carter, Andrea Cotto, Courtney Cox, Sarah Daly, Kim D’Imperio, Polly Ehrlich, Adam Fenselh, (Brass Captain), Amanda Fabiane, David Firestein, James Gillespie, Rebecca Gillespie, Justin Gordon, Adam Green, Anthony Kasinskas, Kristina Kasinskas, Ashley Kelly, Megan Kelly, Ahmi Kim, Hannah Kim, Billy Klein, Lauren Marrone, Robert Natelson, Jill Pahre, Leah Plimpton, Asher Rose, Jennifer Tan, Jeremy Volkman, David Wolbach (Drum Major) COLOR GUARD: Alice Hon, Jamie Johnson, Danit Macor, Lauren Mennes, Heather Sabatino, Emily Saudail (Captain), Meenakshi Tripathi, Andy Moldoff (Manager), Heather Tomar (Manager), Lauren Tyska (Manager) Advisor: Mr. Yurko, Mr. Keister, Mr. Lacy.
Together We Stand...

The rumble of drums, the blare of horns, the chirp of flutes, the wave of flags all these elements uniquely characterize Marching Band. Musicians performers of all kinds unite to form this unique group. They come together from organizations such as Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, Freshman Wind Ensemble, Orchestra, and dance groups to provide the percussion, brass and woodwind sections, as well as the leading drum majors and the color guard.

Alone, they are individual performers with different musical backgrounds. Different genres and musical styles separate them. Only together do they form the marching band.

East's Marching Band performs partly to extract spirit from all the fans who attend the football games, and also for the sheer joy of performing. To perform as well as they do, however, requires a tremendous amount of time and hard work. All the members make time to practice every day outside in front of school. In addition to practicing the music, they must also orchestrate the dance and movement of the performance.

The different sections of the band occasionally practice separately. However, they always come together when it is game time. The dedication and talent of all the members of Marching Band truly shine in their performance.

David Wolbach ('00) said, "Hard work and dedication seem impossible at first, but really pay off in the end."

David Wolbach ('00), one of two Drum Majors, salutes in order to signal the band to begin playing. "The position of Drum Major is a lot of responsibility, which I take very seriously." Poise, flair, and dedication characterize a drum major.

Jackie Bell ('00), A Drum Major, leads the band as they march out towards the field at full attention. She said, "After committing four years to marching band, I am very proud of what I have become and have had a great time leading this group."
After the first few months, however, East had already taught us more than just math and grammar. A new sensation of independence developed and protected us gradually as we walked the halls. We knew our locker routines by heart. We knew every inch of the hallways. And we had begun to realize just what high school was all about - ourselves.
Grand Central Station: Caf. 1

When the clock strikes 2:25, East students scatter. Some rush off to soccer practice; others saunter to their cars; while another group of students, the freshmen, gather in cafeteria I just to hang out after school. Sound strange?

Actually, the tradition of cafeteria culture has thrived over the years. Each incoming class brings in a new generation of students eager to meet the great acquaintances; new friends and old buddies at the place they affectionately call “the Caf.” Whether students are helping each other with their homework or just chatting about the latest movie, East’s cafeteria definitely has a unique world of its own at 2:30 each day.

After all, cafeteria I has all the amenities: readily available (though not always) junk food, an ice cream machine, soda, and the special ambience that only the freshman can create. For those who are still exploring East, staying after school is a good way to begin. The diversity of students who go in and out of the work double doors give the cafeteria it variety - it is the Grand Central Station of East.

Just because the school day ends, it does not mean that freshmen head home. Many of them stay after to take advantage of the endless “buffet” of activities East has to offer. Others, like Lisa Browne (’03) and Jen Strouse (’03) have a friendly chat after school before heading to Caf 1 just to hang out with their friends.
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East's Buffet

For much of this year, the freshmen have been introduced to East's buffet of activities. There are more than enough clubs and organizations to cater to a variety of different interests, whether they be athletic, artistic, or a multitude of others. A slew of culture-oriented clubs include Asian Cultural Society as well as Irish Culture Club, just to name a few. ACS, for example, holds meetings to help inform its members of the Asian culture, and welcomes students of all ethnic backgrounds to join in the fun. The Lunar Banquet provides a cultural lesson as well as an exotic display of various Asian cuisine — all served to the faculty. For students with athletic interest, they can choose from a variety of sports ranging from bowling to baseball. The Art Club as well as Craft Club are two new organizations that work on various creative projects in and around the school. Diana To '03 said, "I like the variety of clubs and activities at East because it's more than what we had at Beck. I can explore all my different interests and I also made a lot of new friends."

Makehi Tripathi '03 and other members of the art club paint away on the walls in Cafeteria I. During the course of the school year, the art club has been responsible for beautifying and bettering East, by painting murals on the walls in the hallways, the DiBart gym, and the bathrooms.
It's the big leagues now. Swim fast and watch your back. This school can swallow you whole. Freshman year was only the first step. Life will twist and turn in every direction socially, academically, and emotionally. You'll love some minutes of it, hate other ones, and sometimes feel like you're just going through the motions. But in the end, you'll look back on it all with a moist eye, wishing you could take some of it with you into the future.
WARNING: STRESS AHEAD

It is every student's nightmare: it's one o'clock in the morning, and you still have to write that essay due the next day, study for the big Chemistry test and finish some math homework. Juniors and seniors may have adjusted well to the hectic schedule, but for sophomores just emerging from freshman year, it can be a rude awakening.

For many students, sophomore year is always a far cry from the laid-back, easygoing style of freshman year classes. For some reason, the teachers just seem to get much stricter come tenth grade. Sure, they say it is good preparation for the real world, but for many sophomores still grappling with the onslaught of work, the experience can be very stressful.

Aside from the myths, however, the adjustment period is relatively painless - if one knows how to manage time, that is. For a student, constantly juggling activities, school and a social life requires organization and balance, all invaluable skills to have for the present and the future.

Sophomore year brings a lot of change for all students and alters their attitude toward school work. They can no longer take it as easy as they did the year before. Now, as sophomores, they must work till the last minute. Here, Jaimee Phillips ('02) and Anette Gabay ('02) are getting in some last minute studying before their test.
Class Of 2002 Officers

President: Lee Brownstein
Vice Presidents: Jim Boyle, Jonathan Ducat, Rachel Hershenberg
Advisor: Mr. Haines
A Dance To Remember

After the flurry of their Freshman Dance, many would-be sophomores set their sights upon the Sophomore Cotillion. Months of planning and hard work go into choosing a theme, setting up the decorations and picking the right songs to make Cotillion truly a night to remember for all who attend. As in all events, some students were a bit disappointed by various aspects of the dance—Sophia Wang ('02), for example, said that there could have been improvements with the music. "The music could have been better had they not played songs from the seventies and eighties," Wang said. Still, though, many students came away from the dance with new memories of a wonderful night. The decorations, in part, helped enhance the mood of a dance to remember. "SGA did an awesome job with decorations. It truly was an unforgettable night for all of us," said Priti Ojha ('02).

Rachel Wu ('02), Josh Rissmiller ('02), and Jen Ing ('02) mingle with their senior dates to the Cotillion. Andrew Kim, Vicki Chou, and Jeff Wang. Although the Cotillion is a sophomore dance, many upperclassmen attend. "They are more experienced at having fun at these dances," said Wu, "and plus, they can drive."
Does It Ever End?

Ah, it is that time of year again. For many East students, junior year holds many new beginnings as well as stressful events. Everything from the PSATs to the Junior Prom happens during the course of two semesters, and balancing it all out takes some serious skill. After weathering through sophomore year, many juniors have to cope with the continued difficulty of their classes. Additionally, however, the pressures stretch far beyond the classroom.

With many students turning seventeen, the race is on to see who gets their driver’s license first, and who will be first to stop taking the big yellow limousine to school. Academically, juniors begin their initial college search process; and even though senior year looms in the distance, time ticks quicker than many realize.

For many, adjusting to the accelerated speed of school and their own personal development takes some getting used to. So how do students cope? For some juniors, a healthy dose of friendship seems to do the trick. Studying with friends or just plain venting frustrations helps juniors to maintain their sanity when the stress gets bad.

For juniors, even after hours of studying, classes are never a breeze. From taking good notes to participating, they are constantly worrying about their next move. After cramming all night, Kenny Ensign ('01), races against time to finish his math test to the best of his ability.
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Seventeen Years In Waiting

It's that time of year again. Time to clear the road and run for your lives. A junior is getting his driver's license.

As much as they are the butt of jokes by seniors and adults, the juniors who have earned the right to drive have earned it fairly and deservedly. They have had the proper number of hours of classroom instruction, and have survived the intolerable driving lessons with a total stranger. According to state law, they are now prepared to face the realities of modern driving.

"Sure, there's danger and road rage aplenty," said Pete Medina ('01), a junior recently endowed with that fatal piece of paper. "But you just have to keep your head attached and you can live through it easily."

Medina is right. The most important thing a new driver can bring to the road is his or her own focus and attention: to traffic laws, other drivers, and road hazards.

Towards the end of the year, the parking lot fills up more and more to maximum capacity, with juniors embracing their newfound ability - and responsibility. But it's an honor that they have earned - and, with a little bit of sense, one they will be able to keep.

As scary as it may be, juniors, like Ann Kraft ('01), are getting their licenses. After seventeen years, they are finally enjoying their freedom.
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Shana R. San Pedro
Carlos R. Santiago
Kyle Hill Sattin
Aaron Satt
Gagan Kumar
Sawhney
Jill Rachel Schafer
Bryan Scheiner
Scott Louis Scheyer

Scott Earl Schafer
Michael Schmerling
Betsy L. Schmid
Melissa Schmura
Andrew Schwatz
Jonathan Reed Scott
Amanda Debra Scura
Debra A. Seidel

Siobhan L. Selie
Att Vinay Shah
Neesh Shah
Rushlin M. Shah
Joseph Shamsah
Susan Abigail Shaw
Rachel Sherman
Maria Shi
Shim, Seokchan

Seokchan Shim
Kara Diane Shore
Rachel I. Silberman
Lauren Silberman
Matthew J. Silverberg
Daniel Todd Silverman
John L. Skordos
Catherine Straboni

Beth Marla Smalian
Alissa Eve Snyder
Rachel Solomon
Erica Michelle Soltoff
Sarah Jeet Som
Erin Lisa Springer
Marina Studinar
Lindsay Strug

Jean Yeo Jin Sung
Venu Surya
Gail Rebecca Sweeney
Jill Elizabeth Sweeney
Alissa D.
Tannenbaum
Megan Elizabeth Thorpe
Nicole Thurston
Dorothy Yuen Ting

Stephan Richard
Tobin
Joseph Tortu
Milos Travechinski
Michelle Tseng
Lauren Elizabeth Tyka
Seth P. Ulrich
Robert Van Brunt, Jr.
Rakhi Satia Vannami

Frances M. Villar
Jeremy K. Wellman
Aaron Jordan Wagner
Jared Lee Wallace
Charles J. Walters
Carlos Wang
Gaven Ray Watkins
Jimmy Hendrix

Samuel Watson
William D. Wecker
Erica Suzanne Weitz
Brandon Welle
Anna Wesley
Michelle D. Whalen
Sara E. Wharton
Benjamin M. Whitten

Jessica A. Williams
Tara Leigh Wilcox
Amanda Frances Winn
Jason John Wisely
David Lawrence Wolfe
Lauren Elise Xenakis
Kevin K. Xu
Alex Yang

Kevin Yang
Jee Hye Yoo
Jee Woong Yoon
Matthew S. Young
Lauren Rachel Zahut
Matthew Shane Zaus
David Zhou
Suzanne T. Zovits

Christopher Ziazzamia
Samantha Zweber
Lisa Marie Zukas
Scott Farrel Berman
Lilia Megan Bucalski
Susan Marine Caruso
Victoria Sara Cohen
Cheryl Rose Davis
A Little R & R

What was a good way to relieve stress?

"I love to play my guitar whenever I'm stressed. But hanging out with my friends helps too." - Michael Fleming ('01)

"The two things that help me relieve stress the most are running and playing basketball. Sometimes listening to music helps too." - Rachel Gordon ('01)

"Although playing tennis for school is great, I like to go to the gym to work out as often as I can. This helps me relieve pressure and stress." - Ian Richman ('01)

"When I'm stressed, I usually exercise. But I sometimes try to write things down to get them off my head. Hanging out with friends is good too." - Ben Ruder ('01)

"When I have things on my mind, I usually listen to soothing music. I also exercise to clear all my thoughts." - Sarah Boyer ('01)

"I don't really have many hobbies, but to relieve stress I usually listen to music or hang out with friends, and occasionally stop by the gym." - Lindsay Strug ('01)

---

Bike On!
AND BREATHE EASIER
2000

GRADUATES
Joy Pela ('00), Roma Pandya ('00), and Melanie Lowe ('00) give Lauren Butler ('00) a taste of the relaxed senior year. For many underclassmen, there is little time to kick back and relax, while seniors have an abundant supply.
Kwame Biney

Diane Blank

Christopher Bluhm

Glen Marie Bona

Underclassmen
7 AM rolls out of bed
7:15 AM scrambles onto the bus
7:45 AM arrives at school
7:50 AM dodges incoming seniors
7:55 AM sits down at desk in HR
8:00 AM cram for math test next period
8:08 AM packs away everything and gets ready to leave
10 AM-2 PM pays attention in class
4 PM looks for a ride home from seniors
7 PM skips dinner for English essay
8 PM sits in front of computer
11 PM sits in front of computer

Seniors
7 AM Zzzzzzz
7:15 AM Zzzzzzz
7:45 AM wakes up confused in a closet
7:50 AM revs up car to get a cup of coffee
7:55 AM runs three red lights
8 AM steps through student entrance doors
8:08 AM desperately searches for their TI-83
10 AM-2 PM plays Tetris on TI-83
4 PM avoids underclassmen
7 PM skips homework for dinner
8 PM sits in front of computer procrastinating with AOL IM
11 PM sits in front of computer procrastinating with AOL IM
1 AM starts college applications
1:01 AM puts off applications for the next 4-day weekend
1:02 AM falls asleep
2:54 AM wakes up to brush their teeth in record time
2:55 AM falls asleep on bathroom floor
3:30 AM wakes up in the hallway
4:17 AM stumbles to a room and falls asleep in closet

Rafie Ron Braunstein

Joseph Brennan

Craig Adam Bromberg

Tia Brown

Holly Brownstein

Michael Bryman

Aviva Buchman

Marcus Burre Bullock
High School Survival Guide

1. AOL Instant Messenger .................. your great escape from homework
2. Coffee .................................. to get you past 1 AM
3. Little Yellow Bibles ................... Professor Cliff tells you all you need to know
4. Learning to live without sleep .... the underlying purpose of sophomore year
5. $50 parking space .................. the price of freedom
6. Kinkos ................................. open 24 hours for your copying needs
7. TI-83 ................................. fully loaded with helpful programs, like Tetris
8. More coffee .......................... to get you past 3 AM
9. Extended due dates ............... because they only make 24-hour days
10. A SHOULDER TO LEAN ON ..............
They say that senior year is full of memories of a lifetime. One's own personal car, newly printed driver's licenses — all of the perks that come with seniority truly live up to the hype. Only problem is — most of the fun requires something else — money. So — what is the solution? An after school job, of course, is the answer for many seniors. Traditionally, the burger-flipping hobby has been many students' pastimes ever since the days of diners and puddle skirts. Times change, but teenage motivations have not. As many students attest, the number one reason that they choose to take on an extra responsibility is for the money. However, besides for a regular payday, part time jobs teach important values as well. "Learning interdependence from your parents and proving to yourself that you can survive in the real world are key skills you learn from working," Jay Kothari ('00) said. While there are some students who need to work to support their families, the majority of East students work to pay for personal expenses — tabs include a shopping spree every once in a while, or a night out on the town with friends. All of the costs add up, and the bill is often expensive. "Besides working in the school store, I also find time outside of school to work as a hostess at the Elena Wu Restaurant," Katie Pease ('00) said.

Because senior year is supposedly the easiest, many wonder why the upperclassmen choose to increase their workload. Cons do exist, however. Pocco Jimenez ('00) said, "It's boring, sometimes monotonous, but it's always worth the money." Despite some setbacks, jobs teach valuable lessons — priceless to any student.
Elizabeth Habina  Lauren Hamill  Laura Hammond  Ralph Harding Jr.

Russell Hartman  Christina Hayes  Evan Heft  Andria Herman

Julia Hershenberg  Alexandra Herson  Daniel Hicks  Andrew Hill

Shiri Hirsh  Chun Ho  Benjamin Honig  Albert Hooper
It is a popular myth: high schools all have their own seniority system. At times, some upperclassmen may forget that they were once underclassmen as well, causing hostility. Nowadays, at East, the differences between the upper and lower classes are not as great, and many lasting friendships are formed between them. And, thankfully, myths have become myths, and East fosters a friendly social environment for all students, be they freshmen or seniors.

"Because of my experience maintaining friendships with upperclassmen while I was an underclassman, it gives me satisfaction to know that underclassmen appreciate my friendship that much," said Laurie Burton ('01).

While some upperclassmen won’t associate with the underclassmen, others will be found joking, laughing and having fun with them, in and outside of the classroom. In many electives at East, the students work together to create music, a cake or just to solve a common problem. After school, teamwork is a key factor in each sporting event and the mutual need to win better our team. Teamwork knows no age boundaries.

"Some underclassmen grew up in my neighborhood, so I have known them for many years. Others are just cool people. I met some underclassmen in clubs, and other I met in my music class, which consists of sophomores, juniors and seniors," said Dave Firestein ('01).

For many East students like Burton, having friends of different ages benefits them for all four years at East. Not only does it introduce them to diverse perspectives on everything from the gossip to life, but it also prepares them for the real world — a place full of different people.
Nam Hun Kim  Benjamin Kipnis  Michael Kligerman  Gary Ko  
Yury Korsky  Jay Kothari  Sona Kothari  Danielle Kraus  
Stefan Krause  Marisa Kravitz  Evan Kresman  Blake Krevolin  
Christopher Krzeminski  Johanna Kuhl  Alexander Kutsche  Eric Kyu
Standardized Test Checklist

[] 1. lots of #2 pencils
[] 2. 2 alarm clocks, just in case
[] 3. coffee, because no one should be conscious this early
[] 4. Kaplan Vocab cards, because the test doesn’t begin until the proctor says go
[] 5. 35 cents
[] 6. 2 packs of tissues ..... one for yourself and one for the sniffing, coughing, wheezing person behind you
[] 7. Pajamas and/or sweats for pure comfort
[] 8. A nice fat eraser ... for those stubborn pencil marks
[] 9. Your third grade calculator, because long division shouldn’t take that long ...
[] 10. A good luck charm with a consistent track record
[] 11. DO EVERY PROBLEM!!
Frantic students armed with caffeine surround themselves with books, notebooks, index cards, and study guides before school in the cafeterias, desperately trying to remember the details of the chapter that they meant to finish studying the night before. Others, comatose, sleepwalk through the halls until they can hand in the paper they worked on until the wee hours of the morning. Whether bogged down by procrastination, over scheduling, or both, students at East suffer from a severe case of time deprivation.

For some, the sheer number of after school activities combined with part-time jobs leaves them little time for the ever-increasing workload. Thus, most students sacrifice sleep, for important assignments. Genevieve La Ferriere ('00), a busy senior enrolled in several honors classes, says, “I usually sacrifice sleep, but eventually everything works out.”

Be it the seasoned senior or the inexperienced freshman, many East students struggle to balance school and activities. Emily Saidel ('01) suggests that “Schools should only be held on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays because the reduced schedule would alleviate some of the stress that students suffer from.” However, until scientists devise a way to prolong the twenty-four hour day, East’s busy students will continue to learn the most popular sport of all: juggling.
During their four years at East, students find the time to get involved in everything. In addition to academics, students dive head first into sports, music, drama, clubs, and organizations. But the truly rare individual is the well-rounded student - one who can sincerely participate in a wide variety of activities, while simultaneously demonstrating equal commitment and participation. It takes a lot of time, a lot of talent, and a lot of guts to be able to balance it all out.

While some students believe that activities are just a vital necessity for college applications, many join activities for what they really offer. A well-rounded student, then, fits this description. "To be the well-rounded student, you need to acknowledge that there is something more to life than just a rat race for college," said Yusra Al-Sayyad ('00). "The kid concerned only with the grades will obviously never become well-rounded."

Additionally, East, like any school, has social divisions - we call them "cliques." But well-rounded students are able to transcend these rifts and still retain their individuality. "When you do the same things, you have more of a tendency to live and breathe the same 'life' for periods of time," said Arin Sang-Urai ('01). "Of course, when you are a part of many things, activities, and organizations, you can have a profound effect on what other people think of you, and on how you view yourself."

Perhaps the most important aspect of being well-rounded consists of giving back some of what one takes away from East. It means sharing with others the knowledge and experience one acquires through different activities. Only by sharing can a student possibly achieve balance.
The car’s got a full tank of gas. There’s a big party at a beach house this weekend. Senior cut day is coming up. Life is good. It’s senior year! Teachers have assigned big projects in some of your classes. You have daily homework in the others. And after school there’s work for three hours. On top of all that, your parents are yelling for you to finish college apps. Life is bad. It’s senior year. Underclassmen always talk in high expectations of the loose, relaxed senior year. Seniors know the truth: that year never comes. There’s always something else to do, and if there isn’t, you could always worry about things you already did. There’s that big lab report handed in last week that made no sense and was done in size 10 Bic blue font. Then there’s that pop quiz on some 300 page book that you never even opened and whose Cliffsnotes® were sold out. And then there’s the long wait for the little white envelopes from the colleges. And then there’s that other thing ... and ... and ...
You've served your time, and you've worked for your freedom. With college around the corner, life is sweet. The world opens whole new opportunities and a car provides adequate and reliable liberation. Parties become more and more frequent, and for the first time ever, you're no longer trapped inside your house wondering how much fun you could be having. Senior year lives up to everything that you expected. You strut down the halls of East with the understanding that you are older, taller and wiser than the other kids. The only words that enter your head are "Relax, it's about time you relax."

Senior year is one last year to party with your friends and one last year to do what you want before college. Most importantly, senior year is one last year to create some of the best memories of your life.
ALISON L. BERNEST
45 Country Walk
“Dance like no one’s watching, smile like you never have before, love like it’s the first time, “Ally.””

MARCUS BULLOCK
22 Westbury Drive
“I’m a bad boy and bad boys do bad things.”

ALICIA R. BRIELLES
35 Breanne Drive
“Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to what is good.”

Laurie N. Burton
310 Crawford Road
“Get right to the heart of matters. It’s the heart that matters more.”

BALPREET BHOGAL
414 Longstone Drive
To thine own self be true. “MEMORIES: (LeClaire, Brindly, and pooling the puck on the opposite side of the crease..."

RAFIE BRAUNSTEIN
1640 Lane Park
“Man cannot survive except through his mind.”

ERICA L. BUSCH
14 Vanessa Court
“You never really leave your friends, you take part of them with you..."

KRISTIN E. BIANCULLI
14 Signal Hill Road
“Life is what happens to you while you’re busy making other plans.”

JENNIFER BUSKIRK
1623 Prince Drive
“I am strong enough to take these memories and make them mine.”

KWAME BINEY
213 Balfour Terr.
“Make the most of what you got, and never forget where you come from.”

TIA KARICE BROWN
6 Lisa Lane
“You don’t know me like I know you!”

DIANA M. BLANK
1921 Huntington Drive
“Never take life seriously. Nobody gets out alive, anyway.”

HOLLY ELIZABETH BROWNSTEIN
223 N. Brookfield Rd
“If you’re going to ride the gold of sunshine and your tunes were played on the harp strings, would you hear your voice come through the music?”

MARCUS BULLOCK
22 Westbury Drive
“I’m a bad boy and bad boys do bad things.”

DIANA M. BLANK
1921 Huntington Drive
“Never take life seriously. Nobody gets out alive, anyway.”

MARY ELIZABETH BROWNSTEIN
223 N. Brookfield Rd
“If you’re going to ride the gold of sunshine and your tunes were played on the harp strings, would you hear your voice come through the music?”

JANE C. CABALO
141 Kilburn Drive
“I have failed as much as I have succeeded.”

CHRISTOPHER G. BLUHM
206 Roaneoke Rd.
“The other day I was walking home from school and a man said something like, “I didn’t say little.”

Scott Cameron
1071 Boychish Drive
“There is always one last light to turn out and one last bell to ring.”

AVIVA BUCHMAN
1908 Queen Anne Dr.
“I know you, you’re not a fashion plate.”

REPUBLIC’S MEMORIES: Gangsta Killa, Baby Got Back, Mm, Alien. Hey! Did you know that your name is a palindrome? It’s my birthday today, and my favorite holiday is Groundhog Day."

JANE C. CABALO
141 Kilburn Drive
“I have failed as much as I have succeeded.”

SCOTT CAMERON
1071 Boychish Drive
“There is always one last light to turn out and one last bell to ring.”

GLEN BONA
1772 Longfellow Drive
“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.”

LAURIE N. BURTEN
310 Crawford Road
“Get right to the heart of matters. It’s the heart that matters more.”

CRAIG A. BROMBERG
306 Hazzlhead Drive
“I don’t think I ever had it that good!”

TIA KARICE BROWN
6 Lisa Lane
“You don’t know me like I know you!”

ADAM C. BUSSEY
1603 Blue Jay Lane
“There is such a thing as fate, but it only takes you so far."

DAVID B. BROWN
1071 Boychish Drive
“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.”

JENNIER BUSKIRK
1623 Prince Drive
“I am strong enough to take these memories and make them mine.”

AVIVA BUCHMAN
1908 Queen Anne Dr.
“I know you, you’re not a fashion plate.”

JOHN BROWN
1772 Longfellow Drive
“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.”

SCOTT CAMERON
1071 Boychish Drive
“There is always one last light to turn out and one last bell to ring.”

DIANA M. BLANK
1921 Huntington Drive
“Never take life seriously. Nobody gets out alive, anyway.”

REPUBLIC’S MEMORIES: Gangsta Killa, Baby Got Back, Mm, Alien. Hey! Did you know that your name is a palindrome? It’s my birthday today, and my favorite holiday is Groundhog Day."

JANE C. CABALO
141 Kilburn Drive
“I have failed as much as I have succeeded.”

SCOTT CAMERON
1071 Boychish Drive
“There is always one last light to turn out and one last bell to ring.”

AVIVA BUCHMAN
1908 Queen Anne Dr.
“I know you, you’re not a fashion plate.”

JOHN BROWN
1772 Longfellow Drive
“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.”

SCOTT CAMERON
1071 Boychish Drive
“There is always one last light to turn out and one last bell to ring.”

AVIVA BUCHMAN
1908 Queen Anne Dr.
“I know you, you’re not a fashion plate.”

JOHN BROWN
1772 Longfellow Drive
“What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.”

SCOTT CAMERON
1071 Boychish Drive
“There is always one last light to turn out and one last bell to ring.”

AVIVA BUCHMAN
1908 Queen Anne Dr.
“I know you, you’re not a fashion plate.”
STEVE CARROLL
314 Chandlertick Dr.
MEMORIES: The shady spot, the outside spot, The lot, Main Street Park, Range Mobile, The bridge, Steve's corner, bar, Dan's House, Eliot's house, the Plant, THE TRIAD.

THOMAS J. CARUSO
23 Pennsetucket Drive
“Live for the present” MEMORIES: Basketball at the Tot Lot, Montagaro's, K&G one day job, Little Lucy, First DBM concert, and many others.

THOMAS J. CARUSO
23 Pennsetucket Drive
“Live for the present” MEMORIES: Basketball at the Tot Lot, Montagaro's, K&G one day job, Little Lucy, First DBM concert, and many others.

NICHOLAS Y. CHAN
1116 Seagull Lane
Quote: “The only limitations in life are those which we create ourselves.”
MEMORIES: Bridge jumping, thrift store parties, pool hopping, friends, family, and summer school with the best you could be the hardest of times. Thank you!

JOSEPH CATRAMBONE
112 Hilltop Court
The secret: A life is wasted talent - A Bronze Tales Jake, Attack, Black Show, Fine Black Brain, Emo Boys, Spice Boys, Triple Threat, Beat Nights, California, Lorraine Bob, Buff Daddy, Downpour, House Party, Shovel Tongs, (Dub's Mom) Rossano, Ball Hauls, Really, Dean Oh, Patty V, Band Crew, Italian Crew, Wrestling Crew, Ghetto Crew, Carpet Truck, What are you doing Special, Crushes, Themes Songs, Super Bowl, New Years Eve, Yeehaw, The Rock, All Blues, Jocklin, w/ Drewno and Younce, Magic, Pops, Frank, Tim, Todd, BBQ, Rest in Peace V-Rod, Owen Han

RACHEL LAUREN CETEL
12 St. Anthony Ct.
Today is the first day of the rest of my life. - Malibu Shire MEMORIES: Marinated chicken, chicken fingers, salty-sweeet California, Olufun, granny driver, RLC Funk. You what up? Gr. British accent cure, long live Godspell. Why does it smell like peanuts? - When you see a cloud, it's always against the East 3 (a factor). All-State Choir, East 3 Singers (VGP). The following: Thespian Society 3, 4 (Secretaries/Treasurer); Tall Show 1, 2, 3, 4. Starring: thoughtful, One Act Play 1, 2, 4. Cougars 1, 2. Broadcast Team 3, 4. Junior Miss State Finals.

JAYASREE CHAKRAVARTI
111 Caffey Lane
The hardest part about moving forward is not knowing why. To Daddy, Ma, Guddi, and Bapu — I LOVE YOU! MEMORIES: 1196 - The mind-blowing powers of the glitter, DORK, Ronny and Michelle, chucking, cupcake-mania, crushes, online addiction, NYT, party at the big red doors, ice cream, hanging out in the house in the back, NOS. Munch, Bongo 97-98, "If it was a rich girl..." Rowan, trips to water ice, eating with boyfriends, procrastination, sleep-ins, wake-up calls, dumpings, being lost...分级：TACTICAL: ICS 1, 2, 3, 4 (President); Volleyball 2, 3, 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; KCC 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; SGA 2, 3, 4; Girls State 3.

GLADYS PUI YAN CHAN
4 Lafayette Lane
Our quality in life is not to get ahead of other, but to get ahead of ourselves.
MEMORIES: The meadow, House of Flower, Ping the ping pong, Yui's sushi, graduation party, sun-rise at C.C. summer with Man Yui, Stace, Jay's meeting Hannah & A. - mt: Mr. Nec's Gal. Club, Class; self-indulgence, public service; romances with A., having a meeting handsome Boston, Ma-joh after school, hang out with Pete, Jay, Kevin, BB, Yu, Ste, Me, Activities: Con-tent of 2, 26; East, IACP, Symphony Band 3, 4.

MICHAEL CHEUNG
2021 Queen Anne Rd.
No one can stop me in my life and I will reach for the stars.
MEMORIES: broken hands, school raids, war, love, and life.

JENNIFER CHIN
12 East Doris Drive
Thank you. If you please but in all cases think for yourself.
MEMORIES: broken hands, holding Marcus' warm-ups, fat & happy, #10 Leanne, who knew, question bowl, getting lost, Sarah's, Alistair, ink tank, Dave's tea, steel and monumental love, hours on AOL with my stud, friendship, Perri, Miss Kelly, and fresh man, Florida, marker fights, baptism, and others.

JENNIFER CHIN
12 East Doris Drive
Thank you. If you please but in all cases think for yourself.
MEMORIES: broken hands, holding Marcus' warm-ups, fat & happy, #10 Leanne, who knew, question bowl, getting lost, Sarah's, Alistair, ink tank, Dave's tea, steel and monumental love, hours on AOL with my stud, friendship, Perri, Miss Kelly, and fresh man, Florida, marker fights, baptism, and others.

BETHAN W. CHENG
18 College Lane
I will preserve everything in my memories.
MEMORIES: The quality of life is to be happy.

ANDREW CHENG
7 College Lane
I will preserve everything in my memories.
MEMORIES: The quality of life is to be happy.
BRETT JUSTIN CIARELLI

1029 Red Oak Drive

You live only once, but if you live to the fullest, once is enough. MEMORIES: Spiegel’s Bust; Sausage; Chaos; Superiority; Wayne Tucker; Coffee; Camden Rolls; Mushu; Delaney; Activities; Late Night Visits; Ski; "Traps"; Rafie’s Porch; Come On, It’s Senior Year! Secret Hot Tub; Phillips; Excursions; County Club; Skier’s Fan; Tots; Concerts; Double; Shading Out; Skirt; Margate; Hatch Parties; Bowling Competitions; Junior Prom;

COUNTY ACTIVITIES: SGA Vice President 3, 4; Class Rep. FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2, Golf 1, 2, 3, 4.

RAYMUND CO

4 Greenstreet Lane

"It’s not that bad." MEMORIES: my zombie costume, 223 guard trap. Antoch; chicken wings; decorating the tree. ACTIVITIES: football 1, 2, 4; sympathy band 1, 2, 203.

ARIANNA COHEN

41 Forest Hill Drive

Two roads divided in the woods. I took the less traveled road and that made all the difference. MEMORIES: Fences, night, swimming, lowering our standards, nights, of chaos, concerts. Brev., SEAS,; Standard, breakfest, beach, chicken, we were never there. Marcell’s falls, talks with Tina, egg fights, running with Beth, Beth feels bad, track days. Boys’ Swimming; Men’s, freshman club, the club, the bridges. The Living Dead and Friedly, shady Dave Cohen and the homeland crew, study hall phone. To my sisters, my best friend, love you Leigh and to my family, thanks for always supporting me.

ASHLEY S. COHEN

1633 South Bowling Green Lane

It can’t rain all the time. MEMORIES: "Shopping" with Joanna; Emily’s garage, Fireplace, Rigovanni’s, Driveaway; Dean, me and Mimi, Andrea. Who’s the lock on over there? We found traces of... Andrea and me-same time. Lunch. Can I have some of that? Stalking; Black eyes; New Years. My house-Rummles; Finding keys; Slave with Sherry; Mencheen; Getting gas: Delaware with Ange 24 to 31; 5:30-still thirsty. Take the cop, Wolf-54, Sweet team; 151, Sumner Boys; Cooper school; Southside vs. Northside ACTIVITIES Track 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3, FOP 1, 2, 3, Powder Puff 3, 4.

DAVID A. COHEN

1913 Cardinal Lake Drive

Such as we are made of; such bee we..." William Shakespeare. MEMORIES: Waytucher, Vermont; my basement with Ben Justin, Willie, my floor on the wrong floor, the emotional; Kathy, Willowdale pool, Roam Loewy, pyros, vandalism, cops; Wimmen’s kitch, Shady, my party; Garfunkel’s Delux forever; ‘99: brightening times, Jr. Melodicist w/ Wimmer; ski trips, coffee; cooking; Rafie-age of yest; Yan Yan and crew; Chuckie’s PMS, Waits, Leslie-lump buddy; Kate, Spanky; Devil; Benjamin Gary Hong; Margarete; Phil’s; superlative w/ Bivens; all our gliss; Spinalized stories; many concerts; homecoming crew; Mushy; Foxwoods trip.

DAVID H. COHEN

1024 Bobwhit Drive

"Outside of a dog, a book is Man’s best friend. And inside of a dog, it’s far too dark to read." Groucho Marx MEMORIES: County Club; Dinner; Band talks, bloody knuckles, Lunch, jammin’, transparent mongers and the Irish Nacho, sashan’, and Salza, “sweet” ACTIVITIES: Fall show 1; Lab theater; Model U 1; Track 1, 2, 4; winter tennis 2; German Club 1, 2, 3; VP (4); Pres.; Jewish Culture Club 1, 2, 3, 4; I. L. U.; Interfraternity 3; Soccer mrg 2, 3; multicultural day 2, 3, 4.

JANINE EVELYN COHEN

115 Hensley Street

What will be will be. MEMORIES: The old heads from back in the day. Since the last time, we have grown. The show down low, the piece; Cinnamon Rolls, Battery lights; Little Red Riding Hood; Millicia Hill with Tina, Ashland Girls, Sky, spend the night, the nite, the nite. Weekends at Lawrence’s Good luck everyone. Much love to everyone. Kim, Jim, Sue, and always will. Aids Awareness 1 DECA 4.

MEGAN B. COHEN

504 Queen Anne Road

To accomplish great things, we must not only act but also dream, not only dream but also believe. MEMORIES: Angust, just call me Gus; Spice Girls; New Year’s Eve and FOP 1986; Chicago, Brookly’s Plank’s Beach House... the Quiet, Long Beach Island, and the Last Supper. Israeli the fire; Chemistry; March 8; Memorial Day Weekends; 2

SARA D’ALESSANDRO

1860 West Point Drive

A life unexamined is a life not worth living. MEMORIES: futures, gym; X-Files; breakfasts; sleeps; showers; sprinkles; March 15th is Wednesday; Sugar Boy; There was just the one; clover; Turkey, sherry; floor conversations; our Echelon Male men; our home; "future" car; Rachel’s house; "analysis"; Top Ten; comin’; little noses; 7:34; broken mrgs; “only 2 minutes?"; diner nights; Chinese food; playrooms; Sara; We are goddesses man; quote book preacher man; sweeter swapping; spins and jumps; rating; dream analysis; analytics; books of our lives; Dassel’s; movie luv; telepathy; "Uncanny;" intrigue, parking lots; pickles up; Ice: my family; the time... ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, Officer 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4.

KEITH DAVIS

302 Hille Drive

"Ooverworking and underpaid." MEMORIES: Working back stage; B 131 Homeroom; Crew dinners during Hell Week; Brev., SEAS,; Standard, breakfest, beach, chicken, we were never there. Marcell’s falls, talks with Tina, egg fights, running with Beth, Beth feels bad, track days. Boys’ Swimming; Men’s, freshman club, the club, the bridges. The Living Dead and Friedly, shady Dave Cohen and the homeland crew, study hall phone. To my sisters, my best friend, love you Leigh and to my family, thanks for always supporting me.

LEY DAVIS

409 Old Orchard Road

You can be half left or you can be alright. ”Tobiihah Freedly MEMORIES: Stu, D’Anella’s kitchen, Kremson’s fill, sand is rocks. Ronus, nappy neely, Biffy Denee Gunter Red Carpet, FOX, Ripley’s late night, New Year’s, Rodo’s joke, definition of tie die. Riffy’s field, the pit, Dave Matthews, snafe’s skoo, halter, B’s shoo show, Tasi month, lake, co- hoke me up w/ a cooked bagel. Abinger field, chillin’ at Mark’s, The Nasty, tankin’ time at prom, Schwartz’s old school, Pat’s, Ulberg’s balloon party. Eny funkified, CHEESE, Grut got the crazy legs. Peacey boys. Love you. 
LAURA J. DAVIS
2 Cricket Lane
"Today is tomorrow, but it still feels like yesterday." MEMORIES: Sara, Debbie, locker room, coffee, International House of Pancakes, movie hugs, quotes, state colleges, antiques, gals, bikes, dude, 12th street. trip to Vermont, selling out, Church shows, SHF, Germany, band days of college. High sleeping, begging out, phantom dogs, Bma, Funk, piano, Bil - Linn, Lake at King's Grant, Rob's street, Sathers, The comfort in knowing my name is still "20-spot", Chris' house in the middle of nowhere doing nothing.

IAN DIPONZANO
40 Southwood Drive
"In an earth where few things are worth fighting for everyone has a destiny, I'll choose my own. I've got to fight for myself and hold on for dear life. I've got to fight for myself and fight for my life in the battle. It's just me and me against the world."
MEMORIES: Six years since I surrounded. Him and my buddies were still at the top. Goth, Stars, Elisa, bowling. Dave's Girls. Rooms searching for sunrise. Hilluminaries, Today is Friday, Humanties, Sports World. Lifehaves, ball of fame, school stress, college search. Jazz Unlimited, all stars, Texas, Civil War Institute, Spain ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading 1, 2, 3, 4; captain; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Student Government 3, 4.

LARA DELL'OMO
504 Longstone Drive
"The future is no place to place your better days." MEMORIES: beach, creating, chickens, eggs, mouthwash, halloween '98 & '99, South Street, trying to find 12th & Shunk, Jerry train, perdido, getting lost, dinners, gravy, chased off, city light. "20-spot" is gone. Jeebs, Marcel's fall, hot-tubs, theories, forests and parks, dental floss, clubs, breaking & entering, fences, "we were never there", the club, psycho, Malibu, shoes in the water swimteam, army guys, box seats, New Year's Eve, Disney World. Mom, Dad, Nick & Vincent-thanks for everything... I love you all.

MICHELLE M. DE MARCO
655 Guilford Road
MEMORIES: Waited up at night, hanging out, Voorhees, "Hang out at the beach? " There was a picture found on the porch. Boston: Tiffany and Jennifer's journey to NJ, broken windshield incident, Bamford Road, Jeff O-Way, turtle tomb, birthday "hang out", countdown: 'That whom', sitting in Nick's car; Spanish Radio 104.9; Monique. "We're the best thing that's ever happened to me" holding up a 2am with Mike. Nick "ohmygoodness", Miss Kelly's English Class: "moving at the pace of a rock", fleeting touch, the tent sleeper, Tropical Orange Juice. ACTIVITIES: Girls Varsity Soccer Manager 4.

NEIL DESAI
111 Sandringham Rd.
"Life is like a box of chocolates, one minute you have everything you want, the next you have nothing. He who loves money, loses much: He who loses a friend, loses much more: He who loses faith, loses all. MEMORIES: partying, alright, meeting new peeps. Having a great time with me through tough times. (deek, joy, fay, hena, peep, shiva, neel, sonny...), learning to break (peps in jay and kevin v), Crashin parties, trying to keep friends smiling, getting medals in track. M&M tattooing was my bro; shout to Kromer my dam. 4 Mile ACTIVITIES: Varsity Track 1, 2, 3, 4, ICS 1, 2, 3, 4 (VP), ACS 1, 2, 3, 4.

RENE M. DESROCHERS
14 Thornhill Rd.
"If you can, find a forgiving minute with 60 seconds of long distance run ...... Once feeling is first who pays attention to the syntax of things will never wholly kiss you; wholly what is in you. That is in you. The beauty of the world is in you, and comes out, and kisses are for each other: then laugh, leaning back in arms for life's not a paragraph and death I think is no parenthesis.

DEANNA DIBRUNO
18 Signal Hill Rd.
"Every end is a new beginning MEMORIES: FOS party. Outings with Les, corn & popcorn, drying hair, Penn State Trip, Patch Adams, Milli, Vanity, Ace, EDH, radio, teaching, sundries & car. Bingo, Spice Girls, Daly and Dave Cohen. Forks, Forks in D.A. No way we're for each other, Family & thank you for everything. I love you all. Kate-thanks for always being there, I love you. Ben-you mean the world to me and I love you too. We were all there from the beginning. Two brothers, two sisters, Laciosaic, FOP, S.A.D.D., Spirit club, Blood Drive

KATE L. DICKERMAN
508 Brian Drive
"All you need is love..." MEMORIES: Zenge's house: Gethseman, Phaty, Nathy, Queens, Summers. "99, Aeroplane '97, 007, Yanni's Rief's, Tablet's, Tripod's, Tripod, Field, Resa, Wawa, lost in Philly, Dick's, Steely Dan, Saga '99. Job well done. Burger King with Jen, I have a secret, Morgans with Dez, hall runs with Zelie. Sherry's house, Junior Prom, our guys, Canoco, Multi, Pfizer, Polk, seen enough. To all my girls-thanks for everything. I love you all. Jason-love you always and forever. Dan-volleyball, WVU, Field Hockey, 1, 2, 3, Swimming 1, Lacrosse 1, 2, Powder Puff 4.

SHERRY N. DIUVIERO
21 Chimney Lane
"How lucky we are to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard..." Laurens catching on fire, my neighbor, arrested at gagebo with Melissa, Chesapeake. No movies, bikes, bars, beer. Stones '91, first time thanks to Laria, "Tell me how it's really weird..." Steve Miller '99, trips, "Nurse, get some smelling salts...", shoulders, summer of '6, New York, night, 70's, Bob Dylan, "I'm not the only one, Nicky - you're my angel. I love you. To my girls - Thanks for the best years of my life.

NEIL DIXIT
"The world is half of apathy but I don't care..."

ALF I. DORADO
1914 Delicious Waau
"How lucky we are to have something that makes saying goodbye so hard..." Laurens catching on fire, my neighbor, arrested at gagebo with Melissa, Chesapeake. No movies, bikes, bars, beer. Stones '91, first time thanks to Laria, "Tell me how it's really weird..." Steve Miller '99, trips, "Nurse, get some smelling salts...", shoulders, summer of '6, New York, night, 70's, Bob Dylan, "I'm not the only one, Nicky - you're my angel. I love you. To my girls - Thanks for the best years of my life.

JOHN ENNY
5 North Branch Court
"Here's to my long life and a merry one; a quick death and an easy one, a cold one and another one! Rhodes TOAST MEMORIES: F. Pufik's poisoning, white cart, my wagon, Yannia's Taj, Schwartz's shorehouse, fun times, intense quarters games, pong, poker, cards, yaht, War, B-Ball and Squad, FitQuest, giek's antics, Roger Waters (not my fault), craziness at Matthews, Steve Miller, Phil, Phil, Allman's Aerosmith, pole vault, Kelly's field, lake, 200 pound nitro, ED, Bahamas, X400, junior prom, downtown, condo at zegler's potato, school's, tash's, g400, thanks to my family and keeping on the pressure ACTIVITIES: SGA, Basketball

KEITH ERIKSON
8 Whitty Court
"MEMORIES: Bowers: Josh, Kris, Tasha, John, Conductive party, Speakeasy, timeout box; Harvey's, Hiro, Hyland, Ted/Steve, USO, Minor; Jukin, brown: broken, Summer of the Iceman, G Philly, Jim, Neuman, Vanman, Bick, Lockout, Luis, staying later than Susan, Jerry: vibrating chair, Conti's, Krenski, Talichins; slashin' room?, Ice, sun safe & suntans, Breakers, security guard, scolding; Goge, Tropical Techie Paradise; vertical stripes; breaking TV's; Blackout Alert; Endangered Species; Ding?; 22-30; towns; saxing the set; Spiti-Egyptian Warships; USAR: lunchroom regiment; Beethoven, grey gruff tape, LP, 13S6, 3D60, Disc, ...Shazam... "I'm scared..." Godot; seven for two, Santana, Lebanese, Dr. Wendent, Art, Drew, Ball of Fame, ACTIVITIES: ;

ROB ETTINGER
1032 Bobwhite Drive
"Tonight. I'm going to have a moment of silence..." Minniford Cleaning Crew; New Year's '99 (Rob's After Party); New York City, Ettinger Enterprises, Price School, DECA, H.S., Main Street Club, Wawa, Lotus, Connecticut Coastal Road Trip, Foxwood's Donation.

ANDRIA HERMAN
301 Browning Ln. #30
 "I don't know" MEMORIES: P-town; scanda heMan, Vicen. "Jaw's" 2nd. life: Boyz cowboy/bovZ; eChelOn/en: tu:Up; pl:astic; glitt: & candy; whis:le & green/bracel:ant; box; rolling: episo:des; splat: the oven; k: plate; olga: the he:re. See part rodeo trips; street speed line; club COLEEN; chem:ical brother: ACTIVITIES: freshman girl's soccer team (1).}

JULIA HERSHENBERG
1615 Prince Drive
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams." MEMORIES: Woodstock, Long Beach Island, 49th Street, Leo Bue; Noah's Ark? Water Bongers; Goldberg's Class; Last Night; Oh, Amy; Drive: Swimming; Pike One; Nat or Nat: France, Israel; Boston; Howard Johnson; Raj: 9 Dances; Ponds Eye Gel; B-M Bear; Concerts: The Van, Princess, Bride; Ludacris; Pharr; Battacho loves Zazzman; Getting Lost; Pool Hopping; The Deck; Sue's Porch; Breakfast Club; 124:99; More Hit; Wilderness Run; New Years 99; Spring Break 99; We Just Tell Stories...Jenn, Suzanne, and Jamie my BFF: And Everything Else I Forgot!

ALEXANDRA E. HERSON
128 Society Hill
"Live life haunted elusive dreams of my shadowy past, but the more I learn each day, the better I understand myself and the world around me." MEMORIES: Obsessive-compulsive; FP night; rose, krispy kreme; Alamo -95; ditch; the "attack" Michigan; C-97; Friday night binge; the detour, Tootie and Macaulay; freshman move in; date; first dance; plastic bag house; quals; etc... To go up right funnel: the flash; plug hot... where is everyone?; continental; NYU, fresh fields; easteners; "Yo"; thanks for the memories - it's been real.

ANDREW HILL
8 Elbow Ln.
"A man can be destroyed but not defeated." Hemingway MEMORIES: "hey mister," sp: pit & Birger Ln. CRAZYTHINS, SHHH 49; 8/22-23; Winking Bob's; O'Keeffes; Seeing Red, Hartman tonight. Convertible CONCD, 86C, Lb; Silver Bullet; Reef; Silver Dollar; Triple Threat. Chasing the LEAS, GRAYS, mowed up at SAN, Tish, and ALL THE FORGOTTEN. The usual Suspects. AMERICA'S NEXT TOP MODEL: "A variation of the flea press...". G-Cups, Kanyewel, Reino, Stinger. Krist, you always love and forever. To my family and friends, thank you for the love and support. ALLTHEWINS: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 3, 4, 5.

CHUN HO
"That fine edge of light, love, in the light of origi: n edge" MEMORIES: realizing that life is not a race - it is a goal that each of us deli very. We do not die because of dears, and looking back with little regret... coming to EAST as a naïve freshman and leaving EAST as a family. MEMORIES: "My best friend is the hardest teacher I have ever had, but as she says, "One day, one year, one decade, one lifetime, one friend." -Byung Sung, my best friend. "I have always been a generous person...". so, I ask if you need anything..."

ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 4; ACS 1, 2, 3, 4; DECA 2; Key Club 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3.

BENJAMIN HONIG
1736 Country Club Drive
"Get busy living, or get busy dying." MEMORIES: Wimmer's ditch, olga's; 4:45; Bucci's; Willy Wonka; Mornin': beef Loaf. Greg's phone an:心动。 Natalie's phone, sneaking up at Brad's, Laurie's shoe house, Alonco's gang, Motoban, cow, Dave's basement, corrupting the RAW, Junior Prom, Patch Adams, bowling, Cheech's egg toss, Rudy, Rah: 20S, ZENIE, sneaking up to Speigelman's, trick or treating in June, July, August. That's when you hit the hose and el: ectrician. My bro... my best friends for life. Mom and Dad: thanks for all your values and qualities. Dearman: You are my fondest memory. I love you.

ALBERT E. HOPPER
112 Ashland Ave
"NEW WORLD, NEW BEGINNING: MEMORIES: rest mis:tery campus of: BE; Mrs. Kendler, Mr. Friedman, my boys: James, Danny, Chez, Larry, Rich, Pat; halloween party 97; rumbles on bus; cutting class; my girls: Jo (I got rushin but love for ever), Leslie, Karen, Sue, Sue, Sue, Sue, Sue, Sue, Sue. Basketball 3, 4; african american club 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; t.g.a. gymnasium 1, 2, 3, 4; track 1.

SARA HORIZOWITZ
1692 Lark Lane
"Dance to the music, remember this in your heart." MEMORIES: Analysis; little noises; "there was just one..." fresh; graham; ear; Myrtle: getaway car; Son of a Preacher; surging; schizophrenics; sugar boy; Florida freshman year;"
SHERI M. LEVIN
2 Hadleigh Terrace
"I do not regret the thing's I've done, but those I did not do." MEMORIES: freshmemoriam.com Abravanel, Ethel, friends, family, memories, friendship, trust, love, laughter, tears, joy, and celebration.

CHRISTINA LIAO
1312 Bunker Hill Drive
To believe your own thought, to believe that which is true for you in your own heart, and to fight for that belief against all its opposers — that is true wisdom. MEMORIES: on Your Heels, beautiful moments, family, friends, love, laughter, memories, and the strength to overcome challenges.

CHARLOTTE L. LIU
6 College Lane
Love is like an ocean, it goes far deeper than people understand. In matters of style, most of us follow the current; in matters of principle, we stand like a rock. Thomas Jefferson. MEMORIES: on Your Heels, beautiful moments, family, friends, love, laughter, memories, and the strength to overcome challenges.

MICHELLE LLOYD
924 Cropwell Rd
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08003
The key to the happiness is having dreams... The key to success is making dreams come true. MEMORIES: summer of '95, best day of my life, memories, family, friends, love, laughter, and the strength to overcome challenges.

PAIMAN K. LODHI
226 Hadleigh Drive

DAVID MARTELLI
908 Cropwell Rd
"Damn, I wish I was older and had a car, I could go anywhere and do anything I wanted. MEMORIES: Illness of my parents, family, friends, love, laughter, memories, and the strength to overcome challenges.

DONNA MAMARIL
1213 Sequoia Rd
"There is fate, but it only takes you so far because once you are there, you have to make it happen. (Can't Hardly Wait). MEMORIES: having first dates with my friends, pretend siblings in志强, brown bags from the shore on a winter afternoon, trips to the beach with Maureen, glue apparently fixes everything, never use popsicle sticks for a maze, Jim's sudden break with death with a fire, Agriculture.

DAN LIGHTNER
18 Harrogate Drive
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times." MEMORIES: Friends Fantastoc Southern Dairy, Vube, Puma, The Dan, Little Miss, Welder, Chang, Nickie, Martin, The Right Sign, Fired for gross incompetence at Chillery's, Stuttering Scott Fleshman, New York Trip, Throw over of MV Studies, Senior Year, Skiing, Donny, David, Rob, Alex, Topaz, Dan's Dance, Driving Across America, Destroyed membranes, Dance, Dancing on Wawa counter, Foreigners: Russians, Egyptians, Mexicans, Johnsons, Everlasting Pregnancy, Retard Basketball, "Mr. Bigmouth".

GREG MARKUS
1032 Red Oak Drive
"Losers always win and complain, winners go home and win. MEMORIES: first songs played, first piano lessons in Davidd's yard with Spies and Shane, Midnight eagil Broomie 1 at Spies, Broomie at my house, before meetings, first meeting of the voodoo people, RAW, New Year's concerts, Junior Prom: tag team JS, summers at Playas, returning Jan 14, 2000, ACTIVITIES: Golf 1, 2, 3, 4, Ice Hockey 1.

JENNIFER MCALARY
1029 Heartwood Drive
"Beginnings are sometimes scary, endings are usually sad... I've been to that country at least once... My name is Tasya, Crew, natty queen, where was I last night", captain, our guy, the shmo, proms, Poole club, summer crew '99, the field, band camp, Hot Rod, Vibe, Josh, Tasya pictures, cap, Street/Arizona sign, Wawa ice tea, Steele-Moehlmann Germany, Mustang, Zagna's, Burn's, New Year's ACTIVITIES: Ice Hockey 1, 2, 3, Swimming 1, 2, 3
OCEAN CITY, New Jersey, July 10 - The best way to figure out who you are is to go to that one place "where you don't have to be anyone else." MEMORIES: Ponce de Leon, Florida beach, future hotel - or not. Country Club - Rosebud, Black Witch Inn. Put it in park. ACTIVITIES: Drama Productions 1, 2, 3, 4, "Jasmines Song," 4 "One Acts" (best stage manager). Stage Technician of the Year.

Haley Rubin
51 Camden Drive
In the world you may be one person, but to one person you may be the world. MEMORIES: SoCo experience, Mel's after hours, Saguaro, DMB '99, shadows, the family, quarters & parties, neighbor's grilled ribs. At Quiz's, Rose's, Black Watch Inn, Chesapeake '98. Tat's for the guard, is Webster smart? NYC photos, Disney World, golf cart adventures, Bayside & East, St. Augustine's, Florida, fall festival, Mashpee, Sarasota. Local Park, shopping. Asian, Caribbean, walking, shopping w/ Ash. Girlfriends for all the memories. I love my family. You are the best. Thanks for always being there. Jesse. You can't picture my life without you. I love you.

Blake E. Rudow
212 Chanticleer

Oindrila Saradar
8 Downing Street
Look back and you'll see who you are. MEMORIES: AN, my satiny, tan, nobby-nick name, Bongo '99, Freshman year-senior crew; Fresh dance-Uno, NYC-FAO Schwartz; 6 phone, phone call, Mac O, Meno, Max; Soph year so much work, so little time, so much fun, so few accidents, so much science, so much fun. At the big Bahamas: Sorority, Collium: Applebee's. Late night phone calling studying: the gift that I gave to all your family. I'll remember you with me forever; Philly museum, Rittenhouse, Junior-SATs; later things and feelings; Movies with meanings; Junior Prom-a night to remember; Summer: swimming; seniors: ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, Class President 4, Yearbook 2, 3; Editor, University Cultural Society 1, 2, Secretary. 3.

Robert D. Scharrf
5 Black Latch Lane
If you're going to feel guilty for something you did last night, wake up at the same time. MEMORIES: Co-founder, acid, Acid & Etch, Fido & Sprite, fahh-sahoon; scavenger hunt: poolhouse: no yes, no yes, COMA; stellar pee, Hammer: "check me out," leases; peds, Pinocchio, marching Penn State assembly. Juvenile Pet Party at the big Red Dogs: Sophomore Collium: Applebee's Late night phone calls: studying: the best that I gave to all your family. I'll remember you with me forever; Philly museum, Rittenhouse, Junior-SATs; later things and feelings; Movies with meanings; Junior Prom-a night to remember; Summer: swimming; seniors: ACTIVITIES: FOP 1, 2, 3, Class President 4, Yearbook 2, 3; Editor, University Cultural Society 1, 2, Secretary. 3.

Andrew Schwerin
10 Firethorne Drive
MEMORIES: Lemme tell you bout the blues... cut day, you take, leavin' home, boys. MEMORIES: exact change; exact change; exact change; new perspective on life, parallel parking, wowza, dunkin donuts. Say, remember? I'm not just, now I'm just, in the middle of some new, different something. Explosive donuts and the signed cone. Who's afraid of the boogie monsters? Can you sit through with kitty, you don't want a little bit of limbo obsession - junior prom '99: running on AOL, giggling madness: arguments at Orion's: swimming lessons (thanks to Ash). Memories - how can I help you?" Activities: Drogomorgon 1, 2, 3, 4, Mock Trial 2, 3, Eastside 2, 3, 4, Eastside Editor-in-Chief 4, Edition 2, 3, 4, Literary Editor 2.

Sarah Faith Sellers
10 Artisan Way
"Friends are like fortune cookies. It's what's inside that counts." MEMORIES: Israel '98; camp; Penn State '99; Mac.

JASON SILVER
207 Brompton Drive
CASSANDRA LARA SOBKIV
311 Highgate Ln.

“I know what my future, whatever that maybe—” MEMORIES: English is the only language I can speak. I love the sweet sixteen’s; guys; cheerleading games; freshmen lunch and health; keebler man; junior prom; Sophomore Cotillion; Freshman Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophomore Cotillion; Sophie
SRDJAN VUKOVIC
1 Tod Court

"Things are less black in Srđjan!" MEMORIES: Friends Fantastick. Franchise, Pua, the Dan. CHANG. Fudge Ripple, TJ Boss, No Taste Nick, Keller Ro: always making surprises, throwing things at friends. Dills, Sibby, Mr. H. C. Gay, Daly, captain; Tenafly... etc. Puma dancing at Wawa, hitting trashcans, leaveos; Dan's Parm: "Tramme!" decorating robinhood's class; poop. Tison; Lapp's class. Drawing drawings.

"What are you doing? I'm dancing! I wanna see the Wood." spirit is overflowing, on people, it look what I did with Sigmund E. Roy, and tosh's class; hitting a kid; Old Man Fieldehahn, Retard basketball; Bavarian water drinking contest New York. Solicit.

JEFF WANG
3136 Bunker Hill Dr.

"Don't worry about the future sooner or later it's the past." MEMORIES: Hairless, corn chips... "Pat and Bourke. "Look at the bones" King Arthur project, doggie bagged burger, SM. group growing up, bitten down FM, ECW and total eliminations. Getting Kellermans, making Globes: run to the shell station Pete. Indian Embassy swap, power ping pong, 57Kil'sL 5'7"DS, steinking, LDLX2Q. Queen: Scotty, launching model planes, free donuts, living alone, horrid sociality. Mike: I'm ok, late night chum, "I'm bored... "... "Give it back."

"You were playing beach and not... late-nights WAWAruns, my testosterone problem, 7 stitches, getting 3 squadders, Mikeisms, english car-style

JOHNNY T. WANG
1819 Rusty Drive

"Just because we don't want the way they want, we can't do what he means to just can give up." MEMORIES: swim meets, bab's, states, Buffalo. Great Adventure, McDonald's, Denny's, playstation, what huh? Lifeguards.

"Beating West Freshman year 94-91, 500 free, sprinter rules, in terms of... Woodrow, my evil twin. Brittany, Saturday morning 8:30am, panneled, nicks, what's that smell? Lane 1 Warriors, Bruce, Burr's party, Shannon's surprise party, boy, Wangs. Big Wang, 10's the magic number. Wang vs Klimas-the saga continues. Jess, Jim, Jillian, Steve, Campbell, eww, distance. That's over my limit. ACTIVITIES: swimming. 1, 2, 3, 4. Blood Drive, 2. 3.

YUNAN WANG
104 East Partridge Lane

"Life is short, enjoy it while you can..." MEMORIES: Going to Disney World. ACTIVITIES: ACS 1, 2, 4, CCC 4. Swimming 3. Winter Track 4. Spring Track 4.

JULIE LYNN WARSHAUER
1516 Pleasant Drive


RYAN ADAM WEINSTEIN
502 Teaser Lane

"Is there anything more beautiful than a beautiful flamingo, flying over in front of a beautiful sunset. And he's carrying a beautiful rose in his beak, and he's carrying a very beautiful painting with him. Is that what you think? When you die, is it a choice? If you get a choice between going to regular heaven or heaven, it might be a trick. But it's not, mimmy, boy. MEMORIES: The Rolling Stone. DTA. DTA Banley. yo valk主业 ti bingo: bowling; stone cold steven vs. wrestlers, dundie trash,活动中; junior prom. prom isn't that bad, he's led the prom.

RACHEL LAUREN WENGER
1631 Prince Drive

"Short people are luckier, they get rained on last!" MEMORIES: Cowd, 0. C. G. M. track cheerleading. New York math contest, Shaquanda. "Men." Carley sees

CRYSTAL C. WU
205 Baliff Terrace

"Oh, no! I forgot!" MEMORIES: stuff my face; the usual procrastination. advanced preparation for prom, finding jokes; my Cathy the doll that makes me laugh. And my cuteness - look like a doll that says Mama; hanging out at movies; perseverance; standing up for ourselves. Advice for tomorrow. "Cruel and unusual punishment to friends," college talk. accepting donations of candies; clothes - no money. "Hi, Judy." my brother. Michael - my sisters. Judy and Olivia. my little cutiepie; ice skating; need pictures. Hall of Fame. Judy, Danielle, Annie - buddies; sleeper - on HBO. How are you guys? You know why you are any more? ACTIVITIES: too many.

JUDY S. WU
17 College Lane

"Handy doesn't depend on how much you have to enjoy, but how much you enjoy what you have." MEMORIES: mov- ing, new friends, weird lunch table, procrastinating, sleep deprived. Senior trip. "Yes, I have been under. I have been sick from running in the rain,proms. Starbucks coffee and conversations, ice skating, badminton and butterflies, over- due hall of fame and fate. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, Track 2, 1, 3, 4. Symphonic Band 3, 4. FOP 2, 3. Friends of the Environment 1, 3. Yearbook 3, 4. ACS 1, 2, 3, 4. AIDS Awareness 23, 3. (Treasurer), 4. (President). To my family. I love you!

AARON YAFAA
412 Lavender Hill Drive

"Be brave lad! I am not pretending to be. No one can tell me the difference." MEMORIES: Phantom Carnes: legends of Sparta. The Chain. Shrek. "Said I was going on shady adventures with Friedman. Beastie Boys Concert. District champion, 21-1 its only the beginning; giving. cadets. My brother. Mike - my sisters. Judy and Olivia; ladybug the greatest dog ever. Barmash: bingo lottery tickets; dealing with mom. ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4. Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4. Golf 3, 4.

CHRISTINE YIN
1618 Ravenswood Way

"Craziness" MEMORIES: Knock-nack and Toto; who? beauti- ful little girl. "She's tearing up The-Show, 27. the celtics. The Door, pool. blonde. It was all fun. ACTIVITIES: S.A.D. D. 4, DECA.

SARAH WILSON
100 Collins Drive

"There are two choices, two paths to take... one's easy, and it's only reward that's easy. It's what they say..." MEMORIES: Antioch. Mike D. "water-ice", Andrew: "spring. Wish You Were Here. Thank Randle, Ron. Steve, me. Squared, Sendie, inspiration, Laura, kindred-spirits. WSW, my angels, cookie dough, star gazing, swimming-freely, xando, magic, Eli: "wow... amazing tales, Love. It's only to dream. me, Chris, Eli, deep thoughts, crazy nights, AIJ, aní, the beach, Josheévé. "Dance like nobody's watching, and Love like it's never going to hurt." New York.

BRAD WIMMER
34 Southwood Drive


KAREN MARY WISLOCKY
423 Morris Drive


CHRISTINE YOO
57 Lakeview Drive

"Don't let your life pass you by: weep not for the memories." MEMORIES: Debbie and Chris. I don't even know where to start. Hanger out at Debbie's house 24-7 and Chris' house sometimes. 2 Pac. Crystal Method. Beastie Boys. Voices of Thunder. All that jazz. Artie Ouros. Malls. Saigon. Crying and singing together all the time. The white one and the building's moving. My angels forever. Taking pictures of our friends. Thanks to all my friends. Many Angels who has touched our lives and my angels. Laura and FJ(AAJ). You know I love you guys forever. On the phone with Joyce forever. ACTIVITIES: ACS 1, 2, 3, 4. KCC. 1, 2, 3, 4. ICCS 1, 3, 4. TAG 3, 4.

STACY LYNN ZALLIE
1004 Brick Road


MELISSA ZEGEN
615 Old Orchard Road

"make the best of what's around." MEMORIES: gethron clerment 00. greatest man alive-bale, er's basement. pit. small roadside. hals. pink elephants. sherwin dunlop barbot. phil's place. "The Good Bloom..." 98, yiannis. last's secrets. tod, natty queens, summer or 6. trippin field. Chesapeak. go outside. thank you. dan. thank you.Jack. thank you. J.C. thank you. thank you. thank you. Artie. The world. mom. dad, and postie-thanks for making me for today. I love you.
Shepherds Of East

To my friends in the Class of 2000:
We have spent four eventful years together. During that time I have been fortunate to have the opportunity to participate in your education and you have made a significant impact on my life.
As you prepare to take your place in the world, my thoughts and prayers will be with you.
"May the Lord Bless You and Keep You
The Lord Lift His countenance upon you
and give you peace.
May the Lord make His face shine upon you and
be gracious unto you."
Leonard Terranova
Assistant Principal
Class of 2000
"In looking back over the last few year, it is hard to imagine a class which has impacted East as you have. Both as individuals, teams, and collectively as a class, you have set a standard by which other classes will be measured.
Four years from now, many of you will be graduated from college, other will already have established themselves in the "REAL WORLD" I would hope that some of the success you experience had its origins at East. I wish every member of the Class of 2000 the best that the future has to offer.
Mr. James Gallagher
Principal

Hall Of Fame

As the elected leaders of the class, Neil Syal ('00), Lauren Marlowe ('00), Rachel Wenger ('00), Roma Pandya ('00), and Andrew Keller ('00) have been responsible for staging the landmark events of the senior class. Vice-President Marlowe remarks, "As officers we have tried our best to bring the class together. It has truly been enjoyable to lead the class through four memorable years."
Together, with the assistance of the SGA representatives, the class of 2000 has truly had an unforgettable experience.

Beth Agner, Hollie Barattolo, Pam Baskies, Lisa Beck, Jane Cabalo, Tom Caruso, Rachel Cetel, Jenny Chang, Kate Daly, Laura Davis, Renee Desrochers, Deonna DiBruno, Keith Erickson, Lauren Feigenbaum, Jessica Galile, Nadine Ginsburg, Dan Goldstein, Beth Habina, Christina Hayes, Jennifer Hur, Joanne Ilustre, Samantha Katz, Andrew Keller, Sona Kothari, Melanie Lowe, Lauren Marlowe, Peter Mililli, Eric Moskowitz, Jennifer Padlo, Roma Pandya, Joy Pela, Jake Rosenberg, Mike Rosenberg, Eric Rosenzweig, Michael Rosner, Andrew Rothman, Andrew Rothman, Anne Shing, Meredith Soble, Anna Starkovskaja, Cara Stein, David Wolbach, Allison Venuto, Rachel Wenger, Crystal Wu.
Boys' State

Mike Cheung, Rob Ettinger, Andrew Keller, Jake Rosenberg, Allison Venuto, Melanie Lowe, Lauren Marlowe, Lindsay Levin, Jen Hur

Girls' State

Tom Caruso, Dan Goldsten, Eric Moskowitz, Eric Rosenzweig, Neil Syal, Pete Millili

Class Officers

Neil Syal, Lauren Marlowe, Roma Pandya, Andrew Keller, Rachel Wenger

Roma Pandya, Beth Agner, Lisa Beck, Jessica Galile, Jenny Chang, Jane Cabalo
Steve Barmach
After four great years at Cherry Hill High School East, I moved down south to attend Duke University. Contrary to
northern beliefs, the Blue Devils were very accepting of my
vegetarian and "60's garb" lifestyle. They even borrowed
my Oberon, King of the Fairies, outfit for various fraternity parties. While retrieving my wings I was re-intro-
duced to the evils of coconut rum and gambling, a bad
mix with academics. I just barely made it into medical
school, but my life turned around when I met my
wife, a veterinary student, at an animal rights protest.
Together we studied diligently and gradu-
ated with honors. Within a few years, we opened
our own clinic, "You and Your Dog," where man
and man's best friend could bond together in med-
ical nirvana. Having worked hard and
earned enough to support a comfort-
able lifestyle, we decided to start a
family. Now, at the young age of
eighty, the entire Barmach
clan is in the business. My
son has followed in my
footsteps and has become
a human doctor. My
daughter has become an
animal doctor. And my
grandson, who is a bit
strange, has become the
lawn doctor.

Akhshay Patel
After college, I was recruited by NASA
to work on the mission to Mars. I suc-
cessfully engineered a Mars shuttle and
lander. My career took an exciting turn
when NASA temporarily joined with the
CIA to create a space defense net-
work. After the project, I, special-
izing in space technology espion-
age, became a field agent
for the CIA. I escaped death
during countless battles in
exotic locations against
SPECTRE, an interna-
tional organization of
criminal masterminds.
After turning forty, I left
the CIA to start an aero-
space design company and
settle down with my family.
At fifty-five, after making a for-
tune with my company, I retired
with my wife to a secluded Northern
California home.

Jake Rosenberg
As a man of many years,
possessing experience
and fear, I look toward
my faded memories
and search for those
moments lost long
ago. Forced through
time in my early life, I
felt the need to catch
up with the pace by
improving myself and
my environment. As my
body wore, my mind
strengthened. I realized that
the fourth dimension did not
control me as long as I recognized
my own weaknesses. Now in full control of my life I do
not wrestle with a purpose nor with an ultimate truth, but
exist in harmony with my goals past and future. Over the
years I have lost and gained but I have always retained
my insatiable hunger to create something remarkable.
Those who knew me in my youth understood my goal of
one day touching all of those around me, even those I
would never meet. I do not know who is to judge my per-
formance, or when I will receive a score, but I do know
that the most difficult task was to keep moving, and con-
tinue my path.

Andrew Rothman, Akshay Patel, Steve
Barmach, Jake Rosenberg, Eric Mos-
kowitz, Christoph Krzeminski, Lauren
Marlowe, Alyssa Cuawger, Anil Syal,
Crystal Wu, Adam Fang, Thomas Canso,
Samantha Katz, Minh Ly, Jessica Galle,
Michael Rosner, Michael Cheung, Peter
Song, Nicholas Chan, Srdjan Vukovic,
Danielle Krauss, Don Nguyen, Jeffrey
Wang, Eric Rosenzweig, Laurie Burton,
Robert Ettinger, Maureen Stolzer, Jen-
ifer Hur, Michael Rosenberg, Andrew
Schwein, Victoria Chou, Joshua Maye-
off, Jeremy Karlin, Anna Starkiewicz,
Christina Liao, Sarah Cho, Hollie Barat-
tolo, Lauren Feigenbaum, Jenny Chang,
Christina Hayes, Daniel Goldstein, Tim-
othy Roche, Antii Rim, Balpreet Bhogal,
David Newman, Ariel Fox, Rachel Ste-
ling, Pamela Biskies, Sara D'Alessandro,
Aaron Yaffa, Judy Wu, Jessica Lynch,
Howard Chang, Melissa Barto, Annie
Chang, Michael Sinkoff, Annie Shirz,
Matthew Minoff, Mikhail Avery, Sara
Horrowitz, David Cohen, Yusra Al-Say-
yad, Renee Desrochers, Christine Yin,
Laura Davis, Rachel Getel, Robert Nat-
son, Melissa Mesarall, Kathryn Daly, Gina
Marmarou

NATIONAL
MERIT

Yusra Al-Sayyad, Christopher Krzeminski, Minh Ly, Lauren Marlowe, Don Nguyen, Akshay Patel,
Jake Rosenberg, Michael Rosner, and Crystal Wu.
Scholars

Eric Moskowitz
During the past ninety years I have successfully taken part in the relentless pursuit of perfection. After sixty great years of selling hot dogs at the corner of 9th and Market in Philly, I had finally reached my goal. No one could make a fully loaded hot dog as well as I could. After spreading relish and sauerkraut on the sides of the frankfurter, I would then carefully swirl the mustard on top. This job was very lucrative, and with the tips I received for making such great snacks I was able to live comfortable in my minivan. Eventually the frankfurter business became monotonous, so I decided to spice up my life by risking my life savings by betting on a thoroughbred horse race. Having expertly studied the handicaps, I bet a correct trifecta and was able to retire in Florida with the prize money. Currently, I spend most of my leisure time playing the piano.

Andrew Rothman
As I approach the end of this fantastic ride known as life, I hope that my existence has mattered to people other than myself. My greatest fear is that I have wasted my years on this planet, although I know in my heart that I have tried to make the most out of them. Every day for nearly a century I have made decisions, and now I question those decisions. Did I choose the right career? Did I live up to my potential? Did I make a positive impact on the lives of others? Do I have any regrets? I suppose I know the answers to those questions, since every day I have had a smile on my face and I have tried my hardest to make a difference. I am comforted knowing that no matter what the results, I have always given everything I have in order to reach my goals. My life was not a waste, and I am happy. Now, the only thing left to do is to open my mouth wide in a giant smile, put my arms above my head, and enjoy the rest of the ride.

CUM LAUDE SOCIETY
1996 ... Freshman Orientation • Buffet Speech • No Hat Rule • Senior Cut Day • Spirit Week • Spring Musicals • Fall Shows • Ski trips • Columbine Sales

• Kosovo • Sophomore Stress • Friday’s • Starbucks • South Park • Impeachment Jr. • Midnight runs to Kinkos • The Simpsons • Ritz Theater • Wawa • American Messenger • AOL • Diane’s water ice • Mock Trial National Champs • Tunes Playdrome • Variety Show • TWA • $50 Parking • Bomb scares • Mr. East • Ten Limo • Who Wants to be a Millionaire • Springdale Road shutdown • Shake Cotillion • Junior Prom • Senior Prom • Country Club • Applebee’s • Physics
Class Trip to Disney World • Millennium New Year • Titanic • Star Wars • Senior Shootings • Seinfeld’s end • Mr. East • Soccer Team Champs • Pizza and Pretzel Trial • Monica Lewinsky • Boys Volleyball State Champs • Driver’s License • JFK Pie • Princess Diana’s death • The English Patient • Y2K • Internet • Instant Girls swim team State Champs • Philadelphia • South Street • The Matrix • 

Tennis Team • Champs • Battle of the Bands • Shakespeare in Love • The Yellow 

speare plays • X-Files • American Beauty • Freshman Dance • Sophomore Day- 

Great Adventure • College decisions • Graduation ... 2000
Slowly but surely we neared the end. We arrived intact but not unscathed from the trials we had faced. It was never easy, as new challenges constantly surfaced and old ones came to haunt us. But, in the end, we survived. And as we looked around we felt the pride coursing through our veins, for when all was said and done we were the last ones standing.
GIRL'S TENNIS: Jennifer Brown, Holly Brownstein, Jenny Chang, Nadine Ginsburg, Alanna Herman, Jennifer Hur, Lindsay Levin, Lauren Marlowe, Catherine Richter, Samantha Shaffer, Mr. Ipir (coach)

BOY'S SOCCER: Daniel Butler, Scott Cameron, Nicholas Chan, Kyle Dallas, Sean Dallas, Dan Goldstein, Thomas Guida, Jay Joyce, Joseph Lee, Michael Morrow, Daniel Morse, Jeff Morse, John Mozilo, Michael Reed, Jeremy Roemer, Jake Rosenberg, Jacob Roener, Scott Schlafer, Randy Shapiro, Charles Snyder, Mr. Moehlmann (coach)

GIRL'S VOLLEYBALL: Melissa Barto, Sarah Beyer, Annie Chang, Thea Dorado, Inna Fabrikant, Sarah Goldberg, Samantha Katz, Anne Kraft, Charlotte Liu, Meredith Minoff, Elyse Mitchell, Vicki Mullin, Elizabeth Oestreich, Joy Pela, Nicole Pressel, Abigail Racelis, Shara Sendroff, Neesha Shah, Shane Zarghami. Glen Bona (manager), Mr. Papa (asst. coach), Mr. Gurst (coach)

Lauren Marlowe ('00) is competitive both on the tennis court and in the classroom. The one-on-one game setup fuels the pressure to win. Often, the tension during key points of a singles or doubles game can make the players nervous—but when it comes down to it, the seasoned players like Marlowe know when to focus on each play as it comes.

The need to win must be in every player’s heart if a team wants to win. Each player must back each other and do their best before, during, and after games. Kyle Dallas ('00) of the boy’s varsity soccer team focuses sharply as he prepares to shoot the ball to the goal—in this game, every second counts.
Soccer is a game of fast footwork. Each kick has to be well placed, each player in his position-ready for the rumble. As Jake Rosenberg ('00) comes up behind his teammate Jay Joyce ('00), he ensures that his team has the ball. "We all push hard to make sure that we win every possible point—that's just how we train," Joyce said.

Holly Brownstein ('00) is a player who realizes that every shot counts in a match, and plays with this in mind. With good hand and eye coordination and well-developed skill, the player creates a successful shot, and pushes the team one step closer to victory.

**Girl's Tennis:** Group IV South Jersey Champs, Group IV State Finalist, League Champs, Sectional Champs, First Team All Conference—Nadine Ginsburg ('00), Lauren Marlowe ('00), Jenny Chang ('00), Cathy Richter ('03); Second Team All Conference—Sam Schaffer ('03) ...

**Boy's Soccer:** Highlights—1-0 win over Shawnee in regular season and in second round of Coaches' Tournament; Jay Joyce ('00)—Second Team All South Jersey, First Team Olympic Conference, First Team Group IV; John Mozzillo ('00)—Third Team All South Jersey, First Team Olympic Conference, First Team Group IV ... **Girls' Volleyball:** Highlights—Champions of East Brunswick Bears' Invitational, Third Place in Viking Invitational; Captains—Vicki Mullin, Annie Chang, Joy Pela, Melissa Barto; First Team All Conference—Melissa Barto ('00), Annie Chang ('00); Second Team All Conference—Joy Pela ('00), Neesha Shah ('01); Team Honors—MVPs: Annie Chang ('00), Melissa Barto ('00); Most Improved Player: Sarah Goldberg ('01); Rookies of the Year: Jhane Zaraghami ('02), Meredith Minoff ('02); Coaches' Award: Inna Fabrikant ('01); Offensive Player of the Year: Neesha Shah ('01); Defense Player of the Year: Joy Pela ('00).

Joy Pela ('00) blocks a hit. For the girls' volleyball team, time is of the essence. Intense scrutiny is put into the flaws of each player to gradually perfect them over time. "Every time we play, we feel our problems, and we work to correct them," said Neesha Shah ('01).

Samantha Shaffer ('03) prepares to unleash a serve. Freshman players have less pressure to win, because they are still in the learning process. Nevertheless, time and practice are what turn freshmen into varsity competitors, and for the few freshmen who make varsity teams, they learn how to deal with this pressure early on.

Intently focused on the game before them, soccer players anxiously await a goal, to swing the odds of the game their way. These varsity players have put their heart and soul into the game, and hold high hopes for victory. In the end, however, waiting can sometimes prove more difficult than actual playing, as these players demonstrate.

For East's girls' volleyball team, time is as precious as points in the games. Serve after serve, Neesha Shah ('01), a Varsity volleyball player, often practices until 5:30 after school. The goal: to win the next game no matter what—and that lofty goal produces pressure on each team member to deliver.
Think fast! When the blitzing player charges, a quarterback has little time to react. There may not be enough time to carefully calculate an accurate pass. In this case, it's up to the receiver to compensate and make the catch.

Running long distances doesn't have to be painful, especially when one is not alone. Both Agner ('00) and Arianna Cohen ('00) smile as they return from a long, liberating jog. Agner said, "For me, running is a way to release stress and also keep in shape." For Agner, running develops her mental discipline—a valuable skill for any situation in life.

**Girls’ Soccer:** Marissa Kravitz ('00): Second Team (Line) Olympic Conference; Jennifer Padlo ('00): First Team (Back) Olympic Conference; Meredith Soble ('00): First Team (Midfield) Olympic Conference; Rachel Sterling ('00): Second Team (Back) Olympic Conference... **Football:** Second Team Offense-Receivers: Brendon Borowski ('01), Jason Silver ('00), Offensive Line: Scott Van De Rijn ('00), Running Back: Sam Watson ('01), Second Team Defense-Linebacker: Jake Stein ('00), Defensive Back: Joe Cucinotti ('01)... 

**Girl’s Cross-Country:** Highlights—broke five year losing streak with victory over Highland, placed 13th at Sectionals; Allison Vento ('00): All Conference & All South Jersey Group IV (two years in a row).
Marissa Kravitz ('00) lines up a shot on goal. Shooting requires precision and accuracy in equal doses, but it also requires a powerful force of energy on the shooter’s part. Kravitz, who has played soccer all four years at East, said, “When I’m in a game, I need to be focused to make the best shot and play my best.”

Allison Venuto ('00) perseveres as she heads for a lengthy run. A talented member of East’s girls’ cross-country team, Venuto has physical and emotional strength: “Right before the meet, it is crucial to keep your head calm and to focus on the race ahead.”

Members of East’s football team raise their helmets as a cheering salute of team spirit before a game. Time-honored traditions hold a high place in sports teams, and contribute to the unity and focus of team members.

Once the goalie sees the ball headed her way, she must stop it using any means, possible or impossible. In this game, split-second strategies need to combine with a steady mental focus in order to deter the opponent.

Against all odds, the football player has to keep standing, and—more importantly—keep moving. The eyes of the offense are always on the goal line. Player must have their head in the game to keep focused despite setbacks. In football, the field is a mental and physical maze, which needs to be negotiated skillfully to reach the goal of
Sacrifice For Success

A killer work ethic defines the motto of East's athletic teams. While other East students go home after school, cross-country team member Andy Lui ('01) spends his hours preparing for the next meet. Lui said, "Even though it's a lot of hard work, that unique glory of victory makes it all worth it in the end."

Even during practice, cheerleaders put their all into every routine. Be it Varsity or J.V., they work hard to let their school spirit shine through. East cheerleaders not only give an "E" for effort, but also a "P" for perseverance.

Girl's Field Hockey: Highlights—With hard work came our first win against Paul VI, dominated both games in two ties against West, come from behind win against Pennsauken, played one of our best games ever against Eastern; Second Team All Conference—Beth Habina ('00), Renee Desrochers ('00), Jane Cabalo ('00), Lauren Meier ('01)—four goals; Iris Goldstein ('01)—three goals/two assists; Beth Habina ('00) — three goals/one assist; Deanna Dibruno ('00) — two goals/one assist; Managers: Michelle Fanelle, Katie Kelly, Sheena Marston ....
Boys Cross-Country: Highlights—Won their first meet in four years; invitational meet medal winners—David Koslow ('03), Dave Gelfand ('01), Rob Koslow ('01), Alan Leff ('01), Andy Lui ('01), Mike Nagelberg ('01), and Karthik Nune ('01).

Allison Nanni ('00) cheers on with school spirit at a football game. Dressed from head to toe in school colors, she practices hard after school in order to bring the unique and crowd-pleasing routines to each game.
(00) runs toward new goals as the boy's cross country team prepares for their fall season. Fineburg, like many other teammates on the team, spends his extra-curricular hours running today, in shape for upcoming meets. In the world of athletics, slowing down even once will interrupt the cycle of health. Perseverance is key to top performance.

Like any other sport, cheerleading requires time spent on stretching, warming up and practicing. As always, the goal is perfection: to display school spirit and make it look fantastic. Heather Butler ('02), along with the rest of the cheerleading squad, prepares to wow the crowd with another e-x-c-e-l-l-e-n-t cheer.

FIELD HOCKEY: Margaret Butler, Jane Cabalo, Jennifer Chew, Janine D'Autrea, Renee Desrochers, Deanna DiBruno, Jennifer Elen trio, Kimberley Fein, Iris Goldstein, Elizabeth Habina, Jennifer Habina, Joanne Ilustre, Jennifer Joyce, Johanna Kuhl, Lauren Meier, Bianca Pandit, Katie Pease, Michele Whalen, Sarah Wood, Ms. Maguire (coach)

BOY'S CROSS COUNTRY: Brian Fineburg, Dave Gelfand, Andrew Keller, Robert Koslow, Alan Leff, Andy Lui, Michael Nagelberg, Karthick Nunne, Jeremy Pick, Jarrett Sullivan, Aaron Yaffa, Mr. Witzig (coach)

CHEERLEADING: Lisa Beck, Lila Buchalski, Heather Butler, Kimberley Cohn, Cheryl Davis, Laura Davis, Lindsay Dombrowski, Mandy Elzatein, Jaclyn Fineburg, Rebecca Janoff, Dana Karl, Marcy Kellerman, Joyce Morehead, Brittany Moshen, Allison Nanni, Ella Perlis, Lauren Plevinsky, Michelle Polansky, Amanda Scura, Lauri Silnitzer, Megan Sebel, Ms. Nicolazzo (coach)

Chasing tenaciously after the ball for victory, Joanne Ilustre ('00) dashes full speed ahead toward the goal. Grueling practices after school accounts for many of Ilustre's skillful moves on the field. "It's all about work, work and more work if you want to excel at field hockey," Ilustre said.
### Every Point Counts

#### Boy's Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 11 Losses: 3 Ties: 3

#### Girl’s Tennis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roms River</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roms River</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livington</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 20 Losses: 4

#### Field Hockey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 3 Losses: 10 Ties: 3

#### Girl’s Soccer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 8 Losses: 3

#### Girl’s Volleyball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Township</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridgewater</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raritan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wins: 11 Losses: 2

Ready... hike! Once the ball has been snapped and the play has begun, confusion ensues almost immediately. Players are piled atop players, and mixed grunts and shouts are heard. In the end, one man come out on top ball in hand, to run towards victory.

Nadine Ginsburg ('00) prepares herself mentally and physically for a serve. Tennis, like many sports, taxes the mind as well as the body. Players must conjure where they want the ball to land, and how it is going to make it get there.

Rachel Gordon ('01) and Leigh Cohen ('01) return home after a long slow practice run. Part of the emphasis of cross-country running is the importance of teamwork. Although running a race is an individual accomplishment, unity and cooperation is what contributes to the overall success of the team.
Annie Chang ('00) leaps and delivers a treacherous slam while her coach looks on. Volleyball is a fast-moving game of action and reflexes. This is obviously not your elementary school gym class volleyball...these players practice incessantly. According to Chang, skill comes only with practice.

John Mozzilo ('00) takes a quick turn to obtain possession of the ball. Soccer players never remain in place for long; they must follow the erratic movement of the ball from one end of the field to the other. The possession of the ball is constantly alternating, without any rest for the players.

Alan Leff ('01) paces himself to finish off his warm-up run. Cross country runners seldom receive a break; each day's practice serves a different purpose. Every practice is a demanding extraction of talent and endurance.

Another close encounter takes place as the ball is sent flying into the path of the goalkeeper. Defense is one of the most important duties in soccer, and one of the most challenging, but Jen Padlo ('00) is up to the task. Things often happen quickly and unexpectedly, and the defense must be able to deal with sudden changes in plans.

Beth Habina ('00) dashes after an escaping ball at a home field hockey game. The key to success in field hockey is never to let the ball get away. This requires both a careful set of eyes and a focused mind.
**Team Steam**

**Girl's Basketball:** Highlights — wins over Cherokee, Shawnee, Eastern, and Holy Cross, advanced to the finals of the Washington Twp. Holiday Tournament, Joy Pela ('00) became the third East player to score 1000 points in her high school career; Second Team All Conference and Conference All Star Team — Joy Pela ('00), Jhane Zarnani ('02); Conference All Senior Game — Joy Pela ('00), Lauren Marlowe ('00)...

**Boy's Swimming:** Highlights — finished second in the state with 22 of 28 swimmers scoring at least a point in the state championship meet, won South Jersey Boy's League, South Jersey Sectional Champs, won South Jersey Relays, won St. Joseph's Relays, beat Shawnee for the first time in 14 years; Captain — Adam Bussey ('00), Dan Kent ('00)...

**Winter Track:** Team placed well at both varsity and junior varsity levels; Highlights — Neel Desai ('00) placed fourth in long jump at SJTCA meet, Sprint Medley of Allison Venuto ('00), Nicole Thurston ('01), Sue Caruso ('01), and Ashley Perkins ('03) placed second in SJTCA meet. Rick Apgar ('02) placed third in the 400m dash, Dave Koslow ('03) placed fifth in the 1600m run, Kelli Mayo ('03) placed fifth in the 800m run.

Racing against the clock as the freestyle competition surges on, Matt Acciani ('02) keeps his mind focused on the importance of consistency. In the competitive arena of varsity swimming, consistency in individual performance is what keeps the team afloat in the final tally. Dave Lawrence ('00), one of Acciani's teammates, said, "We placed second in states because of how well we all came together as a team in the moments that counted — it was an accomplishment built by layers of hard work and talent."

Veering to avoid an opponent's attempted steal, Lauren Marlowe ('00) concentrates on making the pass to another team member. In the game against West, Marlowe and her teammates played a close game and stayed together from beginning to end. Strategy centered mainly upon taking advantage of every team member's strengths and balancing out weaknesses, Marlowe said. "All season long we had worked hard to develop our strength as a team, and in the game against West we gelled together to win."
Running on determination and carbs will get results, but add to that collective determination, and a winning strategy emerges. Andy Liu ('01) puts his focus into practice, but his eyes rest on more than just beating his own best time. “Practice is more than just striving for a personal goal; it’s about seeing your goals as an important part of the overall team goals,” Liu said.

And they’re off! The piercing buzz of the starter bell signals the beginning of competition where East’s Kevin Klimas ('02), Johnny Wang ('00), and Andrew Townsend ('00) combine their efforts toward the swim for victory. Form follows function as the three teammates glide into the water with one united goal: do only the best. “All of our hard work would have meant nothing if we didn’t balance each other out so well — our team’s cooperation and friendship over what else had a joy Pela ('00) leaps for a three-pointer during a critical point in the game between East and West. Pela knows, however, that her talents on the court are not enough to lead the team to victory. Being a team player was what ultimately led the girl’s varsity basketball team to a rewarding season.
Leaders And Bleeders

**Girl’s Swimming**: Highlights — first team in East athletic history to win four consecutive state championships, won South Jersey Girl’s League, South Jersey Sectional Champs, won Coaches Invitational Championship; Captains — Jackie Cona (‘00), Jayme Smith (‘00), Louise Shaw (‘00)— four years of swimming and four state championships ...

**Wrestling**: First Team All Conference — Bill Gragilla (‘00); Second Team All Conference-Blake Krevolin(‘00); District Place Winners and Regional Qualifiers — Bill Gragilla (‘00) ... **Girl’s Bowling**: First Team All Olympic-American Division — Jen Padlo (‘00), Lisa Reichenbacher (‘01); Captain — Jen Padlo (‘00) — her 170.5 average was the second highest average in school history.

Straining with the effort, Aaron Wiggins (‘00) puts all of his strength into the last few minutes of the match against Pennsauken in an attempt to keep his opponent in the ring. As a senior wrestler, Wiggins’ performance sets an example for the younger and less experienced wrestlers.

Lisa Reichenbacher (‘01) and her teammate confer with their coach, Mr. Vranich before taking their places in the competition. As a presence of leadership within the team, a coach both encourages and guides the players toward a higher standard.
Catherine Kolody ('02) surfaces to check her lane after a relay race — an act that represents her role as a role model to her team members. The swim team's unprecedented victory at the State Championships for the fourth consecutive year shows just how powerfully leadership can impact the entire team.

Smiling confidently into the lane, Jen Padlo ('00) executes a smooth stroke as her teammates watch on. Much like her bowling style, Padlo handles her role as anchor bowler on the varsity team with finesse. "Jen is a great leader and a tough competitor," said Jon Fustfield ('01), a teammate.

Setting an example for others requires extra effort and hard work, and John Gragilla ('00) completely immerses himself in his dedication to wrestling. The fact that younger, less experienced peers follow his example further motivates Gragilla to give it his all in every match.

Taking a brief break from the competitive atmosphere of a swim meet, Cathy German ('02) pauses to recap her performance with Mr. Sheppard, Coach of the varsity team. Coaches often rely on strong athletes to help push the team to the top while learning to be individual team leaders.

Jake Stein ('00) urges on his team and pumps up the crowd after winning a match. Stein's energetic charisma on and off the wrestling mat plays a key role in keeping the team vibrant and the team motivated.

Erica Weitz ('01) paces herself during a backstroke race while striving to beat her previous time. Her relentless motivation to improve upon her prior best serves as a collective motivation for her team members to strive towards higher goals as well.
CRITICAL MOMENTS

Boys' Bowling: Highlights — beat conference #1 Shawnee, Matt Robinson ('01) bowled a 277 which was the second highest game in school history; Second team Olympic Conference-American Division — Michael Mishkin ('00), Matt Robinson ('01); Captain — Micheal Mishkin ('00), a four year varsity bowler ...

Boy's Basketball: First Team All Conference — Marcus Bullock ('00), Matthew Minoff ('00). First Team All south Jersey — Marcus Bullock ('00); Honorable Mention All South Jersey — Matthew Minnoff ('00); First Team All Group IV — Marcus Bullock ('00); Second team All Group IV — Matthew Minnoff ('00); Honorable Mention All Group IV — Andy Schwartz ('01); Marcus Bullock ('00) joined the 1000 point club; team was ranked 4th in courier Post Top 20 Poll.

As the frames tick away, Elan Geffen ('03) and Matt Robinson ('01) look on intently as the numbers add up. When players aren't bowling, they keep a steady eye on their scores to determine their position in the flow of the competition.

Suddenly realizing that he needs to pass quickly to avert an attempted steal, Andy Schwartz ('01) frantically scans the court for an open teammate. In such intense moments of the game, a split-second decision makes all the difference.

Rachel Wenger ('00) puts all of her energy into the cheer as she rallies the boy's varsity basketball team after winning point. Moments of victory, however, are not the only occasions for cheering. The explosive power of the cheerleaders' routines often motivate the team to overcome downtime to regain the game.
All eyes in the crowd look up at Tina Ortega ('00) as she stands tall and cheers for victory. A well-choreographed cheer is the key to success, and although it has been practiced many times, concentration and focus must always remain constant in the face of pressure.

Lauri Silnitzer ('01) shows her enthusiasm as the contagious excitement of the game rises to a climax. Cheerleaders get just as vigorous a workout as the athletes that they motivate, both from the mental as well as the physical energy rush.

Teammates gather as Michael Mishkin ('00) flawlessly releases a ball into the lane. While bowling may not seem as physically intense as some other sports, it is nevertheless a sport that requires intense mental focus in order to succeed.

Kwame Biney ('00) fearlessly plunges downcourt as his opponents attempt to block his shot. In the critical moments of a game, one must let go of all reservations in order to set loose the power of competition in all its uninhibited intensity.

BOY'S BASKETBALL: Andy Schwartz, Karim Farhat, Marcus Bullock, Randy Shapiro, Andrew Inselman, Jason Mitchell, Roberto West, Jeffrey Mooney, Matthew Minoz, John Enny, Tim Roche, Ryan Ormsby, Scott Rinehart, Kwame Biney, Lev Kreymer, Mr. Reuben (asst. coach), Mr. Valore (coach).


BOY'S BOWLING: Herbert Fishman, Jonathan Fusfield, Elan Geflen, Joshua Harris, Michael Mishkin, David Reisner, Matt Robinson, Mr. Vranich (coach).
## Boy's Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Prep.</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodbury</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnaminson</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germantown</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillsborough</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill West</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plainsboro</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hun School of Princeton</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick Memorial</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wins: 22 Loses: 5*

## Girl's Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camden Catholic</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingboro</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clearview</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFS</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wins: 10 Loses: 14*

---

Breathe in, breathe out. Kelley Perkins ('00) relaxes as she runs the laps during cross-country practice. For Perkins, running is not only a way to work out, but also a method to unwind and let her mind run free of school's pressures. "It's a hard workout but sometimes, running helps me deal with stress," said Perkins.

Keeping his eye on the pass, Marcus Bullock ('00) uses his footwork to avoid the attempted steal. In a game as strategic as basketball, Brown does not automatically mean victory. Bullock said: "The mental part of the game is more important than the physical part because as long as you know your strategy, it can get you through anything.

For Jayme Smith ('00), co-captain of the varsity girl's swimming team, dedication and competitiveness go together. Rachelle Wander ('02), a member of the team, said, "Both Jackie and Jayme are dedicated swimmers who are used to winning." Indeed, the girl's varsity team lived up to those standards by winning its fourth consecutive state Championship title.

The tension mounts as Chris Mermer ('00) attempts to break free of an opponent's hold. "When you're on the mat, a thousand things can go through your head — but one thing is the only thing that counts — and that is escape," Mermer said.
BY THE NUMBERS

Girls' Swimming

East Opp.
Holy Cross 121 55
Cherokee 116 67
Lenape 113 70
Rancocas Valley 106 77
Washington Twp. 93 78
Cherry Hill West 86 84
Moorestown 102 67
Vineland 86 84
Westfield 86 84

Wins: 13 Losses: 0

Boys' Bowling

East Opp.
Pennsauken 1 3
Cherry Hill West 0 4
Lenape 0 4
Gloucester Tech. 1 3
Eastern 0 4
Cherokee 1 3
Lenape 1 3
Gloucester Tech. 1 3
Eastern 1 3
Cherokee 0 4
Shawnee 0 4
Pennsauken 0 4
Shawnee 3 1

Wins: 1 Losses: 13

Wrestling

East Opp.
Highland 9 54
Lenape 14 42
Cherokee 26 32
Triton 25 36
Overbrook 39 23
Camden Catholic 15 62
Shawnee 23 44
Pennsauken 52 24
Paul VI 43 30
Bishop Eustace 32 31
Eastern 10 59
West 13 52
Edgewood 25 35
Pitman 31 28
Moorestown 30 28
Camden Catholic 60 12
Washington Twp. 13 61

Wins: 7 Losses: 9

Ryan Shore ('03) races against the clock in a regional swim meet. As an athlete, Shore must be both physically as well as mentally prepared - and dealing with pressure is crucial. Shore said, "I just stay calm and concentrate by zoning out any distractions."

While some go to the gym to let out their tensions, Jon Fusfield ('01) chooses to take aim at his frustrations with one smooth stroke down the lane. Fusfield, a bowler since freshman year, has earned a top score of 223 out of a possible 300. "It's a way for me to vent — I just picture someone I hate as a pin and go for it."
Betsy Schmid ('01) practices her discus release pattern in the final minutes before her number is called to throw. Even though field events last only a few moments for each contestant involved, a great amount of practice and preparation culminates in those few moments, providing a considerable amount of pressure.

Brett Davidoff ('00) eyes the hole on the green as he prepares to tee off. Though it is extremely quiet on the green during a golf match, inside the mind of the golfer player is a mental checklist that is being constantly and thoroughly pored over at every given moment. Here, Davidoff takes his time so as to produce a clean and successful shot.

Watching his drive sail into the distance, Greg Markus ('00) puts his golf swing to the test during a competition. After practicing his swing for years, Markus uses it to gain an edge on his opponents as he positions the ball directly where he wants it. In golf, ball placement is vital to getting a low score, and the perfection of a proper swing plays an important role in achieving success.

BASEBALL: Brett Agey, Matthew Barnum, Daniel Butler, Thomas Caracciolo, Jared Friedman, Dan Goldstein, Jacob Herman, Andrew Hill, Durvin Jones, Ryan Kardos, Christopher Kim, Britt Klasko, Derek Liu, Mark Mule snean, Robert Merlin, Stephen Roberto, Jeremy Rosenman, Carlos Santiago, Scott Schlafer, Jason Sherwood, Jason Silver, Andrew Townsend, Nicholas Turekian, Jared Wallace, Charles Walters, Mr. Martin (coach).

GIRL'S TRACK AND FIELD: Wendy Adler, Elizabeth Agner, Lisa Altin, Christie Carlbone, Susan Caruso, Nandini Chakravarti, Victoria Chou, Eugenia Chung, Ananta Cohen, Ashley Cohen, Colleen Court, Laura Girard, Sara Hackmyer, Elizabeth Judd, Erica Lebowitz, Christina Magee, Gino Markman, Makiko Matsunoto, Christine Mullin, Vicke Mullin, Kimberly Pajak, Lindsey Pearl, Ashley Perkins, Kelly Perkins, Lauren Plaske, Hannah Plempton, Betsy Schmid, Samantha Shaffer, Kate VanBrouck, Christa Wesley, Judy Wu, Michelle Zaitz, Mr. Troutman (coach).
Instinctively reacting to the action on the field, Dan Goldstein ('00) never hesitates to throw out a runner attempting to steal a base—in this case, second base is in jeopardy. As a varsity catcher, Goldstein must keep an eye on each base runner as well as concentrate on each incoming pitch. While baseball doesn’t consist of a continuous flow of action, its unpredictability requires constant attention.

Mark Mahoney ('01) grimaces as his feeble swing makes direct contact with the ball, sending it down the third base line for a base hit. Despite all the preparation and conditioning baseball players face, the moment of successful contact provides enormous pressure and nerve-wracking anticipation of the outcome of the hit.

Chin tucked and arms extended, Lauren Plasky ('00) leaps over a hurdle as she warms up before a home meet. Plasky performs this routine not only to improve physical conditioning, but also to generate a mental and psychological preparation that each individual participant is responsible for when it comes time for competition.

GOLF: Neil Bang, Lauren Butler, Steven Chew, Brett Ciarelli, Brett Davidoff, Kyle Grabelle, Joshua Harris, Bryan Klimberg, Alexander Lehn, Charles Leonhardt, Gregory Lichtman, Greg Mankus, Robert Marx, Christian McNeal, Brett Pickus, Matt Robinson, Marc Rubben, Chad Satanoff, George Schlesinger, Matthew Silver, Stefanie Spak, Jarrett Sullivan, Mathew Wellner, Mr. Nec (coach), Mr. Sheppard (coach).

BOY’S VOLLEYBALL: Alexis Alonso, Frank Chang, Howard Chang, Dan Chung, Joseph Illustre, Yao King, Joe Lee, Matthew Minnolf, Jason Mitchell, Jeff Mooney, Mike Morrow, Akshay Patel, Ankur Patel, Peter Ro, Paul Ro, Tim Roche, Jeff Wang, Mr. Moehlman (coach).
For Love Of The Game

Driving a solid backhand deep into his opponent’s side of the court, Mike Nagelberg (’01) focuses all of his attention on the game that he loves. An individual sport, tennis demands a sense of discipline from the player that could not evolve without a significant amount of honest dedication.

Concentrating on her critical pitch, Rachel Sherman (’01) aims for a strike as she channels all of her energy and focus into the throw. For Sherman, as well as for the other players on the team, every moment during the high-pressure game provides a chance to perform as well as possible and to express love for the game.

Marisa Kravitz (’00) keeps her eye on the goal as she veers to avoid the onslaught of opponents during an intense moment of the varsity lacrosse match against Cherokee. Kravitz’s success as a varsity player comes mainly from her four years of constant dedication to the team.

LACROSSE: Mary Beth Ackerma, Jodi Bloch, Katie Boyle, Megan Butler, Jane Cabalo, Stephanie Chan, Kathryn Daly, Mary Daly, Renee Destrochers, Deanna DiBruno, Karen Donohoe, Rebecca Elias, Marissa Feng, Kimberly Fein, Jennifer Harris, Rachel Hershemberg, Stacey Husted, Perry Huang, Joanne Ilustre, Rachel Jander, Jenny Kamen, Ivy Katz, Aynen Kessler, Raleigh Kofir, Amanda Kravitz, Marisa Kravitz, Lauren Kresliff, Jessica Lazar, Rebecca Mulberg, Erin Mullen, Ambrean Ngov, Erin O’Donnell, Bianca Pandzi, Marisa Perotuz, Alyse Reed, Jackie Ross, Ashley Schlaifer, Carolyn Snyder, Megan Sember, Meredith Soile, Gill Sweeten, Jill Sweeten, Nicole Thunston, Selina Vasquez, Michelle Whalen, Ms. Schoole (coach).

BOY’S TENNIS: Ajit Dhillon, Justin Friedman, Daniel Geisler, Seth Herron, Wook Nam, Kim, Rob Koslow, Josh Lounette, Sameer Mathur, Michael Nagleberg, Karthik Natarajan, Rishi Patel, Ben Perkel, Jeremy Pick, Ian Richman, Daniel Reh, Michael Weitzman, Kobina Wilmot, Brad Wimmer, Daniel Yi, Cole Zucker, Mr. Ipri (coach).
Leaping over hurdles during practice is just one of the rigorous workout regimens that Nick Chan ('00) must undergo during the track season. As a seasoned athlete since his freshman year, Chan keeps his strict work ethic at top speed in order to stretch his limits to their utmost potential.

Meredith Sobie ('00) dashes up the field as she prepares to rocket the ball to a teammate in scoring position, while opponents from Wildwood press on. Sobie has earned her place as an aggressive varsity offensive player through four years of steady devotion to the team, which is reinforced by her love of the high-pressure, fast-paced environment that a lacrosse game generates.

Coach Grubb looks on as Jared Peltzman ('01) cocks his arm back in preparation for a massive javelin launch. Field events in track and field require steadfast commitment and perseverance for athletes to improve their ability. Peltzman has had three years to hone his javelin skills on the varsity track team.

SOFTBALL: Melissa Barto, Stephanie Berger, Perri Brenner, Janinie D'Auria, Jessica Gale, Meghan Gillmer, Jamie Goryazinski, Michelle Govito, Elizabeth Habina, Lindsay Hancock, Gina Maselli, Elena Medina, Brittany Moshen, Victoria Ross, Heather Sabatino, Kara Shore, Rebecca Soffen, Jordan Sullivan, Megan Thorpe, Sarah Wood, Jhane Zarghami, Mr. Musmecci (coach).

East challenged us like none other. We were immersed in an intense academic standard that pushed us to our limits. We survived long nights and strenuous tests. Once in a while, we started to question the purpose of our studying, but in the end, it was all worth it.
Two Thousand

ACADEMICS
TAKE A BREAK

At the end of a long day, many students dread trudging up the stairs to an eighth period class. The solution to erase afternoon blues? Electives? Enter the world of art, music, drama, and even woodworking. For those who need a creative class to relax and refuel after a hefty load of academic subjects, electives offer a unique environment to learn about an interesting, fun, topic. Most electives are separate from the GPA ranking system, and therefore students don’t have the pressure to earn a specific grade. Rather, electives give many the chance to really enjoy learning about everything ranging from omelets to entrepreneurship. The students who just want to explore their areas of interest can choose from electives to get a taste of what they would like to pursue in college. So the next time school seems too overwhelming, remember to squeeze in an elective or two, taking the edge off of the grueling school day.

In an effort to build upon his artistic abilities, Huascar Kim (’01) carefully manipulates his original creation to create a work that will not only please the eye, but gain the admiration of his peers. In his 3-D art class, Kim can accomplish projects that he truly enjoys in addition to the grueling workload that school usually produces. Without hesitation, Kim shows his enthusiasm, “Most classes don’t let you express yourself the way that I like to, but art lets me get away from the regular school day so that I show who I am.”
Carefully placing her strokes, Morgan O’Neill (‘03) concentrates on her work in art class. Painting allows students to delve deep into the heart of the fine arts, by creating and interpreting their own projects. Here, O’Neill works at her own pace - above all, art electives require patience.

Anthony Divietro (‘03) meticulously straightens out a project in wood shop. Exactness is a necessary element in woodworking, to create a satisfying finished product. Many electives, like woodshop, enrich the student’s ability to perform and to create.
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Charles Quickall ('00) tests a Bunsen burner during a chemistry experiment. Lab experiments offer students the opportunity to experience science firsthand. They also provide breaks from the sometimes dreary lectures and note-taking, and attract students' genuine interest.

Betty Jedlicka ('00) types up a lab report during her lab period. Many students make use of the computers and other technology at their disposal at school, rather than bringing their work home with them. Here, lab experiences are converted to a readable report to be read and graded by the teacher.

Carefully following the instructions in the lab manual, Diana Mark ('01) makes sure that the rest of her lab group dissects the fetal pig properly. In order to accomplish what science labs are designed to teach, the proper procedure must be used so that the accurate observations and data can be gathered. Ultimately, these results lead to the advancement of scientific achievement in school. Science teachers hope that these interactive activities will then create a genuine desire to learn.
What Day Is It?

What do dead frogs, corn kernels, and force tables all have in common? The answer — science lab. In the corridors of East’s science wings, experiments are conducted with a myriad of different equipment and, sometimes, specimen. First year biology students, for example, undergo an annual tradition: the breeding of the fruit flies. In addition to becoming a rite of passage for students, this infamous experiment teaches the fundamentals of genetic distribution in a very hands-on way. Indeed, “hands-on” comprises much of the labs at East. Forcing students to apply the textbook concepts into practical situations promotes the motto of action. Perhaps that is why it is easier for some to understand Newton’s laws of motion after completing an inclined plane lab; the students actually see the laws take effort. So, the next time that distinctive aroma of the fetal pig pervades through the school, don’t cringe. Take notice that deep within the classrooms lining the hallway, a student is discovering something real — and forever remembering the experience.

As one of the most intricate labs of the year, the fetal pig requires extra attention by the instructor. Each incision must be made precisely so that the anatomy of the specimen can be properly analyzed. Mr. Keller carefully explains the proper procedure for dissection to Renee Desrochers ('00) so that she can examine the animal on her own. Desrochers admits, “At first, I was really nervous, but with the appropriate instruction, I had the confidence to cut the pig where I was supposed to.”
PUSHING THE LIMITS

The bell rings, and about two dozen antsy high school students waltz into the classroom in the moments that follow. For these students, just another class of just another school day is about to begin. But, for their teachers, the same bell signifies the beginning of another attempt to prove themselves to their students.

Not only do teachers have to prepare plans for their instruction, they also must be prepared to answer any questions a student may have about the subject matter.

They must be able to stimulate student interest enough to spark discussions that break apart from the traditional humdrum of classroom conversation. The job of a teacher is to forge in his or her students the leaders of tomorrow.

Although the teaching process does not always flow smoothly, teachers remain unquestionably loyal to their students and confident in their own ability to raise the potential of a particular group of students. Their effort is respectable and worthy of much appreciation.

Math problems were never meant to be easy — and that’s where teachers like Mr. Kilbon come in. Attempting to break down a complex graphing problem into basic steps, Kilbon helps a student look at the problem from a different point of view. When solving such problems, sometimes it is best when the student and the teacher cooperate to come up with a more personal explanation of trouble areas.

During a Humanities AP group project, Mr. Hillman and Jon Sagot ’91 confer on the script for an upcoming skit. In classes like Humanities, the student often must work side by side with the teacher in order to fulfill the curriculum requirements — in this case, to gain approval for a presentation. Teacher input often helps add a special edge of insight to a student’s project.
Reviewing with a student the rudiments of drafting, Mr. Foster helps Adam Gottheim ('02) with some core concepts and revisions. In elective courses such as Woodshop and Drafting, teacher-student interaction is crucial because of the subject matter itself. Often, the teacher has field experience that can prove invaluable to a student eager to learn the fundamentals of a craft.

With the professional guidance of Mr. Kovnat, Alekay Patel ('00) carefully examines film negatives after he has developed his pictures. The unwavering dedication of Kovnat ultimately allows Patel to produce sharp photographs with ease. Throughout the school, teachers demonstrate a similar commitment to their students, allowing them to reach their potential.
Some say the years go by like minutes. Others say they take centuries. Still others say the years don't seem to go by at all.

Take one look at the library, and see all the sides of the spectrum. In one corner a student studies diligently in the midst of his quiet surroundings, hoping that the final ten minutes preparation before a test will make a difference. In another corner a student catches up on a calculator game, and sitting across from him a girl sees how big she can make her bubble gum before it explodes.

Out in the hallway, a student leans against her locker and immerses herself in her literature book. Down the hall a few students have gathered on the floor to converse and share stories of their weekend over a snack.

Whatever the case, students need time to both study and relax, and they find ways to do it all over the building throughout the school day.

Guiding Jason Schmidt ('02) as he works on a worksheet, Mrs. MacCall offers helpful advice to make the learning process as personal as possible. In a high school with roughly twenty-five students per class, it is often rare to have a one-on-one conference with a teacher. However, when it does happen, both people involved are rewarded with a valuable, insightful experience.

Making the most of his precious time, Andrew Kim ('00) carefully scans an article to prepare himself for class. During the day, students constantly review their work so that they will be ready for tests, presentations, and related discussions. Ultimately, the use of free time during the school day helps students achieve their goals.
During the hectic school day, sometimes a cafeteria break for lunch just isn’t enough. Lori Goldberg (‘01) takes a quick break between doing coursework and tries to relax before continuing onward. Taking these mini-breaks sometimes may alleviate the stress of a busy day, ultimately leaving the student refreshed and a little more energized to keep on going.

Taking some time out to enjoy a few moments of daydreaming before going back to work, Stevie Henry (‘01) lets life’s distractions lead her away. Sometimes, it is best to take a mental vacation from the pressures of school and life — and just relax for a moment.
The familiar slip of white paper signals their presence — the guidance office summons thee, therefore go down to thy counselor's office. For many students, a guidance pass gives them a chance to get out of class for a short period of time, but it is what goes on inside the office that truly allows students to get the most out of their classes during their four-year stay at East. Right from the very beginning, each freshman is assigned a guidance counselor with whom he or she will continue to work with from their sophomore course selection process until college planning — and beyond. Everything from family issues to academic goals can be discussed in the privacy of the guidance office, and many students do so, often requesting an appointment to talk to their counselor about something that has been bothering them. In a sense, many of the guidance counselors have been unsung heroes who have helped their students reach their goals and dreams all while staying on the right track to enjoying high school. Because these four years spawn a search for identity in many students, sometimes amidst all of the confusion, a helping hand greatly eases the difficult process of coming into one's own. For Genevieve LaFerriere ('00), having a guidance counselor helped her stay on track amidst the hectic college process. "My counselor was really good at getting things done when I needed them done pronto — and also she kept me going with the reminders of when my deadlines were," LaFerriere said.

Taking a trip to his counselor's office, Brian Bussey ('02) enters the hallway where the academic life of each student is nurtured and maintained. In this hallway, counselors handle numerous issues beginning freshman year with the basic schedule to the completion of college applications during senior year. Often overlooked, this hallway plays a major role in the success of a student during the high school years. Taking time to explain the features of East's curriculum, Mr. Schilling designs a plan for Gentilier Fineeman ('02) to fit her needs for the following school year. Everyone possesses distinct interests and talents which match a certain set of courses. Guidance counselors are trained to recognize these characteristics in an effort to craft the perfect schedule for each student.
Thoughtfully considering a request of Diana Mackenzie ('03), Mrs. Jordan carefully evaluates an academic dispute. After weighing every possibility, Jordan will devise a solution. Constantly faced with complaints over numerous issues, counselors give an effort to resolve each case on an individual basis, hoping to satisfy the needs of each party.

Enjoying a pleasant dialogue, Janet Zhang ('00) casually talks with Mr. Cole in his office about her academic decisions. While some discussions may contain serious issues, students can also hold amiable conversations with their counselors about everyday topics. Even lacking a serious problem to resolve, the guidance office acts to provide a sense of comfort during the course of the volatile school day.

Contemplating his upcoming conference, Chris Williams ('00) finger's in the guidance hallway awaiting his turn. Putting all their heart into their duties, counselors usually devote extra time to their appointments. While this may delay the start of the next meeting, it is the most practical way to form ideal solutions to frustrating problems.

Patiently sitting in the waiting area, Tiffany Yang ('02) makes the most of her time by reviewing notes for a test the next period. In the guidance office, the counselors running slightly late, provide a perfect period to study. During the school day, students constantly find small sections of free time to prepare themselves for class, in an effort to make the day less stressful.
Sacrificing his own time, Pat Alpas (’00) comes to the
desk of Lauren Swint (’00) to help her with a chemistry
problem. Alpas exhibits the selflessness which plays an
integral role in successful relations amongst students.
Instead of selfishly keeping knowledge to themselves,
students throughout the school assist their classmates
with their work, ultimately raising the level of education
as a whole.

Collectively working on a large section of artwork,
Wendy Adler (’02), Lauren Kresloff (’02), and Taylor
Mach (’02) combine their efforts in the ultimate gesture
of teamwork. Each member of the group contributes
their own individual expression to the painting, resulting
in a unique product which meshes a part of each stu-
dent’s personality into a singular piece.

Studiously examining the local newspaper, James
Carter (’01) points out an interesting idea to Albert
Hooper (’00). Carter may have noticed a fact that
Hooper skimmed over, thus bringing it to his attention.
Together, they gain a more enriching experience as they
become increasingly aware of the current events which
take place around them.

Randy Shapiro (’02) and Kristin Chernoff (’02) assist
each other while analyzing the results of a science lab.
Together, more ideas are brought into the conversation,
thereby reducing the chances of an error in the data. If
one member of a group cannot understand a certain
concept, the other can help, thus creating a greater appre-
ciation of the subject material.
Sharing The Wealth

With the prospect of facing another long night of studying for the important test the next day, many students turn to other people, especially friends, for help. Often, a study session with another person brings new details to light, or provides a safety net if one person doesn't understand a concept or a passage. Besides the academic motives, studying with a friend allows time to catch up for the time lost between practices, homework, and after school jobs.

Working in a group is another form of cooperative learning usually set up by teachers for a more complicated project. Some students enjoy group projects, while others prefer individual assignments. On a subject that many students have mixed feelings about, Anila Naqvi ('00) says “Overall, working in groups encourages socializing and adapting to other people, but it can be difficult because people don't always do their work.” Whether or not students have good experiences with group work depends on each person’s input. With fresh ideas and a variety of perspectives, working with other people adds another angle to the challenging work at East.

Melissa Barto ('00) carefully clears away debris, allowing Emily Saidel ('01) to make precise incisions where the biology lab procedures indicate. While Barto may not be actively cutting the fetal pig, Saidel would not be able to perform her task without the necessary assistance. Ultimately, these partners must cooperate together in an effort to complete the assignment flawlessly.

Attempting to mold a block of clay into a masterpiece, Danielle Lamberski ('01) accepts the expert assistance of Ms. Krott. While students maintain the ability to express themselves freely in their work, one cannot deny the professional advice that a teacher can give. In the school community, teachers act as facilitators of a student's untapped potential.
Change Of Pace

It has become somewhat of an annual tradition. Every year, Psychology students bring in one (or, for some brave souls, two) young children as part of the festivities of Child Development Day. As part of the curriculum on how children develop mentally, physically and rationally, students are asked to conduct various types of experiments involving children as young as three years old to the age of twelve or thirteen. It is the perfect example of putting textbook theories to the test in the practical world of children. Students unfamiliar with the specific experiments nevertheless notice the ubiquitous presence of little children, tiny backpacks and all, tottering around the hallways. Jay Kothari ('00), a Psychology AP student, brought in a seven-year-old family friend. “My experiences on Child Development Day were pretty fun, actually — not chaotic at all,” Kothari said. “My kid and I just sat around and made each other laugh — he made my day more interesting, definitely.”

In addition to helping the students understand just how psychological theories applied in the real world, the children added some spice to an otherwise typical day. Kothari said, “It was another day of acting like a kid, only this time I had an excuse to.”

Greeting the child Janine Cohen ('00) has brought into school for her psychology studies, Brian Jones ('00) makes the infant feel comfortable in the strange world full of adolescents known as high school. Jones attempts to relieve the intimidation that the young children must endure as they are exposed people almost three times their size, helping to make the day successful for both subject and student.

Observing the new additions to his English class, Mikael Avery ('00) realizes that the day will be much different from the others as Haley Rubin ('00) attentively cares for her psychology subjects. Through occasionally presenting a distraction from teacher, the psych kids are tolerated by students and teachers alike as the annual event is respected as a genuine scientific research experiment.
With a caring smile, Laura Davis ('00) does not view the psychology subjects as mere experimental “guinea pigs.” Davis realizes that these children will mature, and eventually sit in the same classrooms that she sits in every day. The youthful innocence that the psychology classes investigate must be examined quickly, for it will soon disappear with the loss of childhood.

Making the most of the unique opportunity to introduce young children to East, Haley Rubin ('00) brings two subjects into school for her psychology class. The “psych” students ultimately obtain invaluable data from the participation of their subjects, allowing them to form unique conclusions about the mental perspective of a maturing individual.

Using the combination of a handful of crayons and a coloring book, Lisa Beck ('00) attempts to entertain her psych-subject during one of her daily classes. Beck will have to concentrate on the material taught by the teacher without losing awareness of the child’s actions. Throughout the day, psychology students must balance these tasks in a difficult juggling act, however, the struggle is worthwhile as the day forms lasting memories.

Mr. Branin, Kim Goldman ('00), and Julie Warshaver ('00) steal Rachel Lieberman ('01) away from some last-minute studying to chat. Both activities rarely surface in classrooms, especially in performing arts classes like East Singers. However, the arrival of a substitute like Mr. Branin allows for a more casual atmosphere.
Using the high speed connections in the library, Jon Segal ('01), Hollie Baratolo ('00), and Kristen Merlino ('01) make use of the Internet to uncover obscure research information within seconds. The evolution of this limitless network containing vast amounts of knowledge has revolutionized the way students research and learn about ideas. Information, previously inaccessible, can now be found at the fingertips of every student.

By consulting the Computer Graphics textbook before applying the knowledge into technology, Chris Kewley ('01) maximizes his ability to utilize complex drawings on the computer. Learning how to use technology properly is essential in order to gain a learning experience that can be valuable in the future.

Using a graphing calculator to simplify a complex problem, Howard Chang ('00) bypasses much of the arduous bookwork that characterizes many of the assignments in calculus. Without the need to spend time writing out numerous formulas, Chang can concentrate on understanding the actual principles involved in mathematics.

In one of the most technology-oriented classes in the school, Josh Meyeroff ('00) focuses his camera to gain the clearest possible picture. Advances in the field of photography have given rise to a course which utilizes numerous pieces of technological equipment, designed only to produce the most brilliant images.
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Two decades ago, math and science classes were limited to the textbooks and little else. With the dawning of the computer revolution within the past decade, however, new opportunities for teaching students concepts in almost every class made education more innovative than ever. Now, it is typical to see PreCalculus and Calculus students armed with their graphing calculators working on a lab that requires inputting and analyzing data. Textbooks now have new versions in which technological activities are incorporated into the curriculum. Additionally, the internet makes doing research for classes such as Psychology and English just a few clicks of the mouse away—a far cry from the sometimes tedious task of going through the shelves at the local library. Because students benefit so much now from the easy accessibility of information, new technological innovations constantly improve how one can process and receive data.
For some of us, the realization that it really is almost over occurs right at the last moment. But for many of us, it comes at prom, during the last dance. Or, it comes at a baseball game, with a final home run, or step across home plate. Or, it’s at a concert, where we give our best performance, and shed the accompanying tear that always goes with it. But at graduation, all of our hearts are in our throats, and we know that we have truly come to the end of the road.
friends since 7th grade • Jamesie Jo and Al • animaniacs • boardwalk party • Indy • pelvic thrusts • studmuffin • "Jamie asked him out" • lane • one ear • sister filomena • maddog • Alexis' makeover • valley girl • Great Adventure and the carousel • freshman dance • Pizzeria Uno waiter • "where's that accent from?" • halloween stalker in scream mask • sophomore cotillion • laughing kid • cruise to Bahamas • Georgia Mike • Iowa 1 and 2 • "let me out of the box" • Randy and Steve • walk-ins and stolen keys • banging on the walls • the hair brothers-flip and spike • "stop the flaring" • lunchtime notes • "with a name like Vinnie you got to be hot" • Jamie's surgery • Gilligan-little buddy • basketball games • Wildwood and Ocean City • Memorial Day 99' • Tommy Tootin' • "he goes boom boom boom" • little pants • kiss the beanie baby, Bobby • henna • bleach • DMB • Aerosmith • one night of stalking • "put on your lights" • sitting outside the house • "nice hair...." • plastic hair and strobe lights • cousins • snowshoe hairy • memb
epitome, "chic", lackey boy (allo jaffaley), "yo", "hello?", argh, aish, ALVA!, Saved by the Bell- "Did We Ever have a Chance", "Come and Go with me", "Friends Forever", "I'm so excited, I'm so excited.... I'm so scared!!!", 90210, Janet Jackson, "Together Again.", Damn Sexy Lieutenant, "Home on the Range", "My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean", Tweedledum and Tweedledumber, gay guy, intellects, funny walks, "Sorey, Borough, Tomorough", "Full Orchestra Tonight!", Sound of Music in the girl's dressing room, SHANIA GIRLS, "Man, I feel like a WOMAN!", KCl and JoJo, Felipe... duh, frisbee that comes back, birdie in the head, tennis balls (5) over the fence, "girl i want to make you sweat (sweat so you can't sweat no more)", Chili's with Annie, Boy Meets World, Invisible Men, WATER WAR, "Happy Secret Santa Pollyannal", snowy night going to blockbuster, big co-head, small co-head, Salsa con queso, Howie Budd, Stary Vic, WB girl, Dirty Dancing, "In one ear and out the other", tight white pants, hand on leg... Vicki too busy watching TV, Macy's, Malling, Clinique, Jingle Bell Rock Santa dance, CUTE. "Hello? Is Joanna there?", Jenga, Mall Madness, Sweet Valley High, Baby-Sitter's Club- MaryAnne and Too Many Boys, Wawa Italian hoagies, peach snapples, Hen's Sour cream n' onion, Girl's Night Out at Ribs, Olive Gardening, Applebee's, strawberry shortcake, strawberry daiquiri's, strawberry sundaes, McDonald's soft serve, Oreo McFlurries, cookie cake, I AM THE CHEESEBURGER! "Hello! Rob Andrew's Congressman's office!" Subaru, Jenny's giggle, "Jerry, Jerry..."/cat fights, tripping up the stairs, falling off the bus, Half eaten apple that Vicki hits butt buddy with (ASJ bus), "YES!!" (with arm movement), wearing matching outfits, "Grrrr... Wah Chai!", Banananaa!!!, "But Giles always says please.... and then I get a cookie!", candles (Pyros). Scary doorbells during scary movies, Bob and Fabio! Christina and Jenny flirting with Vince, Wayne mystery, Miss. South Korea- best-speaker, "ohhhh Santosh I'm so tired", counselor Christina found things very entertaining then Vicki got revenge, "Mrs. Dark Chun", MATT DAMON!, umm tennis?! nerds, kayaking (Waikoloa), little boy snorkeling... Vicki showed him, Mike the parrot, "she's at the library", trepidation, infatuation, insincere apologies, "I'm always nice, ~OH MY DEAR BOY!!
Nadine Rene',

You have always been our little ray of sunshine; happiness happens wherever you are. Over the years we have watched you grow from a charming toddler to a determined young woman who has the potential to shoot for all the stars in the sky. As you begin the next chapter in your life, we hope that you will always be surrounded by the warmth of family and friends, and that success and happiness will be forever at your doorstep.

With Love and Pride,
Mom, Dad and Jordana
Katie, Sheri, Jess & Anna

Feeding hungry Katie*Summer '98*Mt. Holly trips* xyz geometry-patchwch# cornholio*7-11 habeeb*From '99 ghetto Georgian*southern girls*towel's other use*soap omelletes*cottillion afterparty*clubbing*Sheri wins CD*Jack's house*flavors of guys*"It's just..." *Ireland*You look...perplexed*
Katie lives in east jibip*Vadim's house*Mikey's party*"I'm chill...yo!*boofy+B-dog* spano*the shore*whipper*tiedye party*Russian restaurant*bang days*(Katie & Anna youngins,dumb moments:dropping balls*noc comon sense*djibouit* Kwame's* Katie's*gaspacho*Gimme a pound*

"The years have flown by but the memories remain,
But these faces and names will always stay the same."

"The best discovery true friends can make is that they can grow separately without growing apart."

Churning butter*Meeting people@mall*crying and laughing*

Roma and Mel

*shore*DANCING*"Em Eye"*IN show*

Awww Sookie!*Phonechats*RAK*boys*LOSER*NERD*

Roma and Drew

"God is One", 3-way, matchmaker, "NO, I do not want the shoes", assertive. 8th grade Algebra, only boy, freshman health, "Joy, pump it up...", all the wrong words, "bling, bling, every time...", singing to me at my Sweet 16, Celine Dion song, karoke, only communication-emailing everyday, Spasmus in the halls, Rakk'in it up, Antioch, dancing machines...
DEAR JEN,
YOU WILL STAND MANY TIMES
AT A CROSSROAD IN LIFE
JUST AS YOU'RE STANDING NOW.
AND NO ONE CAN TELL YOU WHICH WAY TO GO...
OR WHAT YOU SHOULD DO...
OR HOW.
YOURS IS THE CHOICE...
MAY YOU FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
AND BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
ALL THE WAY
AS YOU JOURNEY ALONG
WITH YOUR EYES ON THE STARS
AND WITH HOPE IN YOUR HEART
DAY BY DAY.

LOVE, MOM AND DAD

11-13-98~ SLEEPOVERS~THE DUNGEON~BLANKIES~HOT TUB NIGHTS~PROMS~THE
CADDY~TICKLE TORTURE~MY TOY~GREAT ADVENTURE 24/7~CAPTAIN~SPITUTION~
MAILBOXES~KISSES AT MY LOCKER~THE BUNKBED~ "THE LIBRARY"~THE STOP
SIGN GAME~ JUST 4 FEET~THE SHADE AWAY~STALKER BAG~ARRESTED IN THE
PARK~HAYHILL~CRYING ON MY COUCH~OUR SONG~VALENTINE'S DAY '99~OUR
ADDICTION~E-BABY~PAINTWORKS~ "CAUGHT YOU STARING"~CUP-O-NOODLES~
DOUBLE SHOT~STEALING YOUR SIGN~WAWA COFFEE~BOARDWALK BUMS~
ARMPITS~NEW YEARS~BROKEN REMOTE~N.C TRIP~HALLOWEEN AT
ECU~BOMBS~SCARES~MASSAGES~LATE-NIGHT~LOLLY POPS~NAP TIME~BASEBALL
GAMES~DOWN THE SHORE~SAYING GOOD BYE~90210 NIGHTS~PSYCHO X'S~MY
FISHIES~DIANNE'S~MAVI'S OR BLACK PANTS~HOUSE OF PAIN~MIDNIGHT MASS-
EEEE!~BED BUGS AND SNAKES~ROCKS AT MY WINDOW~TITANIC~GOODNIGHT
ROUTINE~I LOVE YOU MORE!

JEN AND CHRIS
Hershey Park, ninth grade health, Sea Isle City '98, that wacko family, growling little dog, shadow boy, cheerleading, 30 person sleepover, Children of the Corn at breakfast, art history, butt film, car letter, beanie babies, FOP, dance club, Ever After, Quacker Jack fishing for golf balls, The Unechaste, bleeding conversations, "Go lick a pig" (Y.O.), unsuitably dressed, boy-coating AMC theaters, those who drive into oncoming traffic.

Cassandra and Danielle

"We are sisters, we are daughters, and most of all we are friends!"

There were cute seniors, boy who don't dance, sleepovers, twix girl, Jamie's pollvannas and shopping on Fifth, Koehler man, junior prom '99, Home crisis. "Is there a Bob out Six bags, freakout on baby rollercoaster, crazy teachers, excursion in New York City (lounging for ourselves, mindless, looking for cheap Chinese restaurants, dance, typ-}

Crystal and Danielle

"A best friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words."

- Orchestra - abandonment
- QPS - co-working
- voodoo dolls
- 99¢ b-day shopping spree
- cotillion catastrophe
- search for a date
- "Do you have anything to eat?"
- sleepovers
- HBO at 2 in the morning
- Crystal's disastrous sweet sixteen
- the wonderful movie that we saw (we hate Leo)
- Saturday's at the movies
- "I can't think..."
- September 12 - "Do you want to go to the prom with us?"
- "I already have my dress."
- cheerleading - need we say more?
- yearbook - "Dan, make it really cheezy."
- accepting donations of candles
- "This is our punishment for not taking pictures."
- Little Miss Perfect
- quiet Crystal - when did that happen?
- "I love your mom's pizzas and lasagna."
- college crisis - "I'm so worried!"
- Mr. East - "Oh, my God!!"
- censorship
- "DAAAANNN!!!!!"
- hyper Crystal - too much energy
- we hate our pictures!!!!
- AHHHHHHHHH!!!
- "Did you guys do my hall of fame yet?"
- "Ummmm..."
- "We just hang out together for some reason."
- driving
- "where the heck is your house?"
- bad directions
- Danielle - the artist
- "you're so good!"
- "No, I'm not."
- Spirit Week Dance - yearbook pictures
- "we need coffee."
- "This stupid Clipart."
- Crystal's cards
- "I haven't even started yet."
- we probably forgot a lot of stuff
- we hate computers
- mushy time - "I don't know what to say, so let's not say good-bye."
Michael and Kristi

Lily
D and D
Ben Harper 99'
MOE 99'
Colorado
Arizona
Backroom
Concerts
"Ben Franklin is talking"
Late-nights
Extra curricular activities
After school learning sessions
'Green earrings'
our house

Cherry Hill East Field Hockey
Senior Girls

Holly Shores "No scraps Deanna" F.S.U. Maguire's Top Ten
Beth and Bianca "I'll pay you if you hit me" Iris and Jane
Collisions Beth's shinguards no make-up rule "Ahhem"
Johanna's mouth code blue shuttles pre-season mile and a half
trains 100's full field drill picture in the goal cage our first win
bus rides trouble with two lines Beth and Elena at dinner Johanna's
impersonations Jenni Joyce singing jobs "Drop your sticks" camp
talks Jan H's midnight visit writing the letter boyfriend phone calls
the hairbrush Renee's spandex Senior All-Stars Lori parent noises
'Hi my name is D.' I like . . ." skit night E.D. A.B.E.D. trip to West
Renee gets lost going to Beth's the Township game 1-800 Captains
Johanna's keys Psych parties Senior day Sheena's fat lip
Indoor practices the game Beth couldn't lose first day of practice
Even before you could walk, you loved books, reading or just flipping through the pages. From then on, we knew you would become an intelligent, responsible and successful daughter that we would always proud of. We love to tell you that you are our #1 daughter, and you have brought us enormous joys and happiness. We will love you always and may all of your wishes come true.

Love,
Mom & Dad

To our Big Sister,
We will miss borrowing your clothes almost every day (you aren’t taking everything are you??), persuading you to help us with our homework, oh and we will definitely miss YOU too!!! Have a great time at college and we hope you will be able to cope without your darling sisters. 😞 And don’t worry about your room, we’ll take good care of it. 😊 We are very thankful to have you as our sister. We LOVE you!!!

Lots of <3,
Jacky & Justine
LARA & ARIANNA

IF IT HURTS YOU TO LOOK BACK AND FRIGHTENS YOU TO LOOK AHEAD,
JUST LOOK BESIDE YOU AND I'LL BE THERE...

My only friend forever... Arianna's psycho boy fetish - I'll do it for you if you do it for me - Club WaWa - uncontrollable BFFness - I just get sick of everyone else - varsity swimming - singing in the car - theories - lowering our standards - halloween - they want you to take a free sample... CVS - beach - dream guys - Zagaras - psycho co-workers - driving around forever - grim raper - train to AC - talking about technique - Jerry train - gossip Fridays - tanning salons - don't ever be absent - Laser tag - killer workouts - laughing at all the right times - Living Dead, Little boy & Drug Dealer - chicken livers, toothpaste & fish - egg attack - kinda - Lara's porch - cars - Ghetto Bella is sick - trees in cars - pools - fences - our enemy - Marcel's fall - who do we hate - everybody - advice - running from the firetruck - gym stories - golf courses - dental floss - we tapped France - "you did my sister, my best friend and now you want me?" - last out of 350 - Haddonfield - box seats - military guys - POPULAR & FELICITY - "this is my favorite song" - "Can you take a picture of us?" - every weekend together - psycho teachers - you're sleeping at my house and I'm at yours - Leigh's stalker - concerts - Penn State - Variety Show - "New York trips" - "bikini" - "parks - tire irons" - "we swear we didn't steal it" - "We chose to have no friends"

What a long strange trip it's been, I never could have or would have ever wanted to do it without you!!
"It takes a long time to grow an old friend"
ALEXIS
Your outer beauty is lovely.
It's your inner beauty that counts!
You are unique in so many ways.
Like a needle in a haystack.
A young woman like you is hard to find.
Your values and self-respect are quite evident and those who truly know you best.
Will agree on what an incredibly special individual you are.
As your parents we feel so blessed.
We are filled with such love, pride, and strong emotion.
As you enter this new plateau of your life, college.
Congratulations on all you have accomplished.
And heart felt best wishes on all that your future holds.
Daddy and I have always told you that you're an amazing person.
As you grow and learn, upon the path of life.
Never settle for anything less.
We admire and love you much more than words can say.
For ever...
Mommy + Daddy

CRAIG & MIKE

Music, USY on Wheels-Bus A '98,
Pilgrimage-Group 6, Camp Ramah,
New Years, trying to play at coffeehouse,
dragging Craig onto rollercoasters,
fresh English, USY Conventions, girls,
Chicken Legs &
Mac Daddy
Thanks for the great memories

"YESTERDAY MARKED THE BEGINNING AND TOMORROW MARKS THE END, AND SOMEWHERE IN THE MIDDLE WE BECAME THE BEST OF FRIENDS"

Hebrew School-Fighting constantly-Post 99 Senior prom-Knocking on the door-Share after proms-Boy snatcher-Shady business-Humanities-Attending to play a sport-Lauras never ending Obsessions-Scary e-mails--crisis counseling-Fighting in the Rover-Keeing the bag out of it-I can't decide if I still like him-He is not my type-Sunday morning workouts-Duane-"What is she wearing?"-Prince of Egypt-Shady Sophomore hook up-I am not a Jap-Jesse-Lauren's colliion date-Soap operas at field hockey breaks-The ditch-Never wanting to go-Annie-missing jumping out of windows-I will drive up why do I always have to drive-St. JamesX2-Wreckless driving to the Turkey Trot-wawa-I am with your best friend and um-Rollerblading-Breaking the news at Steak and Ale-Bonding on the beach-Club Monaco-Last in New York-Anne G-Twins-blockbuster-Chicken Soup

"A FRIEND IS SOMEONE WHO KNOWS THE SONG IN YOUR HEART AND SINGS IT WHEN YOU FORGET THE WORDS"

LAUREN

SARA

206
Pete Meyers, Adam Green, and Greg Halbkram featured in: 

**TRIDITY**

“Greg should have been here over an hour ago!”

“Pete, you are being such an -!”

“Once again, Adam cut practice down to five minutes.”

“Alright. McDonalds break.”

“Trip to Sam Ash?”

“I Quit!”
JOHANNA & BLAKE

"But you put the happy in my ness
you put the good times into my fun
and it's so hard to do
and it's so easy to say
but sometimes, sometimes you just have to walk way" Ben Harper

Youngstars; the watch & Mrs. Peacock; our 6th grade birthday; Blake riding his bike to the Kuhl's; veging out watching T.V.; fights over the remote control; our sleepovers; the 8th grade dance; our 8th grade homeroom; times w/Kristin and Evan; times w/Marisa and Mike; shmorgasboards; the bus incident; PANZA Food Show; Latin class; the Kuhl's back porch; the great sentimental cards; fellow relationship problems; Odysseys-Oh No!; the backseat of the bus in Tiyulim; freshman year carpool(esp. 4/20/97); Steve's driving; Blind Melon; toenail clippings; "F%ck Everybody"; Many times w/Ella; our day in Wildwood; "it's my V-neck"; Fridays at Kaplans; Priority Female; The breakfast Club; Kim's Wedding; Gino; Carolyn; Elbow?; chillin' w/the other K's; our tutor session w/jill; weekend at Umass; the boring train; shady maneuverings on the streets of NY; the stars; the screensaver; ACME hour & Phish; Eli; going to shows(Maceo, Lenny, Allmans, the Darkstar Orchestra, the Wallers); all of our sessions; Blake's 17th Birthday in Kuhl's car; the Junior Prom; the explosion of the "thing"; Faced on deck down the shore & beatings with the wiffle bat;

AFTER 17 YEARS OF FRIENDSHIP, WE WILL REMAIN BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
RECIPE FOR A MINI JULE

INGREDIENTS: Equal parts

* great friend       * foul mouth
* complete disorganization * loving daughter
* caring sister       * Leo’s adoring "mother"
* dynamite fashion sense * designated driver

Mix together. Add parental guidance and infinite patience. Sprinkle with Jewish values. Place in a bedroom with telephone, caller ID and pager. Close the door. Allow to mellow and age.

To determine if properly done pierce the ear, three times. When the creation cools off open bedroom door. Viola! Behold the creation: intelligent, beautiful, sensitive, loyal and fun-loving. JULIA.

WE LOVE YOU VERY, VERY MUCH! MOM, DAD, ANNA, RACHEL....Kiwi, Athena, LEO and of course, BUBBIE TOLA, BUBBIE JOSIE and POP.

Julia,
You are my older sister who I look up to and admire. Believe it or not, I have spent my whole life trying to be like you. I admire your dedication when you put your mind to something that is important to you. I love you more than anything, and I wish you so much luck in your future as the owner of a small dress shop. I'll always remember:

- our summers in LBI
- calling you Deede
- sleeping in your room when Tuvi came to visit
- spitting on your pillow when we were at war
- borrowing your clothes
- “Luke, I am your father!”
- watching Days of Our Lives and then Passions
- liking the same guys that once liked you
- asking you for rides everywhere

Jul- I love you so much.

Love,
Your little sister who is bigger than you,
Rachel
MEGAN AND SARA

“Our memories of yesterday will last a lifetime. We’ll take the best, forget the rest, and someday we’ll find these are the best of times.”

Barbie’s ice Cream Maker ~ First Grade Meeting ~ Double Bubble ~ Dress-Up ~ Bret Harte ~ Mrs. Hoover’s Class ~ Carnival ~ Adam and Brittany ~ L.B.I. ~ Angus- Just call me ‘Gus’ ~ the surrey ~ Fiddler on the Roof ~ Fights before Margate ~ Memorial Day Weekends ~ New Year’s Eve and FOP ~ Inahinkeshemchem-tru! ~ kugel ~ Martin and Renic ~ sun poisoning in Florida ~ up and down ~ mixes ~ never wrong ~ Jessie the ... ~ F79542 ~ boys ~ Chicago ~ icing and jimmies ~ CVS ~ tuna melts and challah ~ You did what?!?! ~ Aluda Culada ~ Kate’s 3rd grade sleepover ~ too skinny ~ Israel ~ tie-dyed shirts ~ junior and senior prom ~ Disney World ~ 11th grade switch ~ Robert the doorman ~ Brittany’s dog phobia ~ Can you take me back to get my stuff? ~ Sweet 16’s ~ Ron ~ Bodzin ~ Maria on New Year’s ~ Willowdale vs. Woodcrest ~ the hot tub ~ Spice Girls ~ mud masks ~ Hoots ~ 1:00 a.m. closet clean-outs ~ disaster babysitters ~ alone in the house ~ Cohen2 ~ dumb and dumber ~ the ditch ~ Adopt-A-grandparent ~ waterbed ~ Pal ~ Mom-Mom and Pop-Pop ~ Do I look fat? ~ Can I sleepover? ~ their problems ~ No matter what, best friends forever...
Friendly's, Waterboy, Track Managers, Sugar cookies, Pb is lead, Andy Lau 2, Cows, Chopstick, Man I, II, III, Cracking up on stairs, Skipping volunteer duties and go to Barnes and Nobles, Dumbo-er, Alien, E=HF, Faint in track field need ph for CPR, cutting 8th period, Bed-muscles. Hong Kong 2000, Septa bus to King of Prussia, Bai-chee smile. Cool walk, REM-rapid eye movement, Rat, "Emergency!!", "Again!!", Fen's dumplings, Volleyball games, Chemistry shocker, Yo's hot steam, National fleece day. "Yo, wassup G?", 2 second rule. (Pause), Broken down Honda Accord, Buggy car, Day 2 @ 10:15, F-bun mama, Cop dad, Yo waving to ex-lover, Yo's next victim, Dr. Fen love-the love professor. Chat till 4am in the morning, Fire-drill incident, 2 dimes-a nickle-and a quarter, "He came back for the sugar cookies", "Double white and blue shirt, Stalking and calling, Trick F-bun mama for college number and e-mail address, Heart beat, Nautica.

Dave & Justin
Buds
"You've got a lot of nerve
to say you are my friend"
"Cousins By Chance, 
Friends By Choice"

Nadine

Lauren

"OLD FRIENDS ARE THE BEST FRIENDS"

Lauren and Greg
Samantha's house, Amanda's basement, Diana's pool, Sarah's deck, Diana's bedroom at Sarah's house, Samantha's garage, C.M., New Year's Eve '98, Aunt Pauline, Spring Break in Florida, Susan running over Amanda's foot, Iguna's, Milkbar, Egypt, Wawa runs. "I don't feel like going, you go." Sarah and Amanda's midnight missions. Amanda: "I am not going in there to buy that."

Tabernacle, A.C., Bordentown, Triton. "Do you remember Mike and Al?

Amanda's ghetto ashtray, Diana forgetting to take off the cap. Amanda: "Why, you don't want to go to school tomorrow." Sarah: "Fine. I don't feel like arguing, you are going to convince me anyway." HAC and Flann, Amanda. "Your hand was there the whole time and we didn't even know!" Sarah and Amanda's drive to Great Adventure. "Sarah, promise me you won't stop driving!" "And that is!" "If push comes to freakin' shove."

"Why, what would be the problem!" "Jay, oow! Mike oow! Steve oow! Mike oow!" "I am Queen Pretty," the type of girl who likes to take things slow. "I look just like Amanda." Therefore, furthermore, and in conclusion, holding back Amanda's hair, feeding Diana french fries, Sarah on top of out-of-control Samantha, Samantha: "this is my best friend!" Sarah in Brigantine, Sarah: "you don't know what it's like Diana? All the blood like rushes down." Diana: "I don't know about any blood."

Sarah tripping Amanda in the hall, Samantha falling and rolling up hill, Amanda's 13th birthday party. Sarah and Diana washing their hair with hand soap at the nurses' office in 7th grade, Sarah's 2 a.m. walk to Super G.

Sarah and Samantha loosing Diana at the Cherry Hill mall and Diana having to call Amanda to pick her up, Diane's water ice, Olga's, Fudd's, IHOP, Sarah dropping her tray at Fudd's, "he is so mad! He hit!" Sarah walking in Philly at night by herself to get a steak sandwich, Amanda leaving Sarah's different then when she came, the ditch, Diana's shirts, "What, I'm sorry." Diana reading the whole description from menus, Samantha's walk, The Frosh Dance, The Sophomore Cotillion, The Jr. Prom, Taj Mahal, Cactus Kickers, 3 a.m., cheesesteaks on the boardwalk, Ocean City, Cardboard tube.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
ANDREA MICHELLE REISMAN
We continue to be very proud of you and wish you much success and happiness in your future!

LOVE,
MOM, DAD, SHERRI, AND PRINCESS
Tia & Lauren

Best Friends Forever

the Bahamas, the Poconos, nights on the phone, Dree and Marcus "Smooches", Mariah Carey CDs all night long, our apartment, Iguana's experience TBLAH, Spain '99 dogs 4eva, Powerhouse "The Episode", going to see Cabaret, Great Adventure after the Jr. Prom, Ali's car "You two sit on that side of the car", going to Marlton 8, stalking you know who, staying over Joy's, complaining about licenses, Tia's sweet 16 party, senior trip, trips to the mall, Christmas with Lauren's family, powder puff 98 & 99,

"I didn't like you freshman year.", naming our future kids, celebration station (nobody knows about that hot spot, except us!), "Tia, it bruised me.", the Steel Force picture, late nights on the beach in the Bahamas "I wanna go skinny dipping!", Lauren's love for ALL of Tia's cousins, riding around in Laura's car (and hating it), Miss Peterson's class, and chilling at Camden Day.

"Best Friends last a Lifetime."

T-dog & Laur-dog
Carly & Matt

"All love that does not have friendship for it's base is like a mansion built upon the sand"

* esp * longshot * larger than life * treasure hunting *
* love dungeon * Anniversaries * four months of stupidity * country club * movie rentals *
* "The Marriage" * powder puff teammates *
* April 17, 1999 * junior prom connection *
* night time talks * dragon hall Z * music conflicts *
* permanent driver * the non-existent essay *
* homework help hotline * accidents happen *
* shorts etc... * "beautiful" * the gum outlet *
* the useless sunscreen * staap * tickle torture *
* sitting indian style * the junior prom phone call *
* driving the lunatics * all-star manager *
* Minoff-Medoff "aren't they the same" *
* water buddies * the fluid-filled sac * night guardian *
* the black and blue shirts * chapstick *
* orange cream-savers * tissue balls *
* matchmaking * late-night babbling * "did I wake you" *
* the necklace * fickle feelings * phone rumblings *
* large leftovers * liquid phobia * card fight; give me food *
* leafy dinners * memorial day weekend-shore extravaganza *
* "excuse me sir, you're over the limit" * boyz 2 men *
* taco bell - peta * hand fixation * buckle up *
* the expert on spaghetti * eating the good dunkaroos *
* uncontrollable humming * unconscious singing *
* nose oil * "don't look at my face" * drippy hair *
* neck cracking * pinched nose cavity * wiggly ears *
* tired arms * spasms * tummy rubs * stomach tickles *
* ferocious finger nails * marking problems *
* history contests * history study groups *
* diane's water ice * school notes * mr. ego *
* camp ebonics * pantene hair * gagging *
WE ARE BETTER THAN ALL OF YOU!!!

AWESOME EIGHT

"FRIENDS FANTASTIC"

The DAN, Franchise, Puma, ALB, CHANG, Keller, No Taste Nick, TJ Boss, Roboat
JAMIE AND DIANA

• it all started with a scheduling glitch. . . • living vicariously • Love-struck naïveté • Jamie’s great jeans • bizarrofiles • “So, how great are we?” • the biggest fascist in History • Our boy Ben Franklin- pulling it off at the last minute • making things up and analyzing them • Desirability. • Studying for midterms- how hard is it to order a pizza? • South Street Chinese Food Group- so, how wrong were we? • Village Thrift runs • Keeping Jamie rational • Keeping Diana irrational • Diana’s type • Jamie’s type • The Princess Bride • lunch period jealousy • the hippie table • jars & jars. . . • so, how you feelin’ about that? • Nm!!

• Team sleepover- it seemed like a good idea at the time • Pecker! • Full of grace • Calling JOHN O’BRIAN!! • Dev’s bonfire- we really SHOULD sneak out. . . • sleazy gas guy- what WAS he, anyway? • The best dessert ever • Only the slick survive • “cereally?” • stupid computerless slut • dinners at Singapore- S&G Chinese style • Movie nights- being the fifth wheel • making it to the 6th row • making a cute couple- offending the lesbian matchmakers • McDonald’s balls scare • the JRA camp • the 5 hour Wawa run • Whoa Cecilia • a bitchy car ride • Great Harvest and Fee on Fridays • cute kitchen guy • Ben • Preoccupations- Barnes and Noble is a family store! • Mom, c’mon, whatever. . .

• A lot of laughs and a few Andrews later. . . our world- normal in its abnormality

"Once you are real, you can’t be ugly, except to the people who don’t understand"

Jessica and Felecia

"Best Friends Forever"

Puerto Rican robber, Seth’s house, Mouseboy, Tom Cruise, cheese on the door, breaking the bed at shore house, jean jumping ritual, lipstick on the curtain, Nadia’s parties, Frankie’s fall at Garden State, pretzel on the wall, Kara’s party, salsa on the floor, Monster Squad, dancing in bathrooms, New Years, Kwame’s parties, RV Boys, Fort Dix, Cowtown, sock on stick, treaty, Ric, Frankie, Jay, Seth, leopards for Halloween, model files, the beach, Dave Logar’s Charity Prom, sorbet sippers, metropolis, excursions, Ric’s party before he left for college, screaming at seagulls, “Thank you for entertaining me,” FFAOT
ADAM BUSSEY, DAN FRIEDBERG, OWEN HOXIE, JAY FRIEDMAN
"TO DENY OUR OWN IMPULSES IS TO DENY THE VERY THING THAT
MAKES US HUMANS"

AHH! THAT DIDN'T GO DOWN TOO WELL:: SUNDAY MORNINGS:: EXPLODING DR PEPPER::
FOX HOLLOW:: WHY THE HELL DID I BUY THIS PACK OF JUICY FRUIT:: HIT THIS:: PK.
ON/OFF COUCH:: PLAID CARPET:: FUNNY MIRRORS:: SWIMMING UP THE STEPS:: CRACKHEAD
WATCHING SOUTH PARK:: THE MATRIX:: STAR WARS RUSH:: GIMME A HUG:: NAKED
JAY/HEADLOCK TAKEDOWN:: LABOR DAY:: TURKEY CHUNKS:: I'M SORRY:: DOORMAT
BLANKETS:: 6:00AM ALARM:: GEEKTV:: JUNIOR PROM:: ROUND SQA:: CARA'S PHONE
CONVERSATION:: DAN WITH TRISH/CAN I BE NEXT? I WAS NEXT:: STRANDED JAY WITH RED
DOG:: 20 MIN HEART-AND-SOULS:: BOUNCING PECS:: BOMB SCARE FLIP:: ONLY THE
STRONG:: "JAYWALKING" ON KRESSON RD:: THE STAR WARS USHER:: VITO'S WRITING:
"ADAM, GET YOUR SSA BACK HERE":: SELECTIVE BURN:: TONTO/VAL VENS STRUT:
SMOOOOTHIE!!!:: MONDAY AFTERNOONS:: ADAM'S BALD HEAD:: STEALING SMOKE POP
TARTS:: COFFEE WORKS:: GREEN FOR PEEP SHOW:: BATHROOM TRIPS:: SWIMMING FRIENDS:
DISTANCE PARKING:: MISCHIEF:: GIB TAF RED-HEADED STIT:: CARY:: ADAM'S POS:: RANDOM
PEEPS AND HOOKS:: Teras Kasi FIGHTING:: JENGA:: PETS:: PARTY BALL:: FRIDAY NIGHT
DRIVES:: WAWA MEETINGS:: "I GOT THE FATS":: INCESTUAL LESBIANISM:: DON'T SHOOT
THE...BOOM:: OSHAY SHTAYIM:: OLD SKOOL TOWEL SNAPPING:: ALPENCEIST:: GIRL YOU
REALLY GOT ME NOW:: DAH!!!!:: THE WATERBOY (DUAL BOOT SESSION): BUSSEYLESS
DISNEYWORLD:: PEACE OUT, G. AND REMEMBER, FOLLOW THE WHITE RABBIT.
Brad and Nadine

"Because of you my world is brighter, the only place I want to be, because of you my days are filled with laughter, my nights with the sweetest dreams."

Nadine, you've been my best friend through good times and bad times. You are very special to me, and I know that we will always be there for each other. I love being a part of your life and I want to continue our special relationship forever.
I love you
Brad

Brad, we've been best friends for almost 6 years and I would be lost without you. I am so lucky to have you in my life. We've been through everything and still survived and that is how I know you will be forever by my side. I love you with all my heart.
Nadine
KAREN AND HANLON

Sarah McLaughlin  Cowan
Car-destroying shoes
Fred
Zoo keys
Patutti/Polatti
The zoo
New wardrobes
Honey bears and Bumblebees
The aquarium
Eye boogies
Alexis Jordan
Beauty and the Beast
Spilling guts on the first date
Breakwater

Hanyin
March 3, 1999

Our first ride home
"Oh look, there's my house."

Italian Bistro
Heart rocks
I kissed you, Han.
Chinese food

Movie nights

Our stars
"Do I have to wear these shoes?!"

Maine
Weddings
Tardiness
Angels
Hershey
Ari nights
6 Flags
Fiddler
Lobsters!
Boat trips

Toots
FROM STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE TO THE GODDESS...YOU'RE ALWAYS NUMBER ONE WITH US! REACH FOR THE STARS !!!

LOVE,

MOM, DAD,

SHAYNA, JOSH,

BUB, ZAYDA, AND BUBBY
Congratulations Balpreet

May your thoughtfulness and humor stay with you for life and may all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
& Pam

To our Angels,

They played in snow,
They played on grass.
They fought sometimes,
But mostly they laughed.

Now they are out of school,
And going for their dreams.
May God bless them
To achieve.

Love,
Mommy and Dad


Things: Altoids, Ballerina Frog, Clerks, Cucumber, Dad's Pizza, Dirty Dice, Febreeze, Freeway, Fishcups, Paranoia, Pink Sports Bra, Point System, Rumors & Scrubs

Incidents: Anti-Cotillion, Baking, Bathroom, Broken Down Bus, Bomb Scares, Cheering, Cher's Parkinglot Strip Tease & "Stealing" The Car, Corrupting, Cps's Sweet 16, Driving SuperG Carts, Dying Hair, Founding of "Sisterhood", Flying Mouse, Getting/Being lost, GooGoo Dolls Concert, Halloween '98, HOMELESS night, "House-sitting", Jogging, Laura-The Tour Guide< W/ Her MAD Driving Skills> Learning to Ski, Mambo #5, Mandy's Straw/Tongue Thing, Microwave Mishaps, Monster in the Basement, Movies, New Years Eve, "Robbing the Cradle", "Showers", Ski Trip, Sleepovers, Smartee Throwing, Trashing Houses, Undressed Marathons & 3am Phone Calls

Code Names: ABC, AAC, Clovers, Cult, Flower, HLAAC, Humps, Mints, Secret Society & Sisterhood

Quotes: "Can I have a munchkin?", "DIE CP!", "Duck!", "HLAAC... who's next?!", "I have a stomach ache... how about tomorrow?!", "I like redheads!", "I love Josh!", "I'm on fire... GET OUT OF MY CAR!!!", "It's all Laura's fault!", "Jerry is our leader!", "Psycho Parents!", "Te quiero... amarillo!", "Welcome to the Ricki Lake Show!", "Well atleast its not cold out", "We're moving to the Ukraine!", "Where the **** are my clothes?!", "Yo dealah...!", "Yo quiero una pierna!", "You ain't seen nothin yet!", "You're beautiful!", "You slept with who??" & "V...V...V..."
World News

EgyptAir Flight 990 crashes into the Atlantic Ocean on October 31, killing all 217 people on board. Although suspicious actions of a pilot are under scrutiny by American and Egyptian officials, the cause of the crash remains a mystery.

On October 12, the world's official population hits 6 billion. The designated 6 billionth human is a baby boy born in Sarajevo.

As part of Rome's continuing restoration, the city unveils a plan to create an 18,000-square-yard rambling space connecting the Imperial Forums with the Roman Forum.

In an October coup, the Pakistani army dismisses elected Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and his government after Sharif announces the removal of his powerful military chief, General Pervez Musharraf.

In September, more than 300,000 Japanese are checked for radiation exposure after an inadvertent nuclear reaction at a uranium processing plant.

Nearly a million ethnic Albanians flee Yugoslavia and thousands are killed as Serbs begin a violent ethnic cleansing campaign in 1998. Seventy-eight days of NATO bombing bring the war to an end in June. An international tribunal later charges Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic with crimes against humanity.

Flash

Britain's Prince Edward marries longtime girlfriend Sophie Rhys-Jones on June 19.

Cuban Elian Gonzalez, 6, becomes the center of a bitter citizenship debate after surviving a November boat wreck off the Florida coast in which his mother dies.

In a violent October coup, gunmen storm the Armenian Parliament and assassinate Prime Minister Vazgen Sarkisian and six other top officials.

In India, two trains collide head-on in August, killing 285 people and injuring more than 300. It is one of the worst train disasters in the country's history.
In June, Thabo Mbeki succeeds President Nelson Mandela, South Africa's first democratically elected president.

Leonardo da Vinci's "The Last Supper" is unveiled in June after 21 years of restoration. The centimeter-by-centimeter rehabilitation cost $7.2 million and involved electronic microscopes.

In September, Russia begins a military campaign against Chechen nationalists to regain control of the breakaway republic. More than 200,000 people flee the region, but a fierce rebel resistance stays to fight for control of the capital, Grozny.

After almost nine years in power, Russian President Boris Yeltsin announces his resignation in January 2000. Yeltsin names Prime Minister Vladimir Putin acting president pending elections in March.

In September and October, powerful earthquakes strike around the globe, killing 15,000 people in Turkey, 1,450 in Taiwan and at least 122 in Greece.

Archaeologists excavate 105 mummies in a 2,000-year-old underground Egyptian tomb believed to contain a total of 10,000 mummies. The necropolis will shed new light on the Greco-Roman era and will allow scholars to chart demographic data and the incidence of disease.

In August, the U.S. pays $4.5 million to victims of NATO's accidental bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade. Three Chinese are killed and 27 are wounded in the May 1999 bombing.

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the world in 1914, the canal is considered one of the greatest construction achievements in American history.

In December, torrential rains cause Venezuela's worst natural disaster of the century. Mudslides and flash floods kill up to 30,000 people, while damage estimates run into the billions of dollars.

Flash

A tropical depression producing heavy rain hits Mexico in November. The resulting floods kill more than 350 people and cause 100,000 to evacuate.

200000

On December 31, the U.S. returns control of the Panama Canal to Panama. Opened to the world in 1914, the canal is considered one of the greatest construction achievements in American history.
Cartoonist Charles M. Schulz retires in January 2000, bringing an end to PEANUTS, America's most popular comic strip for almost 50 years. Schulz dies in February, the night before his last strip runs in the national newspapers.

In July, John F. Kennedy Jr., 38, his wife, Carolyn Bessette Kennedy, 33, and her sister, Lauren Bessette, 34, die in an airplane crash in the Atlantic Ocean near Martha's Vineyard. Kennedy, a relatively inexperienced pilot, is believed to have become disoriented in heavy fog.

Hurricane Floyd strikes the East Coast in September, killing 51 people and destroying over 4,000 homes. North Carolina is hardest hit with total damages estimated at a record $6 billion.

The drought of 1999 causes severe damage to Northeastern and mid-Atlantic farms. Several states impose mandatory water use restrictions and emergency federal loans are made available in Maryland, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia and West Virginia.

Lewis and Clark's Native American guide Sacagawea is featured on a new gold-colored dollar coin released into circulation in early 2000.

Beginning in 1999, the U.S. Mint releases specially designed state quarters, the first five representing Connecticut, Georgia, Delaware, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. By 2008, each state will have its own quarter.

In August, a rare tornado strikes downtown Salt Lake City. Winds up to 112 miles per hour make it Utah's second-worst tornado in history.

In July, Air Force Colonel Eileen Collins, 42, becomes the first woman to command a U.S. space shuttle mission.

President Clinton announces the removal of the American bald eagle from the endangered species list. In 1999, there are over 5,800 breeding pairs, an increase from 417 in 1963.

In November, a 60-foot log tower collapses at Texas A&M University, killing 12 students and injuring 27. The tower was to be burned at a traditional bonfire pep rally.
On April 20, 1999, the nation mourns after two students go on a shooting rampage at Columbine High School in Colorado, wounding 23 and killing 15, including themselves. Schools across the country take extensive security measures to ensure the safety of students and staff.

In November, protesters at the World Trade Organization (WTO) summit in Seattle provoke a show of force by local, state and federal officers. Protestors blame the WTO for eroding human rights and labor and environmental standards.

Despite 30 years of official denial, in December a jury finds the assassination of Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. was the result of a conspiracy, not the act of a lone gunman.

An epidemic of rampage shootings intensifies America's growing concern over gun control. Many state legislatures pass new gun-control measures despite nationwide controversy over restrictions vs. Second Amendment rights.

In the first such admission by a cigarette manufacturer, Philip Morris publicly concedes tobacco is addictive and can cause serious diseases.

How's my driving? CALL 1-800-AMY-TEEN Report License #

A bumper sticker invites drivers to call a toll-free number to report reckless driving. Officials hope the system will help parents stay informed about their teenagers' driving habits.

In September, Microsoft Corp. Chairman Bill Gates and his wife Melinda announce the creation of the Gates Millennium Scholars Program. The Gateses will donate $1 billion over the next 20 years to finance scholarships for minority college students.
In August, NASA releases photos from the Chandra X-ray orbiting telescope of a hot cloud of gas from a star that exploded more than three centuries ago. The telescope took 23 years and $1 billion to develop.

The Java Ring contains a computer chip providing electronic access into buildings for students. Eventually the ring could be used as a library card, digital wallet, electronic ID and authentication for students' online homework.

The body of a 23,000-year-old woolly mammoth is discovered in October frozen in the Russian tundra. Study of the preserved fur, organs and soft tissue could unlock the mystery of why the species died out.

Researchers announce in July the creation of a cancerous human cell by genetically altering a normal one. This significant breakthrough is an important step toward developing drugs that could potentially wipe out cancer.

In December, IBM announces a $100 million research initiative to build a supercomputer 500 times more powerful than current models.

In August, U.S. surgeons begin using computer-enhanced robotic technology for heart bypass surgery. Because the chest cavity is never opened, this technique reduces pain and shortens recovery time.

On August 11, the last total solar eclipse of the millennium crosses the globe. Thousands of people from Canada to India experience daytime darkness during which the moon completely covers the sun.

FEELit technology allows users to experience computer technology through their mouse. Users can "feel" buttons, text, the weight of a stuffed desktop folder and the groove of a scroll bar.

Fifteen-year-old Amber Ramirez undergoes surgery in which half of her brain is removed to stop the spread of a rare neurological disease. Doctors hope the remaining portion of Ramirez's brain will compensate for the removed tissue.

In an epilepsy treatment breakthrough, surgeons implant a "pacemaker" into the chest with a seizure-preventing nerve stimulator connected to the brain. The computer-controlled, battery-powered unit can last up to five years.
Parents, with help from their doctor, select the gender of their baby using a technique called MicroSort, which separates X-bearing (female-determining) and Y-bearing (male-determining) sperm. The success rate is about 92 percent for females and 89 percent for males.

In October, biologists isolate one of the enzymes that sets Alzheimer's disease in motion. This scientific discovery will lead to new treatments and, possibly, a cure. Over 4 million Americans, including former President Ronald Reagan, are living with the disease.

Researchers at Massachusetts General Hospital reveal in July that they have successfully regenerated the central nervous system of lab rats with severed spinal cords. Applications for human paralysis treatment are very encouraging.

A new board game, Infection, hits stores in July. Fun and educational, players race around the board catching diseases, described in detail, and trying to be cured.

In October, Sea Launch Company, a multi-national consortium, launches the first commercial satellite into space from a floating platform in the Pacific Ocean. Boeing is a major partner in the venture, along with companies in Russia, Ukraine and Norway.

In June, scientists announce the creation of two new elements. The nucleus of new, super-heavy element 118 decays into element 116 within a millisecond.

Scientists studying Albert Einstein's preserved brain report it has unique characteristics. The region governing mathematical ability and spatial reasoning is significantly larger than normal.

To mark the 30th anniversary of the first moon landing, astronaut Neil Armstrong's lunar footprint is featured on a 1999 postage stamp.
With the huge increase in cell phones, many cities enact laws restricting their use while driving. Restaurants and theaters are also requiring patrons to turn phones off as a courtesy to others.

Cosmetic companies increasingly use entertainment celebrities instead of models for their advertisements. Sarah Michelle Gellar, Jennifer Love Hewitt, Jennifer Lopez and Shania Twain are among the celebs who appear in ads.

In August, a Levi Strauss & Co. megastore opens in San Francisco. The store features a hot tub where shoppers can soak in their jeans for the perfect fit and a computer-scanning system to help customers get the right size.

A continuation of the cargo pants trend, messenger bags with pockets galore hang at the hips of teens everywhere.

In December, Honda introduces Insight, a car that combines a conventional gasoline engine with a small electric motor, decreases ozone and carbon dioxide emissions and gets 80 mpg.

Several companies offer "digital wallets" for teens who want to shop online but don't have credit cards. Parents deposit money into an online account; then teens can spend the money at designated Web sites.

Apple Computer introduces its new iBook laptop in September. The super-slim, neon-colored units follow the highly successful launch of the translucent iMac desktop.

A new line of scented candies called Aromapharmacy comes in amber glass containers and looks like prescription drug bottles with creative names such as Ritalert, Crampin and Valumello.
Wireless Web access becomes a reality in September when Sprint PCS announces the first nationwide wireless data service. Shortly thereafter, several other providers debut similar service for hand-held Web phones.

A Gap TV advertisement for vests starts a trend across America that has teenagers wearing the fashionable sleeveless jackets.

Several rappers start their own clothing lines, making hip-hop wear big business. Popular artist labels include FUBU, Roc-A-Wear, Phat Farm, Wu Wear, Sean John and X-Large.

Teenagers need an average of nine hours and 15 minutes of sleep a night, according to research at Brown University's Bradley Hospital. The study also shows a direct correlation between school grades and duration of sleep.

An influx of dot-com companies advertise on television. Ads during the Super Bowl sell for an average of $2.2 million per 30-second commercial.

Magellan, a satellite navigation system for motorists, offers complete U.S. mapping data, voice and visual instructions in seven languages, turn-by-turn directions and a library of points of interest.

A growing number of U.S. school cafeterias offer pruneburgers, a healthy low-fat combination of hamburger and prune puree. Other prune items in the works include hot dogs, pizza sauce, barbecue sauce and gingerbread cookies.
Video game fans snap up a record 15,000 copies of Sega's highly anticipated Dreamcast system in the first 24 hours after its launch in September.

ABC's summer fill-in quiz show "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire," with host Regis Philbin, returns in November and is a huge hit with viewers. By January 2000, several major networks launch quiz shows of their own.

The Sixth Sense with Bruce Willis and Haley Joel Osment is the No. 1 box office hit for five consecutive weekends in the summer.

Launched in January 1999, MTV's "The Tom Green Show" becomes one of the season's most popular shows. The Canadian host's bizarre man-on-the-street pranks are the show's main attraction.

After 19 nominations, Susan Lucci finally wins an Emmy Award for best actress in a daytime drama series for her role as Erica Kane on the ABC soap opera "All My Children."

The Blair Witch Project, the year's surprise movie hit, is the documentary-style footage of three students lost in the Maryland woods and threatened by the presumed Blair Witch. The film costs $100,000 to make and grosses $140 million.

Launched in January 1999, MTV's "The Tom Green Show" becomes one of the season's most popular shows. The Canadian host's bizarre man-on-the-street pranks are the show's main attraction.

199999

Flash

Tom Hanks and Tim Allen return as the voices of Woody and Buzz Lightyear in the animated feature Toy Story 2. The sequel breaks box-office records during its Thanksgiving release and wins a Golden Globe award.

In a botched stunt, WWF wrestler Owen Hart falls from the rafters at Kemper Arena and dies in front of 16,300 fans.

Jennifer Love Hewitt leaves "Party of Five" to star in her own Fox television drama, "Time of Your Life." The show focuses on Hewitt's character trying to make it in New York while searching for her biological father.

In June, Mike Myers' sequel Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me proves to be a bigger hit than the 1997 original. Dr. Evil's alter ego Mini-Me is extremely popular even though he has no lines.
The new arcade game Guitar Freaks features two guitar controllers and a screen to help players follow along to popular songs.


The long-awaited prequel Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace hits theaters in May 1999, taking in a record-breaking $28.5 million on its opening day and going on to gross more than $420 million.

Medusa, the world's first floorless roller coaster, opens in August at Six Flags Great Adventure in New Jersey. The 4,000-foot, toe-dangling ride has enough drops, loops, rolls and corkscrews to thrill every rider.

Michael J. Fox announces in January 2000 he will leave the popular ABC sitcom "Spin City" at the end of the season to promote awareness of Parkinson's disease in hopes of finding a cure.

After 10 seasons, Fox cancels the hit show "Beverly Hills, 90210." The show followed characters through high school, college and careers.

In September, the New Roc City entertainment center opens in New York. The complex includes an amusement park ride on the roof, two skating rinks, 18 movie screens, restaurants, an arcade, a health club, a supermarket and a hotel.

The Talented Mr. Ripley, starring Matt Damon, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law and Cate Blanchett, opens in December and earns popular and critical praise.
U.S. sales of music by Latin artists shoot up 48 percent in the first quarter of 1999 thanks to artists such as Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez, Enrique Iglesias and Marc Anthony.

Superstar Mariah Carey releases Rainbow in November and begins a world tour in February 2000. Carey is named Billboard Music Awards Artist of the Decade and is awarded the distinguished American Music Award of Achievement.

Saturday Night Live: The Musical Performances Volumes 1 and 2 are released in September. The CDs feature 30 of the 600 musical acts that have appeared on SNL over the past 25 years.

Britney Spears' album...Baby One More Time is the second-best-selling album of 1999, earning Spears the Billboard Music Awards Female and New Artist of the Year Awards.

Limp Bizkit leads the way in the resurgence of rock music, along with Kid Rock and Korn. In September, MTV showcases the trend by airing "1999: Return of the Rock," which examines the history and future of rock music.

Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and the Dixie Chicks are a few musicians who rock Central Park in a first-ever simulcast concert seen and heard on the radio, television and Internet. More than 1 million viewers tune in each weekday to vote on their favorite videos on MTV's "Total Request Live" with host Carson Daly and popular musical guests.


Backstreet Boys' Millennium wins the Billboard Music Awards Album of the Year and becomes the best-selling album of the year with over 10 million copies sold.

Release in June, Santana's Supernatural shoots up the Billboard album chart, sells over 6 million copies, and earns 10 Grammy nominations.
In a strange twist, Garth Brooks releases the album *The Life of Chris Gaines* in which he pretends to be a fictional rock star. Gaines will be the main character in a movie called *The Lamb*, currently in development.

In August, Lou Bega’s rhythmic “Mambo No. 5” hits the Top 40 and after selling 2 million copies overseas and topping the chart in 15 countries.

“NetAid,” a concert dedicated to relieving hunger and poverty, airs live in October on MTV, VH1, the BBC, as well as radio stations in 120 nations, making it the widest-heard musical performance in history.

In 1996 to win the Country Music Association’s Entertainer of the Year Award at the 33rd annual awards show—Shania Twain becomes the first woman since Shania Twain becomes the first woman since 1986 to win the Country Music Association’s Entertainer of the Year Award at the 33rd annual awards show.

MP3 technology that compresses sound into a very small file, becomes a popular alternative to the CD. MP3 files are downloaded from the Internet onto computers or portable player units, making it possible to take a personal music selection anywhere.

VH1’s “Concert of the Century” spotlights the importance of music education in schools. The all-star show includes Lenny Kravitz, Sheryl Crow, Eric Clapton and B.B. King, as well as high profile actors.

**Flash**

After a successful New Year’s Eve reunion performance, the Judds begin their first tour in almost 10 years in February 2000. Since they disbanded in 1991, Naomi has recovered from Hepatitis C. Best New Artist Grammy nominee Christina Aguilera gives an exciting performance during the Super Bowl XXXIV halftime show.

Fiona Apple releases her long-awaited second album to rave reviews in November and begins a tour in February 2000. The album features a 90-word title, which is commonly shortened to *When the Pawn*.

Ricky Martin takes the music industry by storm after his show-stopping performance at the 1999 Grammy Awards show. Martin’s first chart-topping single, “Livin’ la Vida Loca,” helps him win the *Billboard* Music Award for Male Artist of the Year.
**Sports News**

- Lance Armstrong wins the 1999 Tour de France in July. Armstrong, who survived a three-year battle with testicular cancer, becomes the second American to win the event.

- The Dallas Stars beat the Buffalo Sabres 2-1 in triple overtime to win the 1999 Stanley Cup championship, four games to two.

- David Cone of the New York Yankees pitches a perfect game against the Montreal Expos in July. Cone's feat is the 14th perfect game in modern baseball history.

- Golf champion Payne Stewart is killed in a bizarre airplane accident in October. After the airplane's takeoff from Florida, an apparent loss of cabin pressure incapacitates everyone aboard. The aircraft flies on autopilot for four hours until it runs out of fuel and crashes in South Dakota.

- In September, tennis phenom Serena Williams, 17, overpowers Martina Hingis to win the 1999 U.S. Open title.

- The St. Louis Rams stop the Tennessee Titans at the 1-yard line on a final play to save their 23-16 Super Bowl XXXIV victory.

**Flash**

- Both Detroit Lions running back Barry Sanders and German tennis star Steffi Graf announce their retirement in 1999.

On February 7, 2000, Tiger Woods wins his sixth consecutive PGA Tour event, tying Ben Hogan's 1948 winning record.

- The Houston Comets earn their third straight WNBA championship in September, beating the New York Liberty 59-47 to win in three straight games.

- Dale Jarrett wins the 1999 NASCAR Winston Cup championship after a four-victory season.
In July, the U.S. women's soccer team wins the 1999 World Cup by beating China 5-4 in penalty kicks following a 0-0 tie. More than 90,000 fans attend at the Rose Bowl and another 40 million watch on television.

In January 2000, Sugar Bowl No. 1 Florida State beats No. 2 Virginia Tech 46-29 to capture the National Championship.

Travis Pastrana, 15, wins the gold medal in the X Games' inaugural Moto X Freestyle motocross event. The fifth year of this ESPN-sponsored competition is held in San Francisco in June and July.

In June, the San Antonio Spurs win their first NBA championship by defeating the New York Knicks four games to one.

In July, many major league baseball umpires announce their resignation as a labor protest. The strategy backfires when owners accept the resignations and in September, 22 umpires lose their jobs.

The U.S. team beats the European team to win golf's Ryder Cup at Brookline, Massachusetts, in September. The American's stirring comeback is marred by unruly galleries and a premature victory celebration.

In January 2000, Michael Jordan returns to pro basketball as part owner and President for Basketball Operations of the NBA's Washington Wizards.

Twenty-year professional hockey veteran Wayne Gretzky announces his retirement in April 1999 after setting or tying 61 records. Two months later, "The Great One" is inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame.
As time zones welcome the new millennium on January 1, the world celebrates with grandeur, pageantry and spectacular fireworks. President Clinton gives a hopeful speech in the minutes before midnight at the Washington Monument, and 2 million people gather in Times Square to watch the specially built 1,000-pound Waterford crystal ball drop at midnight.

**Flash**

The public and private sectors spend hundreds of millions of dollars to ward off the Y2K bug. The world lets out a sigh of relief after midnight strikes and no major computer malfunctions occur. The FBI warns of possible terrorist acts on New Year's Eve and stays on national alert throughout the celebration. After the arrest of one man with bomb-making materials, Seattle decides to cancel its Space Needle celebration.

A surprising number of people, appalled by the exorbitant costs of travel and events, decide to stay home on New Year's Eve. Many companies and performers drastically slash prices as a last-minute lure.
ERICA
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
YOU WILL REACH EVERY STAR
WE ARE SO HAPPY AND PROUD
OF THE WONDERFUL PERSON
THAT YOU ARE
WE LOVE YOU FOREVER N EVER!
LOVE,
MOM, DAD AND ALEX

Family ...
the bestest friends
Jamie and AJ “the thing is...you’re just everywhere!”

Studs * Hebrew school carpool * I can’t believe this is going to be our school next year * Tanya and Nancy gone bad * the 6th grade fun fair * giving Nini flowers * The Flintstones * Herrn Hans Hoffman * Emily Schlesinger * Sixth Grade spin the bottle * mighty mom * The Graduation party that started it all.... * Basketball for money * Janice killed the watermelon * the camping trip from hell: it begins.... * “have you guys ever gone out?” * Bat-Mitzvah burp/blink/hiccup * Klez Camp * The chosen one* Lenny the Hammock * the Bonim flashlight game * AJ the slut * Rocky Horror * The Bonim Carnival * The South African Horror Picture Show * “AJ, are you going to call Lincoln??!” * Gilligan’s island Bo-coup * warm fuzzy tape * “did you know...?” * “I love John then I hate you!” * Prime Time 50’s Café, falls through the door in California* Katie Adam Sandler * the family appropriate getting a tattoo! “I’d have expected that chocolate spread * AJ’s ATV in Israel * keeper?” * bus 1 and 4 * the tard cart * “no Disney World is supposed to be the California tight* flat tire after six flags * the ohels * skunks * mitbach raids * coca-We’re going to eat a mile of fruit by the a fake!! * The dating game” * “I own half riding” at Devon’s* the mutiny against by name* the girls can sleep at Jamie’s will ever know* “girls can mow too!!” * talking about it, right?” * I’m going to give hunt you down to the ends of the earth like and Gart* “Ani is the female Ben” – Mr. Andrew James Shiflett* Running away from Passover *Matzoh, or lack of matzoh at Country Club (Happy Easter!!!) * The Most awkward car ride in history* we know Amber snores * in the kitchen. Shut...the....*#@%...up * team sleepover: “Did you know...” * AJ’s called by name* Jars and jars of sea men* Sage * Our dog doesn’t smell!!!!!! * movie nights * Shawkshank * American History X * AJ: owner of his own vegetarian restaurant in the city * the discovery of the roof * bonfires* kill kill kill the man * Pepsi wars* neurotic mom * Epitome of analality* I have a blanket and you have a blanket. Don’t WRITE blank! * Road head * Oh My God, there’s a TV and a phone at the table!! Let’s call Diana! * roof talks * Twister at the bomb scare* “We Don’t Need No Education” * laser shows * Hurricane laying in the leaves * basement respect regulations * Philadelphia Folk Festival * Road trips * this is the worst summer ever! * “mom, c’mom, whatever” – Diana * “Can someone Tell me why we have 21 boxes of cereal and 17 bottles of salad dressing!!!!！” “mom...dad...we ran away because you are too anal* Katie going UP the escalator * Place: Olga’s. Time: 2 AM. Conflict: No money * drooling = comfort * HURRICANE * the famous grill * honk...honk ....Diana, we’re waiting, c’mon!!! * why are we never happy at the same time? * Late nights under suspicion (how bad does that sound) * rediscovery of the roof * too many yearbooks/palankas/warm fuzzies* never-ending problem with authority * we’re two bizarre people * LET’S GO TO THE BEACH!!!! * IT’S NOT SNEAKING.....IT’S WALKING * nothing to do at 4AM * MR. DONUT!!!! * DUDE, I’M MAKING DONUTS!!!! * We’re both bad, I just don’t get caught* 100% totally comfortable * “We’re Two Cool People” *

kid in school → basketball buds → friends → best friends → step brother and step sister → enemies → bigger enemies → the cold war → acquaintances → friends → brother and sister → best friends

“The amount of you being everywhere...is unbelievable!”

“I’m not going anywhere...”

...neither am I”
In a friend you find a second self.

Bell-vach-e - Poor Monkey! - Pictionary - Desert Shield, abacus - Actually, before I sweat, I get really hot first - Mama Mexico's - Doubtful. - Shut UP! - Ay yo, why you gotta be messin' wit me, man?! - Puddy! - Leprechaun - "Where's me gold?" - Why don't you just go and ask him? - You drive me crazy, baby. (Britney!) - Debbie - Heartbreaker in front of Einstein's - Misty and Shane and Beannie and Neence and Joyous - Bob Evans, down on the farm. - Did they just say 'is you?' - Daily ebonies lessons - Grinding - Sleepovers! - You threw my sock! =( Tuck me in! *tuck* - Does - Chill back, Chewbacca - Why do they always look at us like that? Are we doing something wrong? - EGGs - "No, I won't tell anyone. She's the last person I'd tell." "Yeah, being that they're so many on the list." "Missie, I mean Jhane." - Oh Happy Day... - Weekend Roomies (NEW YORK!) L.L. Ice teas, biting "No, I wanna wear my vest to sleep!" - It's not really harassing if you really want it. - He's bangin', not hot. - I'd have sex with him. - Inky, waspink, kinky, tinky, binky - Sound of Music - Dallas - Should we invite her? If she doesn't go home: - Bouncing the car - Jhane tripping - I can't find my hole. My hole is hiding. Which one is it? - Joy helping Neesha in the bathroom... "NO! I need plastic apps!" - Neesha's birthday gifts - Attitudinal Annie - Making Neesha bleed - mudder and dotter fights - wanker! - passing around Misty's car - You drive with one foot, Neesha. "You do?" - Dijon mustard - multicultural task force - old men! - Jim Morrison at the beach - *moan* "Are you girls ok in there?" - Friendly's and the pervert old man - daily pervert pass - "On our knees or in the air, we can hit it anywhere." - "If you can get it up, we can hit it hard." - the movie at Atco "What the hell!"

You can't eat your friends and have them too.

A friend is one who knows us, but loves us anyway.

"When I leave you,
As many friends sometimes part,
I leave you with good memories
And an important place in my heart"
Haley and Erica

"The Wonderful Thing About Friends is They Can Grow Separately Without Growing Apart"

Nursery School-Making Mixes-fist year at camp-D1-Seniors at saginaw-Greenhouse-"I'm 21"-losing your purse-Baton Rouge Ave.-Merrie's mom tells-the night of Kyle(7)-Wawa at 3AM-Capones ice cream-hottub nights-grilled cheese-Election-tropical boogs-NY ID's-Halpern's B-day down the shore-walking on AC boardwalk-Merrie's randoms-Rachel's Sweet 16-straightening hair-Smart Bodies-rides down the shore-Banana Boat lotion-sleeping at Er's for weeks at a time-PSU-behind the shed,Player's and Crowbar-and many more to come!!!!!!!!!

Because of you are lives are richer and more meaningful. Our reward has been watching you grow into a confident, beautiful, and caring young woman.
Love,
Mom and Dad

You should be glad that you worked so hard in school. College isn't easy. You're a great sister.
Love,
Scott
ARIANNA AND LEIGH
SISTERS AND BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

"THE BEST TIMES WE'VE HAD ARE THE TIMES WE'VE SPENT TOGETHER"

"WE'VE BEEN THROUGH EVERYTHING THERE IS CAN'T IMAGINE ANYTHING WE'VE MISSED.
CAN'T IMAGINE ANYTHING THE TWO OF US CAN'T DO."
A friend is someone who thinks you're a good egg even though you're slightly cracked.
Melanie, Sara, Lauren, Jen, and Jenny

"We'll be friends forever, won't we?" asked Piglet.

"Even longer," answered Pooh.

For all the memories we have shared...

Shore after finals, Twizzlers incident, tennis camps with Dave, staying up late, turkey tennis, forehand gets it, "That Thing You Do," English study buddies, Montessori, skiing, QPS labs, the Charthouse, going to the Ritz, nights at Coffee Works (and the music), Que te pasa, calabaza? "it's definitely researachable", bio bonding on Saturdays, talks with Ms. Rocchino after school, weekend at Haverford, The English Patient, "I Want it That Way," Pookie, Rent, bowling nights out, waiting for elections, spirit week adventures, Advanced Composition, trip to Boston, Helmlich maneuver, our not-so chem. class, driving with Melanie, Rent, Asian Spice, ice cream, watching girly movies at Melanie’s, crying at Titanic, clam chowder, Andrew, orange, sweet sixteens, wanted at Olga's, quiero una ganga, 12/11/98, Saving Private Ryan, school work, code names, Melanie's analogies, surprise parties, The Breakfast Club, silent laugh, schizoids, Felicity, Plato, PBJ/sun chips, 2 hour pasta, Walden.
"New things are the best things, Old friends are the best friends."

I love you guys, Kelly
CONGRATULATIONS

JENNIFER

We wish you...

the best of times, the best of friends,

success and happiness that never ends...

With love and pride,

Mom, Dad and Allison

---

Alex.

We will miss you very much.

All of our love forever.

Mommy, Daddy, Sam, & Sydney
Tina,

We are so proud of you.
Good luck with all your dreams.
A daughter like you is such a blessing.

We Love You,
Mom and Dad
Johanna & Rafie

Language arts class, getting faced then eating, "oh that Rafie", Jo cheerleading in basement, Midrasha, Hebrew High, Chillin' on the terrace & balcony in Israel, cleaning up boat, tape recorder, faced on the beach 5:30 AM, Village Thrift, Driving and looking at big houses, Tiyulim, JGB, Waiters, Crowes, PHISH, Paul Simon & Bob Dylan, Maceo Parker, Troop Beverly Hills, Trips to Philly, 2nd bar, Marisa Booting Everywhere, STEM 9-10, Hippies for Halloween, Jo, munching at Joanie's Cafe, chillin' with Dan, cartridges, Whitney Houstien Concert, Vito's, Laughing at fat guy at GW, $400 cherry hill mall, The Continental, Stealing Zev's car, TGIF, Chillin' in each other car, advice, Balls Exhilarama ("I have to tell you a secret"), water ice, lechers, maxims, dream of Israel in the future, Confirmation, getting use of sparkly piece, stealing each others stuff, adventures at Phish.

"I've always felt that tomorrow is for those are too much afraid to go past yesterday and start living for today. I feel that lasting moments are coming far and few between, so I tell you of the happiness you bring" Stevie Wonder
Hanging out with Richie* the four musketeers* the Jr. Prom* A.C./ Taj Mahal* The car wash* Us at Egypt* Tabernacle, Bordentown, and Brigantine* The Legend* Woodcrest swim club* Playing famous olympic gymnasts when we were young* going shopping all day* playing truth or dare at sleepovers in middle school* Echelon skating rink in 7th grade* the “special” Chamakah in 8th grade* The Turkey Trot in freshman year* DMX/ Jay-Z concert* Iguana’s* Susan’s transmission*

Susan- I have known you all through middle school and high school and we have still remained friends. I know that we have gotten into our arguments in the past, but never doubt that I love you and how close friends we are. Thank you so much for being there for me when I was down. I know that you have such a bright future ahead of you. No matter where life’s path may lead us, you will always be in my heart.

Sarah- I love you. There have been good times and bad, but we always managed to stay close friends. I’ll never forget the times we’ve shared. You’re always there for me when I need you always made me laugh. I’ll miss the times we had but I’m looking forward to the future. I always had so much fun spending time with you. Even though we may go our separate ways next year, I’ll always be there for you. I wish you the best of luck in the future.

---

Laura Hammond

To a great daughter, sister, and friend.

Congratulations, you’re the best! Enjoy your time in college, and always remember to stop and smell the roses.

We’re behind you all the way.

Love

Dad, Mom, Mike and

Katie
No, every time I take you to Bill’s just to get guppies, you take 45 minutes ... Hey there guys whacha got?... Jenni or Steven, (very long pause) you haven’t seen the camera, have you?... Steve, this time I promise, I am going to go the speed limit all the way home, ok... Ohhhhh, gas costs sooo much... I swear, I want someone to steal my car, they can take it, I don’t really care... Jen, do you think we can take it down to maybe 85 MPH on Springdale?... Jen, no matter how many times I complained and maybe still didn’t eat it, I love your cooking. Still though Jen, could ya turn the volume down on the radio in the bathroom? Our late night adventures to dinners. My fear of being in the middle of South Philly just to get some stupid water ice from the street corner of which they claim they invented the gelate. The look on my face when I saw your tattoo for the first time, and I was trying to convince myself that it wasn’t permanent. Going to Sakura and spending like 7 million dollars or something on one meal. Through all these memories and our family videos, there is just one really important one that I forgot to mention: you being the greatest sister there ever was in the world. No matter how much we fought, no matter how much you punched me or kicked or spit on me and I still didn’t touch you, I have something to say that I don’t think you have ever heard me say... I love you. And I am glad that you are my sister, and I would be lost without the gentlest hand of yours to help me through the curves, bumps, ups, downs, and pitfalls of life. Thank you for being the greatest sister ever, I love you. 😊
Dear Joshua,

Congratulations on a tremendous four years. We know the next four will be as triumphant.

Let us wish you all the happiness and success you can ever want. We know you will always make us as proud as you have done in the past.

All our love,
Dad, Mom, Elizabeth and Crockett
Janine, Jamie, & Gina
Best Friends For Life

"I don't know how it started, I hope it never ends,
but somewhere along the line, we became the
best of friends."

Softball camps*Ocean City*Kuhl's class*writing notes*K*SYNC*becoming obsessed*1st gathering*
concerts*Florida*Johnny the pimp*immigration vans*Orlando airport*room wars*Bad Dog*Memorial Day Weekend '99*the Donio room*false chiller*Round 2*Tommy Tootin'*getting totally lost*Little Pants**
"Oh My God!*Alexis*confessions*crashing in the living room*crackhouse*special phone calls*gum alert*Shake your bon bon*elevator*Tyler poster*prankin'*Take the hat off*Rocks*belligerent*barricade/caution tape*Q102 concert*Backstreet Boys campout*drug stores*"Why is the Jeep behind the Beast?"*Running Jamie over*Country Club*Woodcrest*15 laps in Forbidden Clear*old men with dogs*bumper stickers*The Map*WAZN searching*messages and presents*road rage*GRAVY*PICS and little PICS*I'm rollin' over*"saying goodbye*"It's kinda like a game of Clue"*"What would you do if?"*Creamy Acres*Wawa*"Oh my god it's John McBride*"Florena reenactment*Rhode Island*PLBA's*and 6JC*ed*Millennium*15*Jamie's wimpy sneezes*dress up night*Tello wrestling & Mr. East*"Get out of my house*"Regrets*Gina's obsessions with everything*Janine's basement*softball*early 90's dancing*80's dress up night*Friendly's*Francesca's*panzarottis*being loud*Disney*Quest*professional*alam books*6th period lunch crew*knowshoe,hairy*celebrity sightings*identified vehicles*Get a license!*"It's black, NO IT'S NOT, Yes it is*Labor Day Weekend*Westside*Taking out the car*Rndom pictures*It's-Stunad-Loser*Shopping*K AOL posters*hawk-eye*powder puff*Dancing in Janine's yard*no place to go*12 year olds*Hispanic*BS*Jr year in a bottle*peer helpers*class*"How do you get to West?"*soccer games*Fierce Melon*triple J*K-DI*D*borrowing clothes*fighting for #23*spring break*bad corner*Would you lick his arm pit?*Top 10 lists*changing lyrics*and so many more...
David H. Cohen

"Who is wise? One who learns from all people."

(Pirkei Avot 4:1)

Love, Mom, Dad, Ari, Ilanit, Joshua
"We've been through it all... and there's still more to come."

7th grade homeroom first day ♦ SIBWGAG ✶ SILWGAG ☺ LIBWYAD ◊ 8th grade trip to Florida ≠ Beck: John, Tim, Kyle ◊ Mr. Weisner – Stabber ♦ falling back in Weisner’s class and drooling ☺ 8 BF ◊ “Every party has a pooper...” ☾ Mr. Bakley with his beer and playboy ♦ Surprise party at Erica’s ≠ President’s weekend 7th grade ◊ Party at Jess’s dad’s ♥ 23 pg. Plane notes ☺ First coed sleepover ◊ Labor Day weekends at Erica’s shore house ≠ Sobel Mozzillo ring- SM ♦ LYLARCS ♦ “Dink, Dink” song ♥ pictures on roof ☺ J.M. Pearl ◊ K.D. Ned ♦ songs of and for us ≠ Jess’s tape mixes ♦ Mer’s cold sores ◊ Divorce ♥ DMB concerts and the time with Dan ◊ Raymond fights ☺ jimmies ◊ Mer is Mom ♦ St. James hotel ◊ Hunter Mountain Trips with our friends, cousins, Ray and TJ ☺ soccer games ≠ shady getaways ♦ Diane’s ◊ Wawa ♥ saying the same thing and finishing sentences ◊ Jessica’s parties ♥ “that guy” ≠ peanutbutter, creamcheese and icing w/ pretzels, animal crackers ♦ Flight Attendant ☺ paper airplanes ♦ M-80> that’s a pole ≠ broken luggage ◊ Vermont trip ♥ “Blue” ◊ Proms ♦ Dances ≠ Erica’s shorehouse ◊ FOP night ♥ peanutbutter puffs ☺ longwood gardens> rolling down the hills ♦ swimteam ♥ Woodcrest Pool ≠ farmer Halloween ◊ Roof pictures ♦ laying out on my deck, Lauren’s roof ≠ lollipops ♦ Disney World ☺ BBFEFAEM!!!!
Allison, Becka, Lisa, and Debbie

“We don’t know how it started, we hope it never ends, but somehow in the middle we became the best of friends…”

Cocojumbo; Da Dippin incident; shleppe & red juice; Kung Fu Fighting; sex and retainers; C’mon Ride the Train; gymnastics & apples; Crack the Whip & Alfalfa Boy; “We hate Dan…He’s a jerk”; “Welcome to the Party!”; “no, we’re the original noise makers”; BRGAY; twizzlers trail at Becka’s sweet 16; AOL; “What if the limo blows up?”; Great Adventure; Silk’n Spice; Barbie Girl; New Year’s; rainbow haired cotillion dates; drawing on Gen; Debbie doesn’t ** love anybody; Philly is in NJ; following not stalking!; Getting Jiggy with It; Jock jams; Wannabe; “She called the police on us!”; breakfast club; CDPs; matt’s car; stealing debbie’s car; pegging Deb with Candy; surprise bday video (major blackmail); That thing you do; trips to the shore & sand storms; Grand Slam; skittles; Ms. Lutner; double bowling & turkeys; mini golf; driving range; retard; SNAPPY SOCKS; “Two becomes One”; skiing; fitting in music lockers; car wash; NO BODY PIERCING!; no alcohol for al or lee; jr. prom; kung Foo; Becka and Brian’s disappearance; al & matt’s dancing; “hey where’s cassandra?”; matt/deb’s dancing
Friends can last forever,
always to be there,
They give a little friendship,
and show you that they care.
You gave me strength,
when I was down,
Lighted up smiles,
where once was a frown,
Confidence was given,
and acceptance was gained,
You were a sunny spot,
whenever it rained,
You made me laugh,
in good times and bad,
You shouldered the tears,
when I was sad,
Friends are important,
not just for being there,
But for feelings they bring you,
the feelings they care.

Kate:

With all the changes, the smile is still the same: filled with love and mischief. We thank you for sharing both with us. We send you off with love and excitement for all that is about to come. Our hearts are with you forever.

Love, Mom, Dad, Jenny, Teddy and Eli
"Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don't walk behind me, I may not lead. Walk beside me. And just be my friend."

Crystal & Judy

ღ not remembering how we met in track freshman year ღ having R. together — "She is such a ———." ღ not remembering being in the Mr. Rogers project together ღ "Judy, move your butt!" ღ becoming deaf — "JUUUUDY!!!" ღ bottomless pit — "Do you have any food?" ღ "I'm going to fail!" ღ planning for the junior prom in September — "I already have my dress." "I can't find a date." ღ midnight chats — "Make sure you pick up on the first ring!" ღ Judy's paranoia ღ "I suck." "No, I suck." "No, I suck." Fine, you suck." "Hey!" ღ "Do I look fat?" ღ "What was I saying again?" ღ "I hate you." "The feeling is mutual." ღ "Please, please, pretty please with cherries on top!" ღ movies ღ ice skating ღ the guy on the HBO show we saw ღ blood clots, etc. ღ "Aren't you supposed to be working?" "No, it's okay. You can call me here anytime." ღ visiting UPenn ღ exchanging driving stories ღ "Do I really want to be in the car with you?" "Oops, I forgot to step on the brakes." "HELP!" ღ hours of television ღ Pokemon — "I love Pikachu!" ღ squeak, squeak ღ procrastination ღ singing — Itsy Bitsy Spider and Old McDonald ღ planning for the senior prom in September — "I already have my dress again." ღ college — "I'm not going to make it into college!" ღ yearbook — "Why am I the only one here?" ღ AIDS Awareness, blah, blah, blah ღ barging into Judy's house — "Do you have any food?" ღ I have to use your computer because my computer prints crooked." ღ Spirit Dance ღ poke, poke, squeal, squeal ღ "What did we do in English today?" ღ Crystal's Hall of Fame being one month late ღ not having any pictures ღ Crystal losing the previous list of memories ღ not remembering any memories ღ depending on each other ღ complaining and whining to each other, being like the Wu "sisters" ღ Wu² ღ "I love you." ღ
Dan,
You are the greatest guy. You'll always have a place in my heart. We've been through so much together. Thank you for being my best friend. I'll always love you!

Love always,
Melissa

Freshman dance, "Hi Melissa", Plaid Skirt, Waterfall, cuddle into me, Jurassic Park Lost World, Brownies a la mode, Mud Pie, Helping you move in, Mom's pizza, braiding my hair, Six Flags, basement, the park, the library parking lot, what number are you, helping Paul and Sharon move in, "Why do birds suddenly appear...", "You have so much stuff in your room", shoes,

Sophmore Cotillion, Junior Prom, Senior Prom, Cooper River, the shore, Grease on Ice, notes/candy in lockers, shopping, just for five minutes please!, Kri cooking us food, butter cake, cookie cake, cheesesteaks, halloween party, Wrestling, Golden Girls, Fresh Prince, Rush Hour, Atsion Lake, Monster Trucks, Swim Club, Baltimore, Constattters, Allen's apartment, Target, New Years.

Dearest Melissa,
We have gone through so much together. I cannot even imagine what my four years of high school would have been like without you. I love you so much. I hope that we will always be together. I want to thank you for everything you have given to me: Hugs, kisses, smiles, laughter, friendship, love, and happiness. You are the absolute greatest and I will love you forever.
Always Your Daniel
XOXOX

May 9th, 1997 To Forever
I'll love you forever, I'll like you for always as long as I'm living my best friend you'll be Sara & Sherri best friends for life

"Promise you won't forget me because if I thought you would I'd never leave."

Kelly,

We are very proud of you.
We wish you all the happiness you deserve.

Dear Rachel,

From the day you were born you were oh, so special to me.
You have grown into a beautiful woman whose gift has always been your caring, concern, and compassion.
The love and pride that I feel for you could never be described.
You are a Bubbie's dream!
The memories that we share will last a lifetime.
You will always be "my girl."

Love,

Bubbie

We could have not asked for a sweeter daughter.

All our love,

Mom & Dad
Poopy Man; Kidnapping; getting caught stalking; “can you see my finger?”; Amanda in the Backseat; “I’m feelin a little bit wet”; Xavier; Wildwood Boardwalk; Water Shots; 4th Period Lunch; Freshman and Senior Lunch; Powder Puff; Summer of ’99; Flashing Philly; Egypt guys; Dirty Bird; Pretty Girl; Cooking songs; Gym mafia; Deputies with Perry and Kephart; Did ya heard me?; Schwerin Dancing; amanda’s last minute dates; Junior prom running away; Switching dates; taboo at Irene’s; dancing to madonna; make-out sessions at iguana and milkbart; Carl Clark Bar; Trailor Trash house; Stupid Fights; Lauren Back that thang up; Wendys and Taco bell; Working; Personal Bubbke; Parks and movie theaters

Angel in the car; throwing the bottle; Breakers; Ocean City Trip; Amanda Singing to the Window; Dave Matthew’s ’99; Bunny and Bunny’s Friend; Pouvoir Subjunctive; When the lights go out; Big Head’s House; Rump Shakin’ Bacon; Clubbing; Mike’s Parties; Trick or Treating; Picnics; Cotillion; Chillin’ in Voorhees; “We’re from Overbrook”; Greek Agora; Stalking escapades; Islam; Sivart; Ro; Sweet Aroma, Lisa, Sherryllyn, Domarin, Da, Headum, Da Da, Bacon; Amanda’s Time piece; Roma aka Dance Party; Alexis Bunny Pet; Lauren-I was so tired; Sherry- “I’m telling you guys he’s alive”; Irene- who sings this again?; Alicia’s Milkbart Positins; Club Wawa; “where are we goin’?”, Turn left Turn Left Turn left; “We Almost died”; Jumping behind the bushes; First times; Party Foul; “My cousin has the same last name as you”;

You Never Really Leave Your Friends,

You Take a Part of Them With You and Leave a Part of Yourself Behind.
Shera & Lindsay

"A best friend is hard to find, hard to lose, and impossible to forget"

Shera's backpack
Broadcasting—where we first met
Lindsay, you hated me!
Shera's head-banging skills
GID
The Last Supper
Preadamiteating
Lindsay's obsession with Parker Posey
Friday nights
Doing everything together
Counting Crows, "Would you mind picking that up discretely?"
Weekends down the shore
Twisters, Definitely the best beverage
Gigolo Aunts
Spend the summer at home? I don't think so
Excursions to St. Croix
Flowers are sweet, just remember what you got them for

"A best friend is a sister that Destiny forgot to give to you"

When it was the six of us
Lindsay's red head phase
Shera's 2 year mistake
Lindsay, I need all 42 minutes for lunch!
Shera's exotic undergarments
Knowing all the words to every song: for Lindsay the old, for Shera the new
Badminton partners for life
Lindsay's competitive nature
I'm a martian
Shady trash dumpings after Eric's... Free dinners
Lindsay's small esophagus
3rd floor C-wing?
"You think she's gonna look better?"
Maryland campus hike with Dad's
"Do you think if we go any faster the car will take off?"
Shower hour
Same SAK
Disneyworld dilemma
Carrots and apples whole

ONLY MORE MEMORIES TO COME! -- BEST FRIENDS FOREVER -- XOXOXO
I'll remember you, when I've forgotten all the rest. You to me were true, you to me were the best. I'll remember you at the end of the thrill, there are some people you don't forget...in the end my dear sweet friend, I'll remember you...
Joanne

It has been a great pleasure to watch you grow into a very special young lady. We are so proud of your accomplishments in school. Keep striving to do the best you can. We will always be there for you. Set an example for your brother to help him follow your lead. Keep on smiling. Always remember the "rules". Good luck in college may god bless you always.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, Jay, Lola
Kate & Carly & Louise

* car ride to Jess's * pros/cons*
* driving in car with zeppelins + funnel cake / hit by car * music in station wagon *
* kate's worshipper * kool-aid
* louise's spasm [hicups, outgases] *
* carly's sickness * waking up early *
* peter pan * pinnacle * superstar *
* whoa * haddenfield k-turn *
* extreme close-up * Carly being weird *
* beach with renee * flustered *
* kuhl's project * louise's gas *
* Philly trips * putting stuff in cookies *
* "Let's just turn the lights out" * fingers? *
* "Louise did what?" * purity test *
* LC (immoral, unconstitutional) * pushing teacher *
* clothing club * car adventures [alanis, louise-town] *
* cutting lou's hair * mischief [blair witch, forks] *

*Kate-bank* fence * falling down stairs * louise's brown shoes/ high boots/ sandals * wow chips * "What are we doing for new years?" * super dork * dead baby * mischief * boys to men * running out of gas * taco bell [peta] * diane's * clover * lou's multiple personalities [rk, politician, lawyer, philosopher] * atco ghost * Louise's comment about senior prom * summers at old orchard * "I'll be ready in 5 minutes" * salt and oil bagels * who wants to be a millionaire nights * pickle problem * psycho sister * walking around the stadium * crazy dreams * what will kate do? * "I'll spit on you" * early the fiend * spyder * smith brothers problem * cartines * the notorious * keychain *

😊 Megan~Anna~Christa 😊

We always knew looking back on our tears would make us laugh, but we never knew looking back at our laughter would make us cry.
Our Dearest Ashly
Today is for celebrating
Wonderful You-

All you've been
All you've become
and
All you're yet to be....

Congratulations
Ashly

and the entire class
of 2000

We love you Always,
Mom, Dad, Adam & Austin
second grade encounters— shop psychic sisters— mustache lady— water ice from wawa—
sleepovers— bloody noses— mattresses on stairs— fashion shows— making tapes— the playpen— talk
shows— scoring after the bathroom— barbie video— Barney alphabet— spelling— the door did a split—
football managers— secret crushes— by the end of senior year— the tongue show— early Saturday
mornings— Nintendo and wraping— "we will master it!"— ip glass— chocolate allergy— birthday parties—
JCC camp— not having any classes together— the guidance counselor— "Which one is the brat"?— 45
minute mall trip— hour mall trip— mall day— blue ephedrine— "I'm never wearing shorts again"— red dot on
paper— wet soap machines— "Girls, this is a— the hat— playing suzy with the guys— elk— flat— ruf— 
her house smells bad— frikbeet— snort— Anita— looney tunes— "Becky, you are so photogenic"— random
hookups freshman year— 070707— shop shop shop— cheese— talk of the town— olives— pickles— cream
of wheat— surprise party— Mr. Jones— a celebration to remember— I swear by the moon and the stars in
the sky— library with Ruth— tuna song— nory blue team— peace love and happiness— sweet 16— I hate
parties— fights— having the guys on our side— rockies— skating party— "Oh my gosh, he said yes!"— flying
leaps— TGIF— popping the question— twins— icing— hiding the pingles— Friday's— red balloons— Peral's
in the Vein— plastic wate— bathrooms— kid at phillies game— "He touched me!"— puff the magic dragon—
"Hello, I'm from Mars— umbrellas— meeting Rick— powder— "Becky will you go with Josh?"— BEAUTIFUL blue
eyes— SATs are coming, then were seniors— coffee ice cream— college roommates— verbal and math,
math and verbal— melted candles— fuzzy Frames— the upstairs apartment— bathroom sink— making Yael's hair
straight— "If we can hear then, they can hear us"— running on the field— dropping lollipops— doctor—
getting ears pierced— long summers— decorated lockers— homeroom senior year— "Let's go fly a kite!"—
front lawn willie bell tree— climbing on houses— calling shore house— basic 4— not liking the same things—
teens— "Anything on my face?"— crew— honking horns— "Becky you did what?"— "Call me and tell me
everything?"— get a fruit— Saturday nights— Super g— Americans fogel outings— music— Woodcrest pool—
playing for only two hours— difference of words— "do I look ok?"— "do I look like her?"— ten times
worse— "you should see them in the library"— "Girls, watch your mouths?— baby sitting— left—
Tuesdays and Saturdays— "She will be pretty, just not anytime soon"— Jenny Jones— all blue— contacts— watching for
looks— the boyfriend— the semi-boyfriend— flying benches— curly red head dancing— "Teew, look at her
legs"— freshman— signs— chive cream cheese— 3 way phone calls— butt knife— red containers— mom's
apple pie— family birthdays— we ore the odd ones— bags under your— Mrs. Rogers gym class— functions—
CNN— I have to get my sister something— Lydia— around the block neighbors— "Ums, we live in Berlin"—
eyebrows— Yael's stitches— "is this shirt going on sale?"— fastest runners— missing the bus in second
grade— take it sloooow— "Tina is bad for my asthma— counting red cars— searching for pictures— 11 years
and counting...
From the time you were born, you've been a source of Pride, Inspiration, and Frustration..... to us all.
You've been both angel and devil... sometimes in a matter of minutes.
Now that you're graduating, its a bittersweet moment for us...
Needing to let you go, but so proud of the person you've become.
Issa, we love you so very much.

Mommy, Daddy, and Pootie

Arianna • Erin • Jackie • Jen • Lara • Louise • Renee
"Look up at the sun, it'll brighten your day...

Mikesisms #184.

Peas and carrots-Gene therapist-Bullet's Basidocarp-911-Are you ok?-Are we playing shuffle?... (silence)aww... don't make me play that game... (#65)-OOO, Chestmen-Tim Thomas! Are you pulling my leg? Hot soup, you think he's gonna eat that?-coke bottles-Can flies get AIDS?... (#124)-Sophomore study group-The torch has been lit-You got nice touch! It's flattering to get stalked (#216)-Calm down, just calm down! The look-clam chowder-steaking-I'm the idiot savant (#52)-only idiots tell-Gangster Khan! Conroy!-I'm confirmed-awish -Pela's driveway-star sisters-Asian Patrol-obsession with Sarah McLachlan-doggiebagged buffet-furfetti-Look! There's a baby orange growing inside of the big one (#60)-and the fishes in the sea have gone to sleepers!-Wow, this feels weird, I didn't know I had a muscle over here (#62)-working "hard" for FOP-I've got an audiographic memory man (#139)-warming the vball bench-chem corner-sharing an orange-Hey look, I'm a monkey, I can pick stuff up with my feet (#218)-My balls are bad (#1)-I'm sterile (#4)-be aminal now! (#5)-Stop defecating that book (#6)-I can say one word and make you laugh... wait... can I use a phrase? (#18)-That's why women can't fight in wars (fingermails) (#17)-S.P.D.F.... Sacramento Police Department!... and Fire (#24)-You don't understand my freakin genius (#31)-My handwriting isn't curty-girly, it's rigid and manly... (#39)-What is success?-all-nighters-hamsta dance-Jeff almost drowning-water wars-ritual-chattin'online at the wee hours of the night: haohao8, lg03erson, song911, blooozi00, javachip55, SSarahc7777-
"I don't remember how we happened to meet each other. I don't remember who got along with whom first. All I remember is all of us together...always."

Rachel  Staci  Sara
Sheri

USY ♥ Dances ♥ Hayrides ♥ Parking ♥ Schizo boys ♥ SATO ♥ Prom plans ♥ Diane's ♥ Starbucks ♥ Country Club ♥ Dunkin' Donuts after prom ♥ Boy "friends" ♥ Late night outings ♥ Sleepovers ♥ Kickboxing ♥ Gipsy Horse ♥ Myrtle Beach ♥ Florida ♥ Good Will Hunting ♥ Empire ♥ Coffeehouses ♥ Will ♥ I Will Survive ♥ Israel '97 ♥ Judy ♥ Dina Menachem ♥ Why do you build me up, buttercup? ♥ Midracha ♥ Kareoke ♥ RENT ♥ Cotillion ♥ Paradise by the Dashboard ♥ Girls Just Wanna Have Fun ♥ Driving Mixes ♥ JCC Summers ♥ oral fixations ♥ Sara and Staci's night ♥ The Shore ♥ Getting Lost ♥ Car dancing ♥ Daunt the Man ♥ cutting ♥ NYC ♥ BSB ♥ "Mock me, mock me now!" ♥ Indigo Girls ♥ Concerts ♥ Sweet 16s ♥ Shower wars ♥ singing on buses ♥ "I'm not a pillow" ♥ night of the one acts ♥ "is my hair ok?" ♥ Bertucci's ♥ "How you doin?" ♥ %*#@faces ♥ Devil dog ♥ "through a straw" ♥ randomness ♥ overanalysis ♥ "shotgun" ♥ LipSmackers ♥ "...in, out, in, out" ♥ gummies ♥ Love Shack ♥ Wonderful Tonight ♥

DON'T LET THE MAN GET YOU DOWN!
Sara Jamie Cohen

ANOTHER STEP ON YOUR JOURNEY
WHAT A JOYOUS 17 YEARS
YOU HAVE LEARNED SOME OF LIFE'S LESSONS
THROUGH LAUGHTER AND THROUGH TEARS

THERE LIES SO MUCH AHEAD OF YOU
DON'T RUSH IT– EXPERIENCE EACH DAY
WITH PASSION YOU CAN DO ANYTHING
INTEGRITY AND ATTITUDE WILL TAKE YOU A LONG WAY

YOU ARE A BEACON OF LIGHT
WITH YOUR SPIRIT, COMPASSION AND STYLE
MAINTAIN YOUR GRATITUDE FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
SARA– ALWAYS KEEP YOUR SMILE!

WITH LOVE ALWAYS, MOM & DAD
Allison

I wrote these words to you on the night you arrived:
"When the moon was a silver sliver, beautiful Allison came
down from the sky and into my arms just in time for Christmas."

Nana gave me this poem on your 1st birthday:
Decade for Daughters
By: Sandra Gales Shapard

Take my hand my daughter,
And let's move together
Toward your future
It's a decade for daughters
And you are here
With all your energy
Your bright eyes
Your ready mind
Willing to share my decade
While rushing to get
Started on one of
Your own.

I am so proud of you from shy, little girl to Varsity Cheerleader to
Graduating Senior!   Love, Mom
Memories...Jelly Belly, Mike the Bobcat, Dancing in front of mirror, knowing each other before birth, Love Shack, our locker, Scream 2, Good Will Hunting, Marching Band, Mama and Papa, Wind Ensemble, Music Trips, 8th Grade dance, Roller coasters, long talks on the phone, sailing, Won’t you take me to... Funky town!, Jacki’s haircut, piano lessons with Jay, The Nanny, Friends, “Now that you’ve got the groove let me see your body move...”, scary movies, “Which show should I watch?”, Aviva Chaquita Banana, Taco and Chuchi, Dancing partners... Thanks for all the memories!

MIKE & JACI

"THE BEST THING YOU’VE EVER DONE FOR ME..."

Little did we know, it all began in Charlotte’s Web * Miniature golfing * almost sisters * cutting Korners * Lincoln and Matt * off to camp again * wait, we have a class together? * Finally Health * school, Vonnegut style * Baltimore stories * Florida stories * We NEED to get out of here * it’s just all ridiculous * ping pong in gym * beach after finals * thrift shopping * Yes, we need all 4 dresses * one too many long distance relationships * not an easy list to make * connections with every Jewish youth group that exists * Jamie, how does that make you feel? *

I RULE!

Winter break plans...men in togas?? * Applications, shnapplications * laying in leaves... * Hurricane * Singapore’s closed on Tuesdays?? * Let’s go to the beach!!! * road trips that...might happen * American Beauty * Thanksgiving excursions * a night of stalking—the one time we find nice guys! * It would be the greatest New Years party ever! * "And now I’m jamming with Moxy Fruvous" * ideally... * AJ did something ridiculous? * emergency phone calls and visits * back to the beginning * we need an ending...no we don’t...

"IS TO HELP ME TAKE MY LIFE LESS SERIOUSLY..."
ILYSE AND LISA

From cheerleading camp to graduation day, the best of friends we will always stay.

Beaker ☺ cheerleading ☺ decorating ☺ balloons ☺ Berlin Boys ☺ Gumbaneck ☺ Philly Boys ☺ Beastie Boys laser light show ☺ clubhouse ☺ New Year’s eve ’98 ☺ LBI ☺ Jewel ☺ Steve Miller Band ☺ Bowling with Scorn and Twoplyced ☺ Senior Prom ’99 ☺ snap catch ☺ Zach’s obsession ☺ Thanksgiving Break ’99 ☺ public storage ☺ Super G ☻ cow tales ☻ Sundaes ☻ Diane’s ☻ Joe’s lake ☻ cheerleading camp ☻ random hook-ups ☻ Happy Gilmore ☻ Laurel Acres ☻ shore ☻ Hfield ☻ Applebee’s ☻ kickboxing ☻ gym rats ☻ carting each other’s asses around ☻ chocolate and graham cracker pretzels ☻ 711 ☻ club wawa ☻ the Jessies ☻ coffee coolatas ☻ piggin’ out ☻ sleepovers ☻ crying ☻ $1 bets ☻ Jellybellies ☻ surprise! ☻ late night talks ☻ “I so do not tawlk funnaye!” ☻ orange bracelets ☻ road trips ☻ late night with Richie and John ☻ football dinners ☻ late night hysterical phone calls ☻ Dogma ☻ the corner ☻ burnt skirt ☻ buggin’ out ☻ Joe’s bloody ear ☻ Kendra ☻ Schilaba and Berger ☻ deaf Ralph ☻ Mike’s ghetto ride ☻ Tom’s broken necklace ☻ V-day ’99 ☻ Joy Palace Buffet ☻ AOL ☻ leaving for college ☻ driving around ☻ dying of boredom in Cherry Hill ☻ Philly excursions ☻ Ghetto Boys ☻ Marissa/Marina-BFF ☻ Bitch crusade ☻ Fleming ☻ dreading senior year ☻ new and old friends ☻ potty trips 24/7 ☻ belly button ring ☻ tongue ring fetish ☻ shopping ☻ music ☻ 2 beer queer ☻ obsessions ☻ analyzing way too much and getting yelled at ☻ body obsessions ☻ scoping the guys ☻ can’t wait for college ☻ “same shit, different day!” ☻ dance recitals ☻ making plans ☻ phone calls 24/7 ☻ 1st trip to BJ’s wholesale ☻ afternoon shower ☻ taking turns in the car ☻ addicted to gum and many more memories still to come!
the crew...Grandmaster G, Funkmaster Vic, DJ Gor, Joy D, Easy E, Chewbacca, Master B...WAWA~"can ya NOT?!?"~PIGS~westside~SAHM...Ghetto~C-wing ghetto~buckets~not so tinted~windows~non-scream-proof car~"CAN YOU TURN ON THE FULL INTERIOR LIGHTS?!~zeros~"Becky, turn off the high beams"~PSYCHO~underwear out the window~"JAMIE G LOVES JOHNNY McB!"~mobb~deep~the map~sweet reminders on cars~Zimpanis, jeeps and little black Acuras~unidentified vehicles~"ERIC...THEY'RE RIGHT IN FRONT OF US!!"~ganking~Friendly's waiters~dance like Janis Joplin~Ed Giss's Fine...Bagels and...Hello...Fans~being followed instead of following~doors locked and windows secured~"Why is the Jeep behind the Beast?"~looking for little PIGS~"C-I-T-Y you can see why"~"Less is more"~potatoes and naked body suits~J's black shirt~point on J~gold and silver police~JDW 99~PAINTERS~Screech thingy~"Hahaha I lied"~dragging 'dead' bodies to the woods~Naomi and Winona~"films"~matresses~twinnies forever~Cheese~fashion shows~the enforcer~86 that~greasy game~comfy chair~"it must be cancer"~"Ayayaayaayaahhhii!"~getting beaten with awards~Ruth's class~Fagtesta~Jesus~Leslie Bian~Berg and Pete night~Puffy and Mase foreva~tobacco~WEEDS~late nights on aol~granny underwear~mac n cheese~ph lovers~2am, 7-11~NPJ~facial masks~Nsync parties~"does your hair get caught in your butt crack?"~STAR WARS~truth or dare~room to room calling~presents for M~camps~fruitbar~electric slide~english~senor neck~Chuck's car~the game~8:42~goldfish~"Lets get personal!"~tour Beth~passerbys~la cabeza~projectile vomit~plate tectonics~red hockey jackets~Melvin and Harvey~Allen boy~home room and first period gym~Muff and Double Stuff~no wet softballs~Spread Eagle~football high~8:00 curfew~"I don't make the rules, I just follow them"~B Star~J-Crew Guy~talks @ work~"Chiga que?"~jr HR~initiation into "professional" driving~"oh sorry, I didn't see that stop sign."~doors~you've got gate~rock you like a hurricane~we're not gonna take it~name that tune~rec softball~

~"We're partners in crime, we've got that certain something~"
From such a cute face grew a wonderful young man.

Dear Andrew,

We are so happy to see you graduate as a caring, considerate, and intelligent young man. You are a terrific son and brother.

Congratulations!

GO BLUE DEVILS

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Scott

Diana and Samantha
Best Friends For Life

Matching outfits • Jazz Unlimited • Sleep overs • First fight in 3rd grade • "we're either best friends or not friends at all" • Bus rides • Big Book • Debates • Cubby • Mount Misery • Samantha's Bat-Mitzvah • My house is your house • The seven Forever • New year's eve '96 • Jack catching us • Adam's departure • Tree house with Brett and Adam • The Jacuzzi • Men In Black • Brad with the money • Walking Diana home • Diana's pact with Brian • Making a video • "The hills are alive" and "AJ's life savings" • Shopping sprees • Ocean City • Junior Prom • Taj Mahal • Broken key • Behind Samantha's couch • Video games • "Diana you have to choose" • Diana's trademark • Samantha's hair's on fire • Hanging with Bob • Behind AMC Movies with Dane and Tony • New year's eve '98 • Late night talks • Alex and Ted • Laurel Falls • Samantha's parties • Brenda mooning us • Seriously • Why-then fine • Imitations and faces • IHOP incident • Alex's basement • Diana can't get out of the elevator • We're out of control •
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER...

"You might've heard I run with a dangerous crowd. We ain't too pretty, we ain't too proud. We might be laughing a bit too loud, but that never hurt no one"

MELISSA
STACY
LARISA
JEN
SHERRY
NADINE

DESIREE
ERICA
ASHLY
HALEY
ALEXIS
KATE

Nadine and Haley

“Old friends are the best friends”

OJ fight (till this day), Florida, cigs at the dumpster, Medieval Times, neighbor nights, “I haven’t been inside yet”, our 1st and only bag, Barbie’s, “sex, you gotta be kidding me”. Chris and Skippy. West side days, calls at 4 in the morning, we made a pact, Dean slaps Nay at recess, mood rings for V-day, Ponce de Leon-Jake, Mr. Winfield, My name is Timmy c’mon, I’m the greatest man alive, Kool-aid dying-clean up. Do you want to see something funny, “I didn’t know boys could do that”, nights at Kaplan’s and Reilly’s, cleaning boot at Gunther’s, DMB ‘99-pregame at Kuhl’s, Little Bo Peep, The shore night w/ Kyle(7), Ocean City night, Nadine’s poor sportsmanship, cone poems, Nazle and Hazle, ghost of jon, Last American Virgin, math class, Goldberg always yelling at Nay, Hal making Nay laugh while reading aloud, NYC, Melissa and the French braid, being gothic, wearing Limited outfits inside out, turkey trot, Sharp Bulldogs, getting separated at Cotillion, Memorial Day weekend ’99, 8th grade dance, movies w/ parents, giving back BF charms, BF charm stuck in radiator heater, Trolls, lipsmackers, cherry to the max, bike accident, Mrs. Grisham, dodge ball in dining room, TAG with Mr. Schultz, sliding down under the table, Robby S., Heather’s before Hebrew, Jordan Mellul and Matt Minoff back in the day, Haley telling on Nadine and Lana for going through the hole in the fence at recess, apologizing by giving BF charm, Schnell’s class, Nay always being too loud, “This woman’s work” on repeat, and many more.
Congratulations
Joy to have near.
A mazing in working hard to reach your goals and aspirations.
Caring, concerned, and kind.
Living life to the fullest.
You're unique, musical, and always trying to make a difference.
Never say never; always keep an eye on your compass to weather any storms along the way and stay on course.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jeff, Marc and grandparents.

Special Thanks to:
Mr. Yurko, Mr. Lacey, Mr. Keleher and to the memory of Mr. Hough.
Meeting at Tina’s ♥ Utopia ♥ Sylvia & Rob ♥ Braves ♥ softball ♥ “films” ♥ “Diameter of a circle!” ♥ “Will you pay me to lick his ear?” ♥ Spanish projects ♥ ribbon dancer ♥ Janine introducing herself to everyone, everywhere ♥ Gina’s beach house ♥ Artie & Matt ♥ camp out at the MTV beach house ♥ always at Janine’s ♥ “What’s your schedule?” ♥ walks to Gaetano’s ♥ Daddy Paul ♥ Armageddon ♥ after hours ♥ sleepover’s in Janine’s basement ♥ pig outs ♥ Total REquest ♥ sitting on porch ♥ field hockey pre-season ♥ Cheese ♥ no friends ♥ Aerosmith concerts ♥ dressing as each other on Halloween ’98 ♥ hating horses ♥ New Years ’97/’98 ♥ Blink 152 FANatic ♥ Varsity Blues ♥ Ryan & Paul ♥ “Well then I’ll have melon!” ♥ Jello Wrestling ♥ Memorial Day ’98 ♥ nowhere to go ♥ shopping centers ♥ Klondikes ♥ Barnes & Noble findings ♥ Friendly’s ♥ butterfly pj’s w/balloon crown ♥ chapekicks ♥ 6th period lunch & chipwishes ♥ our favorite religion ♥ singing like manicas ♥ being crazy ♥ “N Sync initiation ♥ Everyone LOVES iodine!” ♥ exchange student from Havelock ♥ Florida ♥ Erotica Best Western ♥ The BEARD ♥ “It’s the Sports Dominator!” ♥ finding the Braves ♥ Greg Malloy ♥ swimming in tornado watches ♥ room to room calling ♥ presents for M ♥ late night fights ♥ Myles & Andre ♥ meeting Isaac Hanson ♥ owning identified vehicles ♥ Skeletor ♥ salt ♥ Taco Parties ♥ most random kid in our grade ♥ “There’s no naked R.E.M video!” ♥ The Price is Right ♥ countdown to licenses ♥ mourning Braves losses ♥ 6th period Broadcasting ♥ senior field hockey ♥ visits to each others work ♥ English accents ♥ A League of Their Own reenactments ♥ squashed into cars ♥ Paradise City ♥ Britney Spears ♥ shopping… ♥ “And you’re doing it”? ♥ …all we forgot and all that’s to come.
Dear Shera,

You light up our lives!

May that light always shine down upon you and your dreams!

We love you always,
Mom, Dad, Shana & Muffin

---

Dear Lindsay,

With bright brown eyes and a head full of curls, You've always been one of those very special girls. Bringing laughter and love to your family and friends, We know that your journey now begins and not ends. So you'll move on to college and many different scenes, But you'll always be our Lindsay who fulfills all our dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Shelby

---

Lara

You have style, charm and wit that are truly your own.
Your self-confidence allows you to stand tall and alone.
You'll take off and fly solo very soon.
And thank you so much for cleaning your room!

"From then until now. The good times and, the bad, we will always hold a special place in each others heart forever!"

Keith & Kelly

We're so proud and love you dearly,
Mom, Dad, Nicholas, Vincent, and Maggie
A Poem for "Us"

A twin is something special,  
As special as can be,  
But nothing can beat,  
The bond between him and me.

I have other siblings,  
None as special as he,  
He is always there,  
To stick up for me.

From sharing our rooms,  
To sharing our birthdays,  
We don’t often part,  
We have our special ways.

We have a bond,  
A bond from the past,  
Through the fights we have,  
The bond it will always last.

When Jon went in for surgery,  
I was very mad,  
What did he do,  
To deserve something so bad.

We have come to the time,  
Where we have to part,  
It is off to college,  
To act all smart.

When the surgery was over,  
I did not really mind,  
I was happy he was “OK”,  
Yet sad, that he was blind.

Although we are apart,  
The memories won’t end,  
You’re not just my brother,  
Your also - - my FRIEND!!

Love Always,  
Your Twin Sister,

Debbie

Deborah and Jonathan Goodman
Joanne-
I’m so happy to see you succeeding! Congrats on all of your accomplishments! Thanks for being the best big sister a brother could ever have. I love you lots!
I know I haven’t said it very often, and I know I haven’t showed it very often, (haha) but I do, and don’t forget that!

Good Luck!

We laughed, we cried, we shared clothes
We played freeze tag, we shopped, we even played with paper dolls
But most of all, we spent 18 years of our life as best friends.

Not only have you grown up to be an intelligent young woman
But you’ve grown up to be the beautiful person we grew to love.

We are so very proud of all you have accomplished and all that you are
Just remember one thing before you embark on your journey
Make your future be as special as the times we shared in the past

Love,
Kris & Cathy
Dearest Arianna,

The sky's the limit!

We love you always and forever—

Leigh, Joel, David, Eve, Mom, and Dad

---

DEAR JULIE,

WE DREAM FOR YOU...
A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE, WITH
WONDERFUL FRIENDS,
GOOD HEALTH, HAPPINESS,
AND SUCCESS THAT SHOULD
NEVER END.

LOVE... MOM, DAD, HOLLY
BOB & TYLER
Someone out running in the jungle somewhere
Trips to Maryland
Victory Dances
Camille’s Bally pass
Lack of coordination (Tae-Bo)
12 people in a little car—Always room for one more!!!!
Random Sound Effects
Gold Teeth (with initials)
Santa Clause picture
I’m not cheap, I’m conservative!
Always looking out for each other
Infamous track jump

I want some milk, let’s go to Wawa.
Jet-skiing instructor
Special 70’s dances (tap dancing)
“I’m not breaking combs anymore!”
nights at Seaside
Macumba stalker
Crazy bus ride

DRAMA
YEA, Head!!
you’re all going to Collingswood!

Yea it’s mine... I used miracle grow
Fred and Dennis

Roses (324)

All natural Higns
“To the Bat Cave!”
“My cape, Alfred!”
“Juniors, split up!!!!”
“The men in the white coats are your friends....
“Ode to the specialness!!”
The voices in my head made me do it! Honest!!
There’s laws against that....

NO moma NO!!

Dinner Chats
“I luv me some....”
Waiting until 9:00 to go to Applebee’s (happy hour)

“Why do Good Girls like Bad Boys?”

Walking with a bounce
T.A.G.
Impact, baby!!
Crazy, unforgettable people
Stupid Points!!!!
Timbuck, more spices!!
Yes, Massa Jones!!
MORHOLILICA

Morgan

Hollie

Jessica
ALEXIS & AMANDA

"Best friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget."

best friends since kindergarten, jenny spanks me, recitals, floating feather, skiing trips, "are you her guardian", no keds to school, sneaking into the mall, falling at the movies, skating rink every Friday, summers in Sea Isle and Wildwood, Alexis's summer change, rollerblading down the shore, stalking Mike Casey, "are you breaking up with me", deck parties, fights with Lauren and Danielle, zine and flippers, Jimbioni, Uncle Oogie's, dropping pizza, "don't be like that", blind dog, chasing Drew down the promenade, chunky baby, year of phone calls, Jay and Bob's snacks, Danny and family, the moped, iguanas, Sophomore Cotillion, obsessions with dates, Breakers, "don't worry about it"- Mike, Colin, and Greg, watching volleyball, "peas are good", Pine Canyon, jumping in the jeep, threats with the shovel, Amanda's splinter, "my mom beats me with a crutch", rain on the beach, baked potato, polo, taking pictures, tram car ride, hot lifeguard, black hat, "how about a pizza", Mike and Steve, chez chez, movie star Charlie, falling off waverman, party with hot guys, hanging from balcony, basketball guys, trips to Florida, Boomers and Miami Subs, Pompano Bowl, walking through drive-thru, Beach Place, laser pointers from Chris, walks with Jason and Jimbo, pretending to be Spanish, Freddy and Boo, surfer beach, jumping fish, pants stuck on, hey fat boy, "back it up", clubbing, "I'm Puerto Rico", there's some hoes in this house, "you can taste it", New Year's party, Greek agora, bunny's friend, Travis and Jen Smith, greasy window at McDonald's, Giae, car ride to mafia's house, "of course she's raising her fat hand", superbowl with Greg and Bobby, concerts Irene's aggressiveness, "I wanna vacuum", Junior Prom, Diane's, J Dub and Applebees, swimming in cold pool, Taco Bell, Brian's dancing, following pathfinder, getting lost in Cherry Hill, our driving, BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
Tina & Katie

"A best friend is a sister that destiny forgot to give you."

Katie/Tina...Tina/Katie...same thing✈️8th Grade Field Hockey✈️“Do you know C.T?”✈️Dreading B-wing Every Morning✈️M.Magnet✈️N.Y. Trip✈️Ashes in our noses✈️Memorial Day Weekend✈️Clubbing✈️Palm Reader in The Village✈️Dare or Dare✈️Three Towns with Eastern Guys✈️Pat rolling down the slide✈️“Who cares it’s Summer (98)!”✈️“We got Karate and Breaka”✈️Behind the Mansion✈️Camden Town Fiesta✈️4:13 Party✈️Senior Prom ’99✈️Kwizame’s Morning Gifts✈️DECA✈️Random Boot✈️Video Camera-man✈️mystery caller✈️Pulling All Nighters✈️Heebie Jeebies✈️Gripping the Butt✈️Uninvited Sleepovers✈️Frazzled Dazzled ✹ Scented Memories✈️Trying to get Sherry home✈️“That’s my jawn!”✈️Mount Holly Boys✈️Pounds to Everyone✈️K-dogg✈️“Look, I’m an E-wak.”✈️Reggae Room✈️Kate against the window✈️Tina’s derelicts✈️poison ivy✈️raw mouth-“Special thanks to Cpt. Crunch”✈️Lean-It’s in the Bag✈️

TO BE CONTINUED....
Dear Anna,
To my favorite little Russian:
"I do swear that I'll always be there, I'd give anything and everything and I will always care. Through weakness and strength, happiness and sorrow, for better or worse, I will love you with every beat of my heart." - Shania Twain

Love Always,
Sheri (the one and only)

Melissa and Kristen

Sisters

We're sisters forever, forever we will be,
I call you Mel and you call me Kri,
We're so very close, only a year and a half apart,
Even though you'll be at college, you're always in my heart.
It seems just like yesterday we were playing on the swings,
Don't you really miss doing all of those silly things?
All of these great memories seem like yesterday,
The years go by so fast, at least that's what they say.
So now you're off to college, I know that you must go,
But there is something else I think that you should know:
I LOVE YOU!!
Sher & Lex... Best Friends Forever.

"Can I call you Lexi?", Chesapeake (the beginning of forever), screamer, secret crushes hidden in heart balloon, Truth or Dare in the big room, talking all night, goldfish fight, boogie cupcakes, T.I.G. Fridays, walking to Lex's, trampoline pix, popcorn janitors, imaginary quarter, scooter soccer, brrrrr, scaring Er with the haunted doll, Christmas mix, slipping and sliding with Kyle's dad, dragging Lex, If you find a boogie under your pillow..., Michigan t-shirt, walking to Ralph's in the ice storm, Rinky and Docty, "Don't touch my dum dum Roshid", overflow in SteM, "That's a really stylish bag... salt, "The Stupids", witchcraft phase, belly-shirt and airwalks are the ish, imported skunk hair toupee, Larry's happy dog, bunk bed notes, preposition song, skinning Lexi's face, GK-Sherry Divietro, grabbing Lexi's boob, pictureless birthday poster, jailbreak, Great Adventure, Southern Comfort (once was enough), the Bob and Marvin break-in, Chase calling us wenches, sister lookalikes, Cerasi experiences, "I just want my bag", tedious braids, delayed "did you just hit me?", Tim's a lovely woman, dip driving, best-friend class rings, lesbians, "ahhh, it's for me, not you!", late night phone convo's, almost job, 5:30 arrival, all alone in the trunk, bra and panty dancing, Zegan's sweet 16, hugging till we hit the ground, missing the last step, Stone's '99, losing the bloody pee tickets, footprints in the basement, Pitcher's, Potter's (dancing on the tables), Steve Miller, airplane hat, peg riding, Crazy girls, Yianni's, sacrifice of the balloon, "Excuse meeex", first time make-up, "Call mysteries unsolved!", junior prom twins, "Do you girls want some meatballs?". You turn my raindrops into rainbows. Thank-you for being my best friend, you mean the world to me!

"When my wings have failed me, you've been there to carry me, and that's all I need to get by."
A Best Friend is a sister that destiny forgot to give you.

Numbnuts* Superman* diners* silent monk* Tom's* Tammy's* Faraway Jay* Girls nites* Ruff Ryders* trips to teh hospital* summer girls* just the 4 of us* Freshman dance Kevin (we see him everywhere)* Great Adventure '98* cars breaking down* just for Feet* driving our boys cars* sister IN-LAW* powder puff* playboy* "Are you gonna climb the tree?"* Chet* the church* "Um... we're drifting"* thug* Halloween '98* Brian's everynite* meeting Kimie* Fashion shows* Hercules and Xena* ENDOT* the magic bean* JOLT* the penes game* naked barbies* "we can dress as red lobsters and say we work at red lobsters* mean cops* NSYNC concert* Vincey's goodbye* dot spot* ignition bowling* playing pool... you want to play another game? we'll tell our mommy to wait* backyard sleepover (it's pouring outside)* designated pee spots* "You sexy thang"* he hooked up with his own cousin?!!!* foreskin fries* Scream-Matt is a hottie* "smell me, do i smell like it?"* dani girl* leukemia* "Queenie E has spoken, Cessy D agrees, Archie K seconds that"* make it stop!!!* cyber sex* hackey* best friends for six years* OK Boss* the outsiders* Bakeley* Freshman science* Dilba's class* ....... and many, many, many, many more to come
Dear Rachel,
Life brings us many gifts,
But none so special as you.
Your smile, your love, and your strength,
Is in everything you do.

No challenge for you is ever too great,
No small task ever too much.
A friend, a sister, a daughter,
A gift to whose lives you touch.

Watching you grow has brought
endless joy,
Pride and love that the two of us share.
As you continue to grow, be happy,
And know that I'm always there!

Love,
Mom

Shopping at the mall (for
different seasons!), Boston 1999,
 late rehearsals for Annie and The
Broadway Revue, Gypsy and
Summer Theatre, driving in
Erika's blue minivan, East Singers,
Ocean City, my van during the
bomb scare, Miss Piggy, Baskin
Robbins, movies. I know we'll
be friends forever!!

Alyssa & Kim
Cousins separated at birth—
Reunited at East!
We're so glad we found each other!

We're the same person!, Sisters??!,
moving butterfly shirts, pink
power hand bracelets, same
number, Beek Buddies, 1-800 phone
conversations, Bertucci's &
Friday's (split smoothie & flower
balloons!), Belles, Baby June,
trick-or-treating, June birthdays,
never making it to Beau Sweetheart
(Camden & La Campagne instead),
first frat party at Cornell, always
double cast, Limited sticker booth,
decision making at the mall!, 7th
period visit & trip to Wawa,
Tarzan, hating to fly. No matter
how far away we are, we'll still be
really close!! I know we'll be best
friends forever!!

Friends ( & Cousins)
Forever!
Rachel & Tim

"Side by side, or miles apart, someone like you stays close to my heart"
The sweetest thing \ shopping \ Craig and Leigh \ English 3AP \ home room \ I hope you don't
mind that I called 12:15 phone call \ talking for four hours and change \ no one's that
interesting \ Tim, you're all red! Uh, Rachel had the heat up \ \ driving home without shoes \
beating curses \ take sleeping \ 1:15 am \ May 30, 1994 \ don't want this to be a one time thing \
That's not my hand \ that's Dan's hand \ 5 hours \ Austin Powers \ more hour \ I don't want to
leave \ hour days \ JDR \ Rugrat \ beanie babies \ Sad Sam \ New Orleans \ Israel letters \ She
found the letters \ I'm never coming over again \ I'm never going in your basement again \ I'll
pack your lunch (more) \ going to the gym \ Lindsay's Beach house \ June 6, 1999 \ hope you don't
mind that I told him we're together \ So, what degree are we? \ Wanna help me feed my
iguana? \ hairy back \ sweaty palms \ taking Tracy for walks \ skipping \ volleyball games \
getting lost in Princeton \ Wanna stay for dinner? \ It's you're turn \ It's even \ baking cookies
and getting caught with chocolate on our mouths \ benchers \ Can I pick that \ \ hurly
pimples \ bowling alley \ m-happy \ soon to be Mr. and Mrs. Beetleheim \ tongue like an iguana
Javier's phone call \ I love U2 \ whenever you call, I'm up \ singing in the car \ sleeping on the
couch \ I love your stomach \ Can I have a hug? \ belly farts and tummy growls \ tickle
tortures \ What is time \ toshitos \ ketchup and mustard \ Your smell \ making me nauseous \ small
rats \ my brother's girlfriend said \ I don't want to be afraid anymore \ September 8, 1999 \ it's a
Jimmy ray \ Rae \ burping \ lets ask Mikey and Barto \ TV \ Flyers \ Spirit Week Dance \ the best
time of our lives \ June 6, 1999 \ forever

Lindsay & Blake

"The Moments May Be Temporary, But The Memories Will Last Forever"

- Boring Friday Night - Aerobed - Summer of '98
- Breaking In Big Red - Lindsay's 17th Birthday -
  Gone Bad - Pepe - Dog With Brown Head -
  Intimidating Tamara - "Pick One" - Lindsay The
  Letdown & Lindsay The Liar - 4/2/99 - The Journey
  Begins - Naughty Ping-Pong Tournaments - Sushi
  Dinners - "Did You Do Your Smiling Exercises
  Today?" - Beat Downs - The Prawn In The Brush -
  Big Teeth - "I'm Afraid To Do That" - Mikey's
  Garage - $5 Licenses - B101.1 vs. Rap - College
  Applications - The Stress Never Goes Away - The
  Summer Of '99 - Punk Party, Midnight Cowboy, 6.4
  Miles Round Trip, Caught! - "You're Eating For
  Two" - Sleeping On The Phone - Mononucleosis
  Everyday For A Month - Junior Prom Excitement
  Flows Like The Nile - Fighting (Constantly)
  Tickle Tortures - 8/23/99 - The Dawn Of A New Era
  Invent A Kiss - "No More Gifts...I Can't Afford
  It" - Quarter Partners - Picture Perfect - Except
  For Lindsay - "I'm Leaving" - Well Fine Then, Rye
  Coke Ices - Little Bite - Big Bite - King of
  Prussia - James Bond - Memorial Day Nightmare
  "There's No Release" - "I'm Cold" - "I'm Hot"
  The House of Yes - Eyes Open - DECA Nationals
  Fake Crying - Snake - Lunch Table Sarcasm - Our
  Talks - Kinko's 2am - Never Again
  "Blake, You'll Always Be #1"
  "The One And Only Lindsay - Simply Put, The Best"
Carly & Rachel

"Apart or together, we'll be best friends forever"

★ pool bathroom ★ coal bark ★ wet dollar ★
★ falling off chairs ★ america online(tick) ★
★ cooking(jell-O surprise and peanut butter cupcake) ★
★ domino rally ★ joanne ★ queen hatcheputz ★
★ treadmill ★ nintendo etchies ★ sages ★ tuna ★
★ birthday sleepovers ★ kindergarten math and reading ★
★ it doesn't matter if you win or lose ★ spicy stuff ★
★ falling through beds(carly's and camp) ★ stomach aches ★
★ double dare ★ servises(big nose and flower lady) ★
★ never understand each other ★ designate 4 u ★
★ just joking habit ★ out of control ★ porcelain legs ★
★ egg leg, conforter ★ bringing spaghetti everywhere ★
★ flipping off monkey bars ★ can you hear chewing ★
★ phillies(bald guy, double name) ★ butcher knife ★
★ skating parties(do you want to go out) ★ hiccup ★ fy chu ★
★ disgusting nails ★ cousin it ★ homeless guy ★
★ meditation at sana's parties ★ friendly's ★
★ walking into refrigerator ★ pee-wee soccer ★
★ fuzzy portable phones(can't hear each other) ★
★ fugitives in country walk ★ walls(kasey, rachel's, israel) ★
★ getting gasoline ★ ignoring rachel ★ gym fights ★
★ rachel's confusion ★
Sara - Over the fourteen years we have spent together, we have shared many memories, some good and some not so good. Though my room was never clean, you always helped me clean it. And whenever I forgot to take my shoes off before going upstairs, you always kindly reminded me to take them off. And when you shut your door on Jessie's nose, Adam B. and I were very supportive to help you get through such a traumatizing situation. On a serious note, you have always been there for me when I needed you. Just remember, I will always be there for you. I know that when you go to school, you will excel in whatever you set out to do. And remember, you can always call me when your computer breaks, but unfortunately you can't call me to get your things when you leave them upstairs! And I hope that you find a "fashion coordinator" as talented as I am! I love you now and always.

Love, Adam (and Jessie, who loves you too!)

<&ABC>

DEAREST SARA,
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT ONE PERSON CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD. I AM SO PROUD OF YOU. YOU WILL ALWAYS BE IN MY HEART! WITH LOVE, MOM MOM RENEE
Sherry and Nadine

"In my best friend, I find my second self"}

Nay thinks no gas. "Do you know my brother Anthony?", Melissa's pants, Potter's, Sher's brillants fart, Nay's Austin Powers day, the big green dress. Friend's, Laroy. American Pie for the third time, "If you come with Nadine, leave with Nadine", dollar for cigs. Responsible Nadines, No Names, Snares, splitting sides because we have no tolerance, Mini-Me, tris, Sher driving after Schaefer's, Natty Queens, Yianni's, permanent shotgun. "Nay, watch the door while I pee", summer of 6, tattoo down the shore, "Open me up boy", Yacco, leaving early for late nights. Mouthful of Cavities, clams and spaghetti. "Sher or Nay got one less", starting off at Sher's, Nay lights house on fire - "Somebody's having a barbecue", Dress You Up, Tsai's skinny mirror, Crazy Girls, "N" and "S", getting too excited all the time, twice on Sundays, shoulders, "I feel like Sonya in this shirt", Lockman's dressing room, Todd's down the shore, license # written down at Dunkin Donuts, Soozie me, "Sher you know Blind Melon?", Sher's 6th grade attire, "I'm wet between the legs... Oh no it's b/c of the sour cream", looking forward to summer '00-102 N. 22nd Ave, Sharp Bulldogs, or shore house-7 hook w/ Kyle, Nadine Geller and Brad Bing, Friends, disappearing on me, "I stopped using the shower when...", trip to the dollar store w/ pooh and moo. And everything else we forgot!!!

Sherry-Even though we went to Sharp together & were in the same group of close friends, we never grew really close to one another. At a time when friendships are so uncertain, you came into my life as a constant reminder of how sweet life can be. You showed me the meaning of a real and true friend. I don't think I could've gotten through these last years w/o you. Love Nadine

Jen's first day of first grade-6th grade brawl-Inchworms-Riding bikes yonder-Mofo tart kant-Larisa's obsessions-Crashing w/ Bob V-Proms-Blankies-Christmas mornings-Valentine's Day...snagged-Jobs together-Arrested in park-Stone Harbor-First kisses-Tris-Trippin' field' - Vlad days and the FAM-Leigh and Sica-Jen's endless boyfriends-E-babies-ECU visit-YRaps-Natty queens-Concerts-Soccer games-Playing in the snow-Club Wawa-Funneling-Nights of oblivion-SoCo and the Captain-Stealing clothes-Dunlop baroot-Pregaming EVERYTHING-Ski trips-Reeb tears-Freshmen tools(us and them)-Philly trips-speedline-Pig escapes:hide and seek-Oodles of noodles-Senior prom '99-Booting-Use of outside facilities-Breaking into Willowdale-Random-shady hookups-Halloween dressups-Sleeping at Marvin's-Late night boot-tang-Grubbins after school-Noose and the boys-Springdale deli-Walks to Holly Ravine-Nepoli's and Guiseppe's-BK all the way-Snackbar-Dolls and the black eye-Injuries inflicted by Larisa-Driving simlessly-Boomers at Larisa's-buggin' face-Ripped conversations-Kasselman days- "You aren't one too, are you?"-New Year's at Getson's-Sledding at Bret Harte: "Ris, I can't breathe!"-Obsessions w/ Nicky-Dumb blonde-First spoon-"Uhh...Can I borrow a pencil? OK, now we're friends"-Boag-a-stoag-Journey-Dave trying to be a player-Ralph and Lawrence-Tsai's-solo in 7th grade-Catch spot-Summer of 6~
Friends 'til the End

Sherry pushing Gina's mom of the ski lift. Gina deciding at the last minute that she didn't wanna go on the ski lift. Smyth's class; Anatomy; Cranial Nerves; abbreviations; late night; studying; Dunkin' Donuts; Steaming, Islam stories; Where'd you get that Orange Juice?; Video music; Gambling tactics in the pool. Last days of disco; matter, antimatter, and don't matter; Long phone conversations. Camera break day '98; Question game; hurdle attempts; leg pictures.

An Inseparable Bond

Peaking potato chips & gum balls
"Hey what's that?-I dunno... a BALL?"
omophy madness & Kokomo & Domino Show
hiking in sharp woods & "the rope"
mad breakfast appetites & self-causing mishaps
making anyone play b-ball every day
Cassie's eating the kitball & sweatshirt incident
"Go ahead amy, kokomo won't bite"
6th grade softball team & putting tomatoes in Beran's hair
flour fight & science class freshman year

Gina & Amy

Alex and Diana 1-23-99...

1st date Applebee's Mafia Sunday night movies the field Country Walk, buying my Saturn proms week at ocean city concerts ice skating hanging out in basement sleep overs Great Adventure Freight Fest the gym Finngans Susan's house family dinners Friday night restaurants whining little girl mirrors Chinese tickle torture What is this Christmas '99 millennium...We don't have any problems so we create our own...

Diana: You made me realize so much. In the past year you have not only made me realize what love is, but you also made me realize what friendship is. We have done everything together and I just want you to know that I love you. We have been through thick and thin, and you will always hold the biggest place in my heart.

Alex: When I met you my life changed. You are not only my boyfriend, you are my best friend. Words can't describe how happy you make me. Whenever I need a shoulder to cry on or someone to make me laugh, I know you will always be by my side. I love you.
No family has ever felt more pride than we do for what you have accomplished. We are awed by your discipline, motivation, and essential goodness. Thanks for the wonderful memories.
~We love you~

Mom, Dad, Justin, and Bret
THE BODY ELECTRIC

"THE WEIRD ROADIE"

"THE SEX SYMBOL"

"THE GOOFY BASSIST"

"THE MUSCLE BOUND DRUMMER"

- THREE PIECE SUIT-AMERICAN POETRY, GROOVE PAD.
- TRANSPARENT NIPPLE MONGERS, PASTRAMI MUMMY.
- IRISH NAUGAhKO- KOSHER BEEF AND THE BOYS-MEAT CORNUCOPIA.
- PONTIANG AND THE GANG-CHILDEREN OF THE MEATFOD-LOG JAMMIN-
- GUTTERBALLS- SKYH MARK-SREAMING MONKEY STICK-GERMAN FROGHT REICH-Benchers-Japan-INSTRAT KARMA-PERIPHERAL VISION-
- BAHAMAS-MAJORDAN'S ONE EYED TURKEY- XANADU.

Jake ~

I could never ask for, want, or need a better brother, because I have the best in you. I LOVE YOU!

Love Always,
Zara
Meredith and Erica
Bestfriends Forever

"If it hurts you to look back and frightens you to look ahead, just look beside you and I'll be there."

eighth grade click, noodle fight, summer '99, driving the Benz, Felicity and 90210 nights, shady accident, faced on the beach, sick at the Greenhouse, sleepovers, funneling in the shower, rollerblading on the boards, getting decked out, The Nile, daquari's at The Taj, "you hooked up with who?", Schwartz's shore house, Tutta Fresca, Kuhl's class, tripping at King of Prussia, grilled cheese sandwiches, Mer's shady obsessions, endless hours on the phone, talking ish, Saginaw days, going blonde for the summer, late night sessions, shopping sprees, guy problems, Myles, shutdown at Body Graphics, whose house, Mer's bathroom dilemmas, "Er I'm coming over, I can't deal", Mac & Cheese, bumpin' to Buttercup, "I think I'm like him." "No you don't." "I know."

Studio bugout, the tubetop triplets, disfunctional at Spirit Week, crazy nights at Mer's moms, going out for breakfast, talking about the "other" bf, shady drivebys, trasvestite at 7-11, Dez's shorehouse, fancy dinner by ourselves, "I want to be high like Mer.", sending cards just because, tampon problems at Chesapeake, late night munchies, water-ice and beer runs, no sense of direction, brawl at Steve Miller concert, pile ons, Snoop Dog, "that's messed up.", "can I see some I.D.", Gloria, the prom, B.B. obsessions, Alex's Bat-Mitzvah, "Why are they together, I hate her!", the field, running from the pigs, Melissa's New Years party, late night visitors, watching movies, robbers in Er's garage, Potter's parties, Zegen's yits, weekend at Tsi's, endless ride from Margate to wildwood to Margate and back to Wildwood again, under Bret Harte, playing tennis with Aunt Amy, chilling on the tramp, ski trip, "why does "I never" get you so wasted?", sleepovers at Mer's mom's, slammers and many more....
Let's go drive 'til morning comes...Watch the sun rise...To fill our souls up
Homecoming; Arthur; Fun Day '99; Renee come back; Baking cookies + serending; 1 month
Honeymoon; The library; U2; Valentine Day; dances; Rainy Friday; tapped out, City of Angels; I
love you #1 in the snow; Paintworks and the stalking van; lax outings; The WING EATING
CONTEST; lunch table; dancing at Hammer's, Puritan style; Santana; Laughing at the ceiling;
Junior Prom, The beach; killer Seagull; Memorial Day picnic and the baby eating Kujo; LBI; the
fastest way is to take the bus; drunk lady with a fat dog; Big Blue, Ole Faithful; Summertime street
dances; Silk & Spice; we're going to be statistics; our wooded spot; the trees; white knight & his
cries; Haddonfield; American Beauty; Ice skating; Obuse; not verbinger; you aren't funny, I am not
laughing; muppet faces, flaring nostrils 3W: Caniano's: "He's gone to be my brother--in--law"

Congratulations

ELISSA SHAPIRO

... on a job well done!

Love, Mom, Dad, Seth & Matt
- Brown boots • Dr. Co-evil • December 4th, 1999 • Cops at tot lot • Village door knob • Fight at Zagara's • Bridge jumping • Gordon hits the grass • Bryce and the parked tree • Carolds • "Palmolive" • Scavenger hunt • Bryce's international relations • Pea Head • 2-car pileup • "First you address me, then you mock me!" • Ice-tea shaken not stirred • Butt for butt • Kessler's party • "Just hook up with Barnes already" • "Well we're already late" • Buddy the taco bell dog • Exact change • N64 • Water filled bottles • Fake woods • Laughed it out • "I don't wear my chain anymore" • "This drawer is a little short" • Cara's hotel party • Diet coke explosion • "That's Barnes', Mom" • Josh vs. The Battle Van • Palmolive fights Barnes • Gordon's emergency brake • Ghetto rider • Pool table challenges • Christening the winney • Random hookups • Moodswings • Colberg meets the car • "I think I broke my palm" • Great Adventure Trips • LL Cool J from Exxon • Febreeze • Bringing out every New Year • Head-bread • Doughlar • Nasty Ice • The silver 30 • Gordon's polite radar detector • Mike changing channels • "18 year-old model" • "Who wants a lipper?" • "Player's Club" • "It's hailing in July" • Pea bags • Gordon's manual window • Big Red Crackers • Smurf pee • Josh's corner pharmacy • Club Panty • "We were at church" • Toothpick • Trashcan bowling • Recycling can chase • Josh's flip-off • Halloween water balloons • Helmet meets glass • McDonald's cups • "Who's driving tonight?" • Left hand shifting • Taco Bell talks • Football • Pool house parties • "Is she dead?" • Empty on turnpike • "Mr. Welch is coming" • "Is Josh gay?" •

RIIIIGGHT!!!
The Crew: Crouton (Bryce M) • Baby Huey (Jeff M) • Double A (Mike C) • Pink Panther (Gordon M) • Coma (Rob S) • Vert (Josh K) • Stroboto (Steve R) • UPS Baby (Blayne M) • Peahead (Jill S) • Wench (Liz W) • WHS (Bret A) • ERR (Nick F) • Casabushy (Jen C) • G.I.N.A (Gina M) • Palmolive (Rob P) • Stutter (Jeff B) • Village Doorknob (Lauren H) • Mini Me (Cara F) • Dothead (Jen)

To the Crew: Love, peace, and chicken grease
To the families: Love ya and thanks for everything
Dear Alexis,
God sent us an angel to love from heaven. With your beautiful smile, adorable laugh, and wonderful caring ways, you have brought joy and happiness to our lives. Our little girl has grown into a beautiful young lady. May your life be full of happiness and may all your dreams come true.

We love you and are proud of you.

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Anthony

Dear Jamie,

We wish you sunshine days, lifelong friendships, and dreams that come true.

We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments. We know that you will be a great success in college.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Tom
Dan & Rafie

Running from the bat, Rein, Trips to Philly, Getting use of 4ft. plastic, ski trips, "Do you have playstation or 64", meeting at Bret Harte, pointless arguments, chillin’ in cars, nights at Rutgers, TGIF, fire, first experiences, concerts, Stealing Zev’s car, cartridges, getting in 102 concert and before, long walks, and bike rides, Canadensis, chillin’ with Kuhl, fake items, Together summers, back porch, corruptness, Fat Guy at Geatono’s, Work, Great Adventure, chillin’ with bros, Missing train, NY adventure(piece), Phish weekend, Rat Pack, Talkin’ ish, Turkey trot, night at acto, the shore, vacations, our boys, making angel in snow, weekend at Jana’s, Shadiness, secret society, Israel New Years, faced on beach till 5:30 AM, Village Thrift nut case, Family get togethers, green footer, German Class antics, Breakfast before school, code words, Phases, double team, sleepovers; many more, but forget due to loss of brain cells.
ELISSA AND JOHANNA

15 Years of Friendship: Let’s give it up for: JCC Preschool, Mrs. Rozofsky (The Rozofsky’s), Pretty Woman, Dirty Dancing, Our Famous Shows, Chris, Triplets, BF charms, Freshman Dance, Picture’s at Elissa’s house, “I live in a house near a stop sign...”, Chopped Liver, Goat Girl, Fishcake, “Air Aid, Air Aid”, “Can you telephone from a spaceship?”, Uncle Georgie, pomegranate seeds, Hebrew High, Weekends at the shore, Old Time Photos, Arkanoid, Tongue, Judah, Prosp to Sari, Ben, & Rafie, The Wailers, JGB, Allman’s, Lenny, Matching clothes, Brady Bunch, Lucky 7, skiing, Two, Larry & Stevie, Juffy Lube, IL, MM, Marcy & Darcy, Geography, Victor, Schmuckler & Gary, Tiulim ‘96-You guys rock, Spirit Week Dances, Parent Trap, Sweatin’ to the Oldies, Belinda Carlisle, Lenny Kravitz, Beep, Gabe on the hill, watching Israel video, Rocky Mountains & Flat Plains, I Got You Babe, Chillin’ with Alise, Leon, Gil, Bloody Mary, Charles, Vito’s and whatnot with Ben & Rafie, our guy lists in hebrew school, Chem class, Switching Keds and Boots, Hot Jason, Sari sleeping... “Happy Hanukkah”, matofu, xylof, Hodu, Field Hockey-Helen, casinos, karaoke, Presidential Suite at Rittenhouse... Where’s Brad Pitt?, feeding the ducks, Sister Act, Fellheimer, ytraps, Dazed and Confused-Slater, Conjunctivitis Twins, surreys, when Hazel pulled the handle off, Judie-Stop! Oh no!, Kenny-Beauty & the Beast, Steve-food shows, Steve-O, Bo & Ob, sleepovers, drinking a reeb in Israeli mall. Chahudi & Motoe, Lopes, Playgirl, Nude playing cards, Elvira Kipnis, Penny, sledding, sorority, Claire & Charlie, Claire’s party, Esther & Arkie’s answering machine, Martha, Purim Play, Spaceballs, Nick’s Roast beef, Faced at Turkey Trot & Spirit Week Dance, You’re a Schmoo!, Mr. Sacks, Adon Olam, Messiaich, Shapkuhisky’s, Joe & Moe

“Of I had a single flower for every time I thought of you, I’d walk in a beautiful garden all my life through.”
MEN OF EAST

JOSE
SHWAG
MINOFF
MIKEY
ROCHE
KASEN
NEIL
'SHUA
JAY
JAKE
JORDAN
A.J.
DAVE
ROB
BLAKE
D-GOLD

GAMBLERS ANONYMOUS-DOMINOES-FLORIDA FOOTBALL-BASKETBALL-BLOODY NIGHT LUNCH-PLAY THE STAPLE-CLUBBING-SOLAPSE-MEZAMINE LEVEL-CARLI'S LOVE DUNGEON-FOREIGN DIPLOMAT-KASEN EPISODE MEXICAN COUPLES TIMBABWU-PINK IS THE COLOR OF LIFE-
NEW YEAR'S 99 COUNTRY CLUB DINER-LOTTO SCRATCH OFFS-CLUB WAWA-LOUIE'S-ACTING-CONCERTS-ALIEN LOOPIE-FRISMINI CANIOL-SOUL GAVE-FLASH-PEGG TINGER-JIM GROCHE-STOSHUAFAGBONES-FRUITOW-GAY JOYCE-GAY J-DECA-SUPERFAINS-
PAINTED CHESTS-SOCCER-BASKETBALL-BASEBALL-HHMPH-SELLING-
SUNGLASSES-THE ROBOMOBILE-BIG RED LEATHER JACKETS-FOOD IN THE FAN-
MEASUREMENT GAMES-FRESHMAN DANCE-BENCHERS-SKID MARX-AUSTIN POWERS-
KIDS "YES PLEASE"-COOL DORKS-CELL PHONES-DAVE'S HOUSE-SPIRIT WEEK DANCE-
BATTLE-THESEAM-EVERYONE GOES TO MED SCHOOL-"DAN, WHAT'S THAT ON YOUR LIP?"-TRENT'S FRIEND (LARA)-MINOFF GETS MUGGED-PSB-MINOFF, WHERE ARE YOUR JOINTS-YAKIN ON DAN'S FLOOR-SEA-MATT'S PRIMARY COLORS, WHITE, BLUE, TAN, GREY: (STRIPES), JORDAN'S IMAGE-THIRD NIPPLE-DAVE'S FRUSTRATION FLOAT-
BUILDING-DAVE'S FRO-JERCOME-MIDNIGHT BOWLING-SEXUAL CHOCOLATE-MATT-
BEATING THE BEECA OUT OF NEIL-NEIL'S DEATH THREATS-MANOORS-KASEN'S-
DRIVING TOOL-BIG MIKEY-FAT DAN-BAITER BULL-MAKING FUN OF DAVE-AJ LOSES-
TRIVIAL PURSUIT-EXPLOSION OF FABRIC-PANK NAPLES-DAN LIKES GIRLS WHO WEAR ABERCROMBIE AND Fitch-GREAT ADVENTURE- JACKIE'S STOMACH-TIM AND-
JORDAN GIRLFRIENDS- THE LEGAL MIDGETS- "NICE HAT", "YOU'RE A HAT-THE-
WOODEN DUMMY-EGGING THE RUNNER-COMPETITIVE BADMINTON-POSSIBILICHI-
LATE NIGHT MONOPOLY-MAIN STREET-PEEING OFF THE SCHWAG'S BALCON-
NON CHEATER, CHEATERS-WHEN BLAKE ALMOST DIED-DAVE'S LOVE SHACK-DAVE'S-
HOUSE FOR SEVEN HOURS WORKING ON THIS DAMN PAGE
Congraduation Srdjan!!!

This is just the beginning...
Get 'em Tiger!!!!

Love Mom, Dad and Marko
Haley

"Those who wish to sing always find a song"

You fill our lives with sunshine, happiness, and music
We are so proud of all that you have accomplished
Make all your dreams come true

A lifetime of love, support, hugs and kisses
Mom, Dad & Laura

Pete-
With all of your talents and determination, we are confident your dreams just lie ahead. So reach for the stars if you like, and don’t forget the guitar, drums, and mic. As far back as we can remember, music has been a part of your life. Never lose sight of your values and what is important to you. But most of all, the golden friendships that will last a lifetime.

We are very proud of you and your many accomplishments.

We love you very much,
Mom, Dad, Jen, and Alex
To Laugh often and much;
To win the respect of intelligent people and affection of children;
To earn appreciation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends;
To appreciate beauty, to find the best in others;
To leave the world a little better whether by a healthy child,
A garden patch or a redeemed social condition;
To know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived; this is to have succeeded.

-R.W. Emerson

We love who you are and who you’re becoming
Amy & Rupy

Yellow Spot, nail polish remover, Abbey's laugh, playing tag, Angel, the twins, Sledgehammer, the EXTRA, Smiley, riding bikes, Great Adventure, kicking the plastic ball hanging from the bed, chicka boom, Street Fighter, getting drunk on water, Schweppes Cherry Gingerale, eating afternoon popcorn, Breaker High and SVH, burping contests, the many sleepovers, special video of Rups 5th B-Day party, laughing arguments, burying the time capsule, first day of kindergarten, tickling fights, living across the street, shortcut to the bus stop, climbing Amy's mom's car, sequin belt fights, Chippy, movie watching, Blockbuster, sitting in the trunk of the station wagon (220,000 miles and still going), science fair, Kammy and Neesha (our bus stop buddies), thinking and talking at the same, Freshman dance, Amy's Batmitzvah, Julie is so grown up, FOP, the plum, days down the shore, holding on while Raj drove the car, many times at the AMC 8, getting yelled at for laughing while eating, "stop it Dallas", double dating, pretending to be sisters (we are sisters), the waterbed, Erasure, walks around the block with the baby, running through the sprinklers, playing basketball against Roberto's imaginary team, trips to the bathroom, Ranjoo chasing us with the camera, can't decide what to do, being, the special pool table, Steve's big butt, Junior Mints, breaking the grandfather clock, Sugar, making the tape for Becka, Exhilaration, trespassing Okidata (the song), playground, the helicopter, "Bright and Early", "Dark and Early", Bomb scares, secret spies, Jamie's senior guys, binoculars, #55, Prince Song, french toast sticks, My Favorite Muffin, being dropped off, going out to dinner (dalt's), Halloween (the party), "do you have gum?", Flyers, Espanol, sharing our funny stories of the day, Amy's sophomore crush, "I feel Jewish", Saltwater Taffy (gladiators), Door to Door Service, trips down D-wing, making cookies and brownies, Titanic, secret sender (who could forget that), homeroom, Sewey, ll of Maryland, secretly video-taping Ranjoo's party, tacos, Raj's reception.
Dan & Rachel

- 1/23/99 - Happy Birthday • movies
- dinners at Champps • unknown house/street
- annoying award • Blah!! • Lindsay’s shore house
- cousin’s wedding • learning from the best
- “I’m better than you” • Biology - cheating - zeroes
- Girls’ soccer • baseball • beat downs by Dan
- “I am really good, right?” • Smudgy
- “Which one was the best?” • Kappa keychain
- studying for something • “You call too much”
- English class - Freshman year
- fights, fights, & more fights...

BEST FRIENDS ARE HARD TO FIND, HARDEST TO LEAVE, AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET

Dear
John
Good Luck in
College!
It won’t be the same without you!

Love,
Liz

Lauren & Beth

“You mean the world to me...
Because we’re family, Because we’re soul sisters. Because we are the closest kind of friends there could ever be...”
We'll walk our kids in the park together. Mrs. Chilbert, St. Croix '95 & '99, miney club, pain gun explosion, something light (I'll have a shot), appless and kiwiss, Dave Mathew's, Continental, Summer '99, Madison Ave., break-in at Uncle Tony's ("If I had a shot gun, I would've shot you!"), Rock Lobster, Marcus brother's, Green House, getting pulled over a few times, "Did you like it? It wasn't as bad as I thought it would be. No, not that!" Chesapeake, getting lost in everywhere, Tropicana cheesecake & turkey clubs, strawberry's Schampane, playing pool at Mcee's, Carmen, Pitcher's, indecent exposure, Ricky Martin, "Well, I know me and lex are staying...", x-mas eve, "eww, mine's ugly.", watching the sun rise, hung over just a few times, Buddakan, Potter's, The Brewing Co. ("when's your birthdate? Uh...never mind."), my knees were sweating, Steve Miller, headlock fart, noodle, stick boy, "Isn't that...", Shark, swimmin' in boxer's 5:30 morning arrival (calling Jared for directions), gum in Lexi's hair (twice!), dinosaur wake-up call ("is that you Ashly?"). Day-o Daaay-o, late-night munchies, exchanging Lexi on 70, bra & jewelry thieves, shower curtain shopping, Kaminski's, Jimmy Buffet, shh, they're probably sleeping., the motorcycist told you on, late-night Dunkin' Donuts, chocolate martini's, Wilimina's, Big Daddy roll aways, pink Ashly, champ's at badminton, I just want to get trashed, Lex scrapping off her forehead ("here, have a nutty-buddy."), getting caught in Lexi's backyard, outside tinkles, Mommy I got poop on my leg, you left him looking like a rape victim, "I can't see real well, so keep an eye on the road.", soccer announcer, cosmo's, "The past is behind us, the future's ahead of us, so lets just live for today." I'm so glad we found each other...again!

"I sometimes find you know me better than I know myself."
Lauren and Elissa

Best Friends Forever

Night at the Roxbury—Quilt—7th grade bus—T issued—Cooking, Gary's translator—I gave my love a favor—Have you seen my gal—Mrs. Zeigler your our hero when we take your test we all get zeros—Go Rafie go Inspector Rafie—Claire—Al-Sneaking out of his window in his office—sauna, steam room—Old time photo—Chris—Recording on the computer—Hair dryer—bad connection—The attic—New years 8th grade—Monopoly—Sleepovers—Two Cent S**T—Brady Bunch—Captain Planet—Family Fun Center—Dave and Buster’s—Shmuckler—Jason—Club Getaway—Victor—sex—Marcy and Darcy—Dying our hair—Pom—Chianti—Jumping off lauren's roof—Snowman—Fernando—Patrick—Dirty Dancing—The other day Rafie touched my leg—-Grotch pictures—Grover—Getting rid of her—Pete—Peter can’t be beat—Marshmallows—Clifton Hill—Haunted house x-rated envelope with feet—Nude playing cards—playgirl—Madonna—Barbie—Jose with the flow—Elisa’s rescue—Paaquitas—oh la la—Welcome back Kotter—Flicking butter—Love Boat—idiots on scruball—Sweatin to the oldies—True son—Randi—Stacey Faer or Apple—Mail Madness—Secret Diary—Field Hockey—Surpeyse—Disney on Ice—Stuck on the waterslide—flume—Surrey—Salt and pepper shakers—Taking shots—Brooke—the attack—Ditch—Spin the bottle—Funnelling—Brooke's shows—Mitchell—TCBY—Games on the bus with the spanish people—1005 U Babe—Cooking—Kate-kicking Elises out—Keyboarding—Mr. Tedesco—Margaretta—Billy Joel concert—A Very Brady Sequel—Beaver—Bingo—prom—FOF night—Peer Pressure—"Excuse me, Excuse me, can you let me out of here?"—
You are the bacon bits in my salad bowl of life—Life is a journey and the two of us make it fun—Word!
The mamma van "Dave's pool Table"Card Games*the circus and Jordans's family"black olive pizza"North to Philly, South to the beach"Die Hard Trilogy"Snurfing soda, water, coffee, hot chocolate, pixie sticks, and other things overalls"leftovers at Jenni's"$0.39 hamburgers"pants"shore trips"over-thinking "ice skating"New Hope*Stud"Shabbat at Audrey's and Meme's"K-Tums"Hangman at Pordes's"Straw"hitting nails"pit in Jenni's stomach"late nights on AOL*Jess' basement"Blake's bed"jealousy"phone hang ups"kissing a snack machine"underwear show at Dave's"one Saturday night in Dave's car"blood in my stomach"stupid fights"Aunt Mildred"it's in the past, leave it there"diapers on southstreet"DARE*laughing until it hurt"failing chem because we studied together"real fights"Aerosmith "don't sound so happy to see me"going to the hospital to find you"SteM"fix your bangs, the two year secret"no school for Jenni"Hard Rock Cafe (6 months)"Super Mario Cart"Can you sound like Kasen's dad? (New Year's '99)"no talking for last week of the month"I love waking up next to you"I tried, I failed, I'll try again"kill the mood why don't you"free tickets to live in a box?"swim lessons"TV dinners"will Yes...sometimes"dinner at Audrey's, don't light, I turned out the light"we're not you're a boy"perdiddle"Jordan underwear for the beach all of Jackie's dumb looks"peeing at Mt. Misery"if I were time"the car show"dance party"steak and better"Prom"party van"the derby"this is toys"omgiod, my bellybutton ring is about in heath,"halter top"cosmo"you guys the bed"Pennypacker Park, that guy who kisses you watch too many movies"the perfect moment"driving to commerce to see you before rec."45 minutes to get Jordan's house and 6 ½ to get to Jenni's"If your definition is "the unconscious state," then yes mom, I am sleeping with my girlfriend"Jenni's death machine"relax would you?"unwanted Hershey kisses"what's on my shirt?"that better not be my blood on my shirt"you can't roll down the window, I just did my hair"I talk to your machine more than I talk to you"I am not calling you until you call and talk to one of my parents"I'll drive 45 minutes to see you at work and you won't drive 5?"glove box"sweating is good"$100 dinner"Jenni's first lottery ticket"Photo session"picture behind my picture"the tv family"the pig and rod comparison"conversations with myself"BUGS""Hey, why don't you shut the hell up""OH MY GOD""Three times?""Baking my ovaries"buffalo wings and onion rings""we are in a fight""do you think we fight too much? Yes...no...I don't know"break up for a day-bad idea"2 lost wallets"oh, you shaved""use the doorbell"Tattoo for you and me...maybe""can't you take a joke?""chocolate cakefacials"painting pottery"who sings this song?...me!"In psychology "let me in the car!""I'll Have to Say I Love You in a Song"parallel parking

06-04-99*10-09-99*09-11-98*09-11-99

"the things we do for love, oh ain't it a beautiful thing"
"Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget."

Valentine's day, afterschool in caf one, upperclassmen crushes, frosh dance, 3 way phone conversations, jogging on the track, pizza and movie nights, shopping madness, candid pictures during graduation, new york city - fao shwartz, Chinatown, philly - art museum, rittenhouse, train rides, oindrila's surprise bday partee, glen's party, down the shore, rollerblading, adidas jackets, fellow yellow, aol chatting 24/7, debbie & joyce does track ?!!, lax cru, sanrio craze, little notebooks, "party at the big red doors!!", senioritis since freshman year, procrastination to the limit, spirit week dance

- my knees are bruised, library, joyce's obsession with bags, Friday's, Olive Garden, Oiga's, Applebees, sneaking out, singlehood to boyfriend era, permits, chanticirer pool, Kaplan sat classes, all niter's, stinky gym clothes, hershey Park, "DORK & a HALF !", masomenos, sudada, pasta, bulgogi, glen's always sleeping!!!, falling down Carolina Road, joyce's sneaky tricks, mocha lattes, iced tea obsession, cucumber sandwiches, ghetto talk, cotillion, jr prom, senior prom, bongo2000, mad pix, oink sardines, semia, acs dances, char learning to break, whatever YO!, "huh?", jack-O, sleepovers, "sorry there's no bathroom - go down to the gas station", magic fingers, 3rd wheeler, all about the benjamins baby, hairdying, AZN CRU & just so much more, memories we'll cherish forever more in our hearts.
Dear Beth,
We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments.
Good luck in college.

Love,
Shannon and Royce

Donna, Maureen, and Melissa

going to three different video stores to finally find the perfect movie,
Home for the Holidays, taboo, win lose or draw, Nertz!, "breakfast" movies, going out to breakfast and driving just a bit over the speed limit to get to school on time and almost getting in an accident,
"whaddaya wanna do?" "I don't know, whadda you wanna do?",
bomb scares, missing the lighthouse, let's be spontaneous... whoops!
should have known better, gee, it's cold today, let's go to the shore,
English study hall, buying lotsa pretzels, bring small bills- "i have a $20".
"oh, me, too", glue! we need more glue! moral of the story is:
never make a maze out of popsicle sticks, Certamen: "numi" and "nonne",

"Pooh, promise you won't forget about me, ever.
Not even when I'm a hundred," said Christopher Robin.
Pooh thought for a little while. "How old shall I be then?"
"Ninety-Nine."
Pooh nodded. "I promise," he said.
Kate and Deanna

"Your best friend is the person who knows all about you and still likes you"

Fop night ( ) David Snyder ( ) KAJ ( ) Beads ( ) wet car ride home from mall ( ) Hairy janitor ( ) Birdman ( ) Turkey Trot night at the DiBruno's house ( ) Ed ( ) My So Called Life marathon ( ) Access Denied ( ) Drive By's ( ) Milli-Vanilli ( ) "I can't wait for... Jake"
( ) Peppermint patties ( ) DiBruno's Basement ( ) Church Holy... ( ) Initiation night ( ) Mary and Danielle Pillows ( ) Aerosmith concert ( ) Kate and Big D ( ) EAT THIS! ( ) Ed ( ) Hairy Blanket ( ) McFlurrie's ( ) 7-11 Slurpees ( ) Charlie singing ( ) Walgreen's ( ) Forks ( ) Jewel concert ( ) Alanis ride home ( ) Big Top ( ) Driving the Gunther's home ( ) Deanna's Stalker at the Fair ( ) quitting lacrosse ( ) quitting dollar store job ( ) throwing the Brita ( )... hair on beds ( ) Shore ( ) School dances ( ) Atco 6x ( ) Ancora ( ) Supposed wrath of Daly ( ) Daly's religious belief ( ) The red probe exposure ( ) SAT scores ( ) Tampon bag ( ) Kate the maid ( ) "I have to stop eating out"
( ) Ride home from the lacrosse banquet ( ) sex talks in Jacuzzi ( ) College essay ( ) "He touched your jugs!" ( ) WOW chips ( ) Ranjo ( ) Daly's driving technique ( ) Eric Rosensweig's Shindig ( ) Stalker at bowling alley ( ) Stalker at Shop Rite ( ) Random hookups ( ) "Olestra may cause abdominal cramping and loose stools." ( ) Illegal secrets ( ) "I'm telling my Aunt" ( ) skydiving ( ) Tattoo ( ) "Your year is up!" ( ) Krohn's love wand ( ) Penn State Trip ( ) the Army in the backyard ( ) Diary.
**JEN and BETH**

~ Feathered shirts & short skirts~
~ Shania Twain concert~
~ Ski trips~Beach~Model Search America~
~ Canoe trips~Cheeze-its~
~Fire!~Glamour Shots~
~ Fat man and the ceiling tiles~
~ NYC, Ice skating~Twister~
~ Veins hurting~Hand-me-downs~
~ Olive Gardening~Ice cream fling~
~ Notes galore~Postcards~
~ Sweet Sixteen's~D&B~Halloweens~
~ Prom, limo ordeal~ Cotillion~
~ Bum date~Mailbox hats~
~ Happy Birthday Broadway~
~ 4th of July~Movie-going~SteM~
~ Vocal workshop~Concert Choir~
~ Summer pool guys~Driving~
~ Eye squirts, Nose plug~Pumba~
~ Brrrrr.~Crack-ups~
~ Counselors at summer fun~Buurd~
~ Car, Meg, Wes n Ky~Eyebrows~Makeovers~
~ No driving outta Cherry Hill~Christmas'~

♥ Love Ya Forever Babes, ♥
Best Friends For Life!
SARAH*AJ*JOSH*CHRIS

Bon Fires * Ben Harper * Under the Umbrella * Road Trips * Mr. Donut * Sneak "arounds" * Lunch Trips * Antioch * Masks * Sarah: the oh so wise one in the mask group * melting holy water * Roger Waters * Josh is a closet * Ani fan * AJ is a closet Tool fan * Mermer is a closet being homosexual fan * Sarah does crazy stuff in the * Birthday Parties * Dinners * traitor in math class * Josh: "Let's go to the beach!!!" * "Let's the city!!!" * "Let's do anything NEED NO EDUCATION * bench * DYLAN VS. SIMON * the the prom * Josh before the the thought..." * Weber's and Wrestling * Emily Gibbs!!! * Philly Adventures * Johnny conversations on the way to Philly... * Crazy getting lost conversations on the way back from Philly * Chinese fire drills!!! * Hayride * Funk Soul Brother * Car races * Near death experiences * "Let's go to Lenape...Vannoll!" * Battle * the many colors of Sarah * Chris is an American Woman * the Papish-mobile * "All You Need Is Love, so ________________!!!"

DEAR MR. TERRANOVA,

WE ACCEPT THE FACT THAT WE HAD TO SACRIFICE COUNTLESS HOURS OF OUR LIVES AS A RESULT OF THE FORMAL EDUCATION RUNNING THROUGHOUT THIS SCHOOL FOR WHATEVER IT WAS WE DID WRONG. BUT WE THINK YOU'RE CRAZY TO MAKE US WRITE AN ESSAY TELLING YOU WHO WE ARE. YOU SEE US AS YOU WANT TO SEE US...IN THE SIMPLEST TERMS, IN THE MOST CONVENIENT DEFINITIONS. BUT WHAT WE FOUND OUT IS THAT EACH OF US IS A MUSICIAN...AND A KINDRED SPIRIT...AND A PACIFIST...AND A THINKER.

DOES THAT ANSWER YOUR QUESTION?

SINCERELY YOURS,
AJ, SARAH, CHRIS & JOSH

Jeff Mooney We're Proud of You!

Volleyball Champion!

Graduate '2000'

Kick Off the New Millennium Right (Have A Blast in College!)

Love Mom & Dad

Varsity Basketball

Scholar
The memories we shared at RYLA... a week we will never forget.

bus ride to Stockton ~ Tra-la-la-BOOM! ~ walks at Lake Fred ~ circle-square table ~ Soup Nazi ~ pragmatic boy ~ rapping in the talent show ~ RYLarian of the week... guitar boy in concert ~ gym Nazi ~ “She’s a dude!” ~ Calisthenics at 7 ~ Star Wars in the morning ~ Puderbach’s joke ~ volleyball in the rain ~ the howling H200s ~ the two feet on the bed rule ~ RILEY, RILEY ~ the “real” Updike ~ “I’m a little tea pot” ~ silent football~ Backstreet Boys~ Puderbach kills guest speakers ~ Dr. Evil impressions ~ Ultimate frisbee at midnight ~ ice cream at every meal ~ ooty shaking~ “just teasin”~ Olympics and the pool party ~ Austin Powers skit ~ top 10 ways to pick up chicks at RYLA ~ bugs in J100 beds ~ Vanilla Ice ~ eating, and eating again an hour later ~ DJ at the dorms
IRENE AND ALEXIS
BEST FRIENDS FOR EVER

"Each friend represents a world in us, a world not possibly born until they arrive, and it is only by this meeting that a new world is born."

7TH GRADE HATRED* MRS. PLOTNIK'S MATH CLASS... ALA2 "OH MY GOD! I GOT A 20!"
"TRIES" IN THE STORAGE ROOM* SOUL SISTERS* SITUATIONS* C8Z'S IN OUR HOUSE* ELECTRIC LENNY* CAME ON THE PROMISE LAND* BROMHAE* SHANNON ROE* "MA" DOESN'T WANT TO GO WITH YOU ANYMORE* PROFESSOR DREAMS WITH OUR BEST FRIEND HUSBANDS* DREAM WITH OUR MENT* "PARTY" AT MY HOUSE* BLACK MEDUSA* IRENE'S DRESSES IN YOUR CAR* FLASHING JULY 4TH EGYPT* SOUTH STREET DIRTY BIRD 3R PROM MAYHEM* RUNNING FROM DATES* KIDNAPPING* BOXING NIGHTS IN THE HILL* TRAILER TRASH HOUSE* STALKING VICTIMS* FRANCE '99* HOPPING* IN PARIS* STREET POLE DANCING* WALKING IN THE COLD TO A'S* BEING OUTSIDER'S* "FIRSTS" ON THE DL* PARTY FOUL* GREEK AORAS* STUPID FIGHT'S* "I KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT YOU"* "ORANGE" 360 TURN AROUND ON THE FARM WITH YOUR KIDS AND OVERBLLS* MY APARTMENT WITH 90 CATS* BUBBLE PROBLEMS* BEING STRANDED AT IRENE'S* ANNOYING FRENCH GIRLS* MY SPANISH GIRL* LOW CASH DAYS* BEING THE POOREST ONES* "QUOTES"* SHE WEARS THE SAME PANTS EVERYDAY* GO SIT IN THE CORNER* ALEXI AT IRENE, TELSEZ-VOUS* HATING GWEN* BUSH OBSESSIONS* BEING SEPARATED IN SWIT'S CLASS, AND EVERY OTHER CLASS* "WHY DOES YOUR MOM HATE ME?* YOUR 8LIR* AOL ADDICTED* NOT SPEAKING ENGLISH FOR AMERICAN PIG* JOY RIDE'S AND HIDING WITH THEO* POOPYMEN* JM FROM GREECE* JEE FROM CAMP* SAD SUMMER LETTERS* PARK'S* MY SNURF* SUMMER PARTIES WITH MIKE* CLUB SALONICA... IT'S NOT TRUE* LAST DAY OCEAN CITY TRIP* BUNNY AND FRIENDS* XAVIER* "MY FRIEND CAN'T FIND HER CAR, CAN YOU HELP ME?"* SO ANYWAY MILTON... FUNNY 40 MIN* "NOTHING" HAPPENED* TRAUMATIZING FIRST EXPERIENCES* TURKEY SANDWICHES IN RUSSIAN DRESSING* GRILLED CHEESES* NO FOOD HOUSE* 2 LEGIT DANCE* CLUB DANCES*
Laura, Carolyn, Laura

...Ernie

"Truly great friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget."

Ski Trips ☆ Dance Parties ☆ Backdoor Betty
Joe Mama ☆ Night at Starbucks ☆ Soccer
Driving Backwards ☆ "Ro-ads, L-l-limit"
Ocean City ☆ Bathing Suit Switch ☆ Nertz
Young Life ☆ Lake Champion ☆ Swiss House
Long Drives ☆ Tribe ☆ Permanent Car Seats
Jack Frost ☆ Sugar-high Concert ☆ Coneheads
O U Badd ☆ "Your mom...that’s disgusting"
Construction Workers ☆ The Tramp ☆ Nair
Hottie Chair Lift Operators ☆ Canadian?
Diane’s ☆ Fruit Freeze ☆ Midnight Bowling
The Pursell’s Foreign Exchange Students
Massages-Pre season ☆ Empire Records
Jet Skiing ☆ "lessbians" ☆ "Dick’s Wiz"
G. Love ☆ Winter Lake Swimming at HC
Freshmen Dance ☆ Junior and Senior Proms

Ω ♢ ☆

Hammer, Caro, Re

...Ern
BEST FRIENDS


ALEX AND ELISSA
- Heather -

Life's winding road will take you near and far,
Treasure all of life's joys,
Realize your dreams and reach for the stars.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jayme,
Corey, and Rachel

---

Katie & Jason

"The most fundamental element of love
Is true friendship"


To Katie: I am so happy you came into my life. You are not only my love but my best friend. You will be in my heart forever. Love, Jason

To Jason: Since the first day, you have shown me how it feels to be in-love. You have given me a friendship that will last a lifetime and happiness that will complete me forever. Love, Katie
Allison and Lisa

"A friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and can sing it back to you when you have forgotten the words."

No carrots w/o dip; gymnastics; BRGAY; track managers; #37; calculator party; "We don't stalk, we follow"; Cheesehead's class; Kevin...SNOBBY!; fast dancing to Titanic; Let's Hear it for the boy; TRUCK BOY; chocolate twizzlers; radio dedications; phone til 4 AM; Bruti & Shadow Girl/Boy; 288 Balloons; barbie's dog; sharing a brain; Kung Fu Fighting; Sukiyaki; Brett and Geoffrina; Iguanas story; "Welcome to the party"; "No, we're the ORIGINAL noisemakers."; happy lady; the coupon; sticking legs up my nose; fluffernutter; CAHOOTS; Butterfly Kisses; breakfast club; blue tie dyed shirts; being chased at Venice Beach; Jr Prom; "What if the limo blows up?"; cooking and 3D Art; BSP; Susie Q; "Smile, Smile"; "brown hair"..."blonde hair"; ERICO SCHMEDBERG; "That's the fastest I've ever seen them two move!"; I Will Survive; Strong Enough; Cute Druggie Guy; Serious Relationship Girl; Maxima Lady

**Lisa and Becka**

"Don't walk behind me, I may not lead; Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow; Just walk beside me and be my friend."

The coupon, dances, silk spice, 6th grade, "I'm me, you're you, she's she!"; Dot daughters, the swings, sleepovers with mixing drinks; Famous 10th grade sleepover; Life 98; "Becka will you hold my hand?"; Eric's pink underwear; Da Dip; rollerskating; breakfast Club; Fluff; jr prom; "you can't sing unless you know all the words!"; The "Becka Approval"; pen holders in 6th grade; the island sing (it really does exist!); "the guy from That thing you Do is really cute - no he's not!"; Cahoots; "hey lisa, what's the meaning of life?"; trading pants in the bathroom at breakfast club and never returning them!; surprise parties; "if you don't wanna party, then you should go home!"; "Lisa can be barbie's dog..."; Spice girl dances; "GO LOOK IT UP IN THE DICTIONARY!!"; chemistry - making up answers and still getting them right!; the Keebler guy; Tent/Butter/etc...; double-bowling; AND SO MUCH MORE TO COME!!!
Meredith & Marisa

Johnson Days, Hook-up parties, lunchables, JCC, Annie’s Party,
concerts, Springbreak ’99, secret obsessions, late night talks,
jeans’ fits, soccer tournaments, Troutman, poop prob, ski trips,
noxious comments, Maccabi Games, Seattle, Detroit, M&M parkway,
Flyers games, Junior Prom, smelly Jeep, nail on fire, Vito’s, Valore,
Fresh Fields, hangovers, sleepovers, POP night, burnt popcorn,
deathtrap, jigger, walk from Rash’s to Deanna’s, Plasky’s yits,
Family dinners, St. Lawrence Univ, musical chairs, Viktork and Mrs. Chang,
Crush, Tupac, white beast, garlic PAM, munchies, confessions, always lying,
Wawa Cappucino, road rage, peak performance, Tsoi’s party, running
from cops in the woods, tanning, peeing on the road, Virginia road trip
in the rain, the Lex, our Katie’s, farts, puking, “Can we leave?” “Meow,”
“Just drive me home,” “Mer, tell me what to do,” banana bread, hair spray,
jimmies, Diane’s, WHINING, toebble, retarded middle finger, Target, “Do I
have any boogies?” Susan’s lunches, Slac Mik, Carol falling in Florida,
Caller I.D, Weeze, Mer always driving, fights, talking shit, Marisa locking
keys in the car, Holt, the Spaz, “Eew, she stared me up and down”
Stein at Schlaffer’s, shady drivebys, Garonzik’s, “What a huge MESS!”
Patrick, choking on SoCo, Men’s HI’s, random hookups, and everything else we
can’t remember.....No matter where we end up next year,
our friendship will follow us forever.
Rachel
R Funk

“Why does it smell like popcorn in here?”

Cara
A la Rosie Perez

“Ugghh... I mean UGGHHH!!! Shut up and get on!”

Julie
Clo

“I don’t know!”

“I don’t know how to love him. What to do, how to move him... And now you move 2, 3, & 4 &...”; Bio Study sessions; Couqarettes; Cheesy Thespian Showtunes; Oh Bloody Hell! Oh @$!$!!!!; Cloaca; Rach and Car; buttmnch; yo, what up?!; Like whatev Rachel; R funk; C funk; Hey Rache; Bertucci’s; mini golf double date; bed head; road head; stage head; Shakespeare in Love (bad audience members...); You Go Girl!!!!; bag o’ doughnuts; frosts my cookies; precor fun; random Wawa runs; East Singers- AAAGGGHHH!!!; “Oopps, can’t drive, there’s a speck of dust on the windshield!”; V game; Animal Game; whoop-dee-freakin-doo; Siamese cat; Titanic-pathetic the second time; Philly shopping; Smith Bros. Runs; snap and point; line dancing; sucky dance dates; “Here Leezard, Leezard, Leezard... I tink I need a beegger Box!”; “Vat ees it maan?!?”; “Vat, no deeeeeeep?”; horoscopes; Mo Fo fro yo; hair days; bring down the roof, raise the house; Jump on it!!...
Shera and Dan

0/15/99-Infinity Plus 1—You’re Badder—We’re bored—There’s absolutely nothing to do here—I’m the master—Who does this belong to?—Wanna go upstairs?—I’m tired—his movie sucks—∞ + 2; can’t do it—I’m not goin anywhere-cranky pants, sleepy ants, anything pants—What changed our mind?—What are you rockin’ now?—Popular on Thursdays—What are Blake and Lindsay doing?

Shera—You know that your happiness is the most important thing to me. I’d do anything for you. You made senior year what it should be. What can I say? I love you, you’re unbelievable.

Dan—Nobody has made me as happy as you have. I don’t know what took me so long to realize that you were what I wanted all along. You’re a dream to me. I love you ∞ + 1, you can’t beat that.

Jenni & Lara

slime—Target—lip gloss obsessions—Billy Joel—sitting with the old crew—Pixie Stix—Blow Pops—"Lara! He is going to rape you!"—"You did it where?"—Jeeps and SUV’s—Laughing fit at Vitos—Super G with re-"You crashed into what?"—"I don’t like any of these people"—Don’t worry, I’ll get adjoining rooms—Ocean City—Beach patrol, fake sleep—Philly—painting mystery—Trixie—Sakura—McDonalds—flat tires—Jordan’s shoes belong in the water—Markets underwear—escape from Jen’s room—breaking screens—Chem Final—kind Jen’s house—the golf course—our theories—commissioning class—jumping ces—Bloody clothes and ripped jeans—stolen band—aids—happiness the lawnmower—experiences on the way to 12th and Shunk—North to Philly South to—basement before Spirit Week dance—where was Lara on New Years?—Jen, m who I hate this week—going goth to the shrink—question bowl—night—gallon container in the driveway—so clingy—hair dying—midnight clock—what if we are shady—searching for diners—looking for haircuts—kicking who wrote the Bible—McDonalds breakfast—Ghetto Radio—running too my red—field hockey—did we play?—I want old men—Sam’s kitchen, back to n’s kitchen, one more time PLEASE—I hate you, get away from me—Alice and Wonderland—Blair Witch—someone putting words in Lara’s mouth—behind the he at Josh’s swimming every weekend—he race to be black—

The memories we’ve shared will last forever.

Jen, even though I’m your lil sis, I’ll always be taller... stay BIG eyed!!

Best of luck at college.... I’ll miss the free rides.

Love Ya, Kim

~Road trips around the world~
~Cheese curls~
~Ski trips~Canoe trips~Cruises~
~Yo buddy~

Kim, I was taller than you at one point ~I~Love Ya Always and Forever~I~
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Ben and Deanna

"IF U LIVE TO BE 100, I HOPE I LIVE TO BE 100 MINUS A DAY SO I NEVER HAVE 2 LIVE W/OUT U"

Junior Prom 9-15 hand shake Varsity Blues Joe's Peking Duck House decoux basements Olivia Black Crows chicken soup field hockey games Angel letters Poe Icebreakers family parties water prank Amy long phone conversations Latin Zoom stealing your clothes fights "I love you more than you love me!" shore late nights micro-holes bowling alley red lights bloody nose unwatched movies hard summer vitamins Ivy's "Do you live in my world?" Bath and body works fierce lime flowers on car Spider Man pillow case "I have to go" familiar scents games with Leslie bomb scare the "other" Deanna peanuts keeping schedules New Years 2000 1 year together "Does it look like I am kidding" garbage disposal Ben playing pool playing field hockey together helping Mr. D the young Richard Gere
ERICA AND DESIREE
BESTFRIENDS FOREVER

NEW YEARS 99, SWAPING GUS, "CAN I SEE ID?" HIS IN THE CAR, HE RIGHT BACK. 4 PADDLES IN THE SHOWER, MAKE EM SAY LIGHTER... TALKING TO THE BOARD, DACE AT STEELE, SHOEY BOWLS, CHEESEMAKERS, "WHO IS ON MY COUCH?" MARRIED WITH KIDS, DES IN THE BACK OF COP CARS, BEER IN BEACH, 8 NIGHTS, DEMPSEY AT 4 AM, BACK DOOR ENTRANCE, "ARE YOU WEARING ANY UNDERWEAR?" SLEEPING IN THE FENG, SHY-FRINKING.

BINGO SHAGGIES, DON'T GO IN THE BATHROOM, DES H2O OBSESSION, SUMMER 99, RUNNING FROM PIGGIES, BRAWL AT MILLER, ZALI AND TANY.

MUR 1AM, WALK-INS, BOYFRIEND PROBS, LATE NIGHT SESSIONS, CONVENTIONS AND ACCIDENTS, ROUGH-RIDING, HAWKING, I-POLLS, PULLING IN ROITSCANS, BAGGING-OUT WILLOWOOD NIGHTS, 4 IN 1 WEEK, CRACKED OUT MORNINGS, DOCTOR MUSIC OFFICE, DA MIMY, DES'S GREEN HAIR, #1 BAX EAGLES, STALKERS, SHY-FRINKING RAYS, IN THE OCEAN WHAT? "I THINK HE'S GAY, I KNOW HE IS TOO." WORKING AT SUNSET FOR A DRY, PONZOS, DES'S OBSESSION WITH DEAD PEOPLE, BEING STUPID ALL THE TIME, SCREAMING, NAPS AND RED-HOODED SHOES, TOGETHER IN NURSERY SCHOOL, BUMPIN' TO PARTY TO GO, SEEMINGLY RELAXING, "Hi, I like to wind my hair." MAC-NO-CHEESE, BEER BOTTLES, BREAK-UPS AND WAKE-UPS WITHIGE SHE, DRUGS ON THE BEACH, PLAYING, DRUGS OBSESSION, LATE NIGHT HITS WITH DAYLA AND GREGO, "SEE I TOLD YOU THE WORLD WOULDN'T END, DES!" SCARY DOLLS, EYES, COUCH TUB TOP, MANITUNK, CRACK-HAIS TRULY, 7-11 DRINKS, PLANET RICH TO MEXICO, ANNAHITA, BARGAINS WITH MEXICANS, AL'S FALL AT THE BAR, BREAD AND JAY, BOPSY NUNES, SHAVING CAT'S HEAD IN JUDGE, DANCING ON PLATFORMS, LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES, DRUG STRIPPERS, $ AT CASINOS, POUNDING IN DES'S ROOM, PILLS, PILLS, PILLS, DES-ORIENTED NO THAMS. DRY, BANG-BOBBING, GETTING CAUGHT, RHYTHM, GREAT ADVENTURE, WATERSLIDES, VERSACE, DICKED OUT, BLONDE FOR THE SUMMER, "DID HE BOOT IN MY BASEMENT?" BACK DOOR GENWAY, VIDEO STORE WITH SHOP ORG SHOES, PREMATURE, BROTHERS, GORE GALLERY, VOICES LOST JUST BECAUSE, MORON, UNION CLASH, OWLSH, HAD LIGHT VAINING, SOME AND GETTING IT, HOTM, CRAWL, CLOVER BOXERS, THEYY ACCIDENT WITH MUR, SHARING EVERYTHING, AGE RANGING FROM 15 TO 27, GIRLS GOING THROUGH OUR TRASH, HATE YOU, LOCKING NAKED GUYS OUT OF OUR HOTEL ROOM, REG, STANDS, DES'S BOOING IN EVERYONE'S CAR, LACE AT OLDER, RECORDED, MIGHTY AND DADS. GAY DAVE, BOONES AND 10 DAYS, GAY GUYS ON THE PLANE, REG, REG, REG, LAUGHING CONSTANTLY AND MANY MORE ....

DES: YOU ARE THE CRAZIEST GIRL I HAVE EVER KNOWN AND I LOVE EVERY SECOND THAT WE ARE TOGETHER. THANKS FOR BEING SUCH A GREAT BESTFRIEND.

I LOVE YOU BABE! BE! (My other half!) YOU ARE MY BESTFRIEND IN THE WHOLE WORLD. WITHOUT YOU I WOULDN'T HAVE ANYONE LISTEN TO MY STORIES AND ACTUALLY UNDERSTAND THEM. I AM SO GLAD THAT I HAVE A TRUE FRIEND LIKE YOU AND NOT SOMEONE LIKE @#$%^&. I LOVE YOU TOO PSI COLA!"
The D'Alessandro's have spanned a decade at cherry hill east enjoying the many parts of the buffet feast. Class of '94, '93, '95 and double zeros... We want you to know you are all our heroes.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Nisu

carly Alyssa,

You may seem quiet to the rest of the world, but your presence in our lives shouts with joy and pride.

Congratulations
On your graduation!!

We love you,
Mom, Dad and Dara
Jared - No one could ever do what you have done for me. Thanks for always being there for me no matter what. We have been through so much together. You will be in my heart forever and always. I love you!

Haley - In you, I have found a lover and best friend. You mean the world to me, and I could not see myself without you. Over the past two years, you have made me realize what "true" love is. Thank you for everything you have done for me. I love you.
Cherry Hill East Ice Hockey Club, Inc. 1999-2000

Top Row - L to R
Coach B. Desrochers, Coach C. Laurino, J.J. Earnst, Kevin Desrochers, Joe Davis, Cosmo Laurino, Mike Danyo, Greg Muller, Jason Dorfman, Coach J. Basara, Warren Kennan, Bryce McLaren, Matt Maggi, Anthony DeMarco, Coach Ramsay, Coach P. Desrochers

Middle Row - L to R
Mike Sica, Team Manager C. Galasso, Jared Wallace, Philip Rosen, Joey Shamash, Jordan Wallace, Tom DeMarco, Nick Giambanis, Danny Rose, Jonathan Alessandri

Front Row - L to R
Andrew Hartung, Brett Basara, Adam Wolosky, Brendon Ramsay, Justene Larnerd, Vince Galasso, Chris Hartung

Not Shown - Dan Loew, David Ash

Congratulations On A Great Season!
Cherry Hill East
Ice Hockey Club, Inc.
1999-2000
Congratulations to Our Graduating Seniors!

BRYCE MCLARNEY

DAN LOEW

BRETT BASARA

VINCE GALASSO
TO OUR DARLING MEGAN

Where have the years gone? Was it not yesterday that we held you as a newborn and bought solace to you as you learned about the world and life? Today, we stand in awe of the person you have become, the woman who you are. We are so very proud of your accomplishments here at East. We hope that you continue to set high goals and never stop following your dreams.

WE LOVE YOU...
IT WAS A TIME TO REMEMBER

Mom, Dad, Brittany and Molly

Marisa and Amanda

Marisa~
Thank you for being such a great big sister. I love you so much. I'm going to miss you next year. I'll never forget all the fun times we've shared throughout the years. I could not ask for a better best friend. I LOVE you!
-Amanda

"So different, yet so alike..."
They say a friend is someone you can be moody with... If that's true then we must be the best of friends.

Broken screens * an escape route! * program calculators * saving Lara from Dave * Chem final * Marker fights * Glory * 8th period Geometry * 25 to 6 - the slit race * you are the only one who would know if she wears a water bra * low blow * not smart but dumb and pretty * Why did we take this class? * Living Theater * "Jen, you make me car sick" * Skiing one time * So I went to the prom with someone I hate, I've done worse * PERDUDLE * the beach * Chinese anyone? * Baskin Robins? * three munchkins, please * the clock strikes twelve * College passes out of gym * Don't stop the ball first, just hit it, that's so annoying * the two cliquiey girls * Disney World, are you going? * You'll never be too good for me * Who Knew * If I am driving and all of a sudden I shift back really fast, what would happen? * Jenni's imitation grandma driver * Is there a reason we are going 70 down Morris? * Jack, I am sleeping over your house but not * chasing Eric down the road for you. * we tried to study. * Good friend, awful boyfriend. * All of our fights are over the same damn thing. * You are a freaking fish. * the mean sister * movie synopsis * Clueless * We always found each other * green stuff contest * look what you did to the tablecloth * you did it where? * Jackie wants to marry the dog * babies and glucose are made in the dark * pretending to do gym * bloody hands * jumping fences * breaking into Jen's house * walking away randomly * hating static * is this shirt supposed to be a 1/2 length sleeve, "no" * why can't we share clothes? Where should I start? * did I just hit that car? No, I don't think so * Jen disappearing for an hour * you DON'T want to know! Yes, I do * making cookies * the inability to just sit still and watch a movie * cleaning my room * from Jackie's stash * switching for fresh ones * swimming friends jealousy * ripped jeans * fox hollow * marker fights * Jackie's guys in other countries *

Apart or together, we'll be best friends forever.
FOP night, Brooke's showdowns, spirit week dances, Jess's parties, DNB, psycho, Plasky's shore house, Lauren's shindigs, fanning, dance parties, Black Crowes, Strawberry Daquiri, obsessions, ski trip, Jess in body bag, last ski lodge, prom, St. James, Brookie's broken bed, Marina, free tasties, kates, snowfight at Ritz, Hendrickson's chem class, Johanna's house being robbed, playing monopoly, quarters, the ditch, Wawa, tanning on Lauren's roof, Greg's birthday party, baking cupcakes, waterfalls on Brooke, SHB, Toots & Maytails, skaters at Lone Star, shots, black light party, Disney on Ice, "they are so weird," the bad jello shots, busting out the window, "There is nothing to do.", "she's one lucky girl," Chaverim, Tiyulim, Mitchell, straight hair, AIX, smokin' out of apple, stranded at Bret Harte, spring break at Marisa's, Jeremy's house, Spelgman VS Bravestein, "let me in", Lauren? Warren?, Lauren's quilt, silly goose, orange puke, turkey trot, Sara's sickness in Kravitz's car, "I can't believe I'm smoking a cig", Jessica, Sara passing, like A Virgin & Barbie Girls, Spice Girls, Podolsky's chill class, Valett's class, BINGO, Fresh Fields, Party at Lotus, Vito's, Midnight Bowling, Y2 Plasky, Laurenium, Spin the Bottle, Champagne room, Road rage, Tsai's house, times down the shore, Johnson Rec, JCC Daycare, Eddie, Janet, Chris, AL, Groover, Nick's Roast Beef, Charlie Battrig, Woodcrest swimteam, fruit at Johanna's, New Year's at Shaps, Meganooters, peer in our pants, New York, hiding at the forest, Captain & Coke, Boaz & Beams, the Rover, Driver's Education, Super Bowl Party, Jeopardy, backseat CRX to Diane's, Joe with the ER, Easter egg car, Clementines, apples, Marisa's mouth, dream cast, Disney World, homecoming games, the JCC.

"Although we may part, our memories never will."

ELISSA MARISA ALEX SARA LAUREN MEGAN JOHANNA JESSICA MEREDITH

"The wonderful thing about friends is that they can grow separately without growing apart."
Debbie and Chrissy

"From the past to present, beginning to end,
Always with you, that is a friend."

Freshman English, gym class, mini golfing, double bowling, mad strike, windshield wipers, going to the shore, feet, lunch, "crush's", summer movies, basement, all our songs, hot tub incident, mall experiences, cop stories, similar lives, junior prom, vibrating couch, head smash coffee table, falling down playing tennis, papa john's incident, "psycho, lunatic, crazy man!", "line, line, line, tree, tree, tree, Who knew?", the rest of Dr. Dolittle, "hey Jon, did you see that?", same schedule, 6 classes together "oh no", running on the boardwalk in the rain, Chemistry class, potty time, nicknames, passing notes, sit like a lady, walking out on a test, Photo with Kovnat, all our stupid fights, history class, psychology and English class, computer conversations, always together, car rides, stealing your car keys, lab aids, adventures with butthead, lacrosse ball, concert that you punched someone, hot guy at dollar store, blockbuster, your sisters house, dog peed on Chrissy, driving range, Jon walked through the door, broken club, Chrissy falls off chair (tackled by twins), getting lost on rt. 55, $0.11, watermelon, closing mike's hand in the window, whip out something to pierce, Chrissy and directions; don't mix, Kovnat talking about ribs, waterbed, and to the amazing years we have had and hope to have many more.

AMY ... BETH ... PAMMY ... RUP

Senior Lunch!!!
Mambo #5
Unnecessary roughness
Pammy's laugh
Pete holding the Arizona iced tea can
Visits to the salad bar & the Caesar salad obsession
Amy's plum
Beth's guys -- all 400 of them ☺
Shania Twain & Dixie Chicks (country music)
Flicking tabs
Peeling the bagel
The pudding
Amy burps too!
"I will follow him..."
Table switches
Leaving food for Tom
Discussing dreams & immaturity
Beth's "revealing" shirt
Come on, baby, do the Locomotion!
Makiko's visits
Spin the bottle
"Crazy" for Adam
Runaway Pete
Sprite
Amy's toilet speech
Mike's bad jokes

Only as high as I reach can I grow,
Only as far as I seek can I go,
Only as deep as I look can I see,
Only as much as I dream can I be.

Michael,
May all your dreams come true.
We love you and are very proud
on all you have accomplished.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Mara,
Melissa and Bubbie
The magic of first love is our ignorance that it can never end.

Alexis:
The times we shared can not be replaced.
The memories I hold will not be forgotten.
There was a time when you were my world.
But even though that has changed.
You will always mean the world to me.
And that can not change. No matter where the roads
Of life take me, you will be there FOREVER.
I will love you always - John

John:
Although the future is uncertain.
I am sure of one thing.
No matter what path we might take.
No one will ever replace the footprints
You've left on my heart.
I might be two steps behind or two steps ahead.
But if you should turn, you'll find me beside you.
I will love you always and forever - Alexis

HEATHER, JAYME, & SARAH

Girls Night
Can we have a ride?
Walkie Talkies
Florida
3 on Mike
Bubby got lucky
The lost pager
Farmers

“We don’t know how it started, we hope it never ends, but somewhere along the way, we became the best of friends.”
"The most beautiful discovery true friends can make is that they can grow up without growing apart."

trips to Clover; Deb's cowboy dancing; Oh Callahan; Silk 'n Spice; Pheobe and JJ; the eraser; Jin; walk down Guilford; Great Adventure; coupon; Ethan and Joe; "are we dead yet?"; Ferdinand; "If you don't wanna party then you can go home"; That thing you Do; Gum Tree; mini golfing with Beth; "you dog" "You Rob"; Jon beat us at bowling; Al-liBeck newsletter; stories about the letter K; frog bog; killing — a leisure activity?; foghorn; Goodwill Hunting; guys & bees; bike rides; sandstorm; top 10 lists; Little Mermaid Drink; extension chord; Kermit the frog; "She called the police on us!"; hijacking Matt & Deb's cars; bernie's dance; CAHOOTS soaking; the Happy Game; "Becky, hold my hand...Becky, how many legs do u have?"; Faloola is a monkeyhead; trips to the shore; going in reverse on Markress; "marijuana" parties; "It says DO NOT ENTER"... "Oh, they don't mean it"; angel costumes, dancing on the roof to SOAP; Ryan and Josh cheated; bomb scares; tripping up stairs; pushing Becka off the bus seat; Keebler guy; decorating Matt's car; the curtain; soccer games; Herbert; "Chuck...Let's go to the Chuckmobile"; baking cookies for Bernie and Faloola; Breakfast Club; peaches; Becka letting Al drive her car; stealing towels; Brian's SOAP dance; cute Tim guy in Heights; throwing cert's to set off car alarms; skiing with Deb; "He's just learning how to ski."; "You're so crazy, I'm gonna have your baby!"; status quo; quota; Eric's pink underwear; Matt breaking beds; sleeping in the back of Becka's car; "Tonight...this is the LOVE SHACK!"; walking on our heels at Sarah's work; "Hey Al, guess what? My mom's pregnant!"; the whackie Faith Christian guys; bikes at the shore; when the wave almost got us; tanning without sun; mall trips; Macarena laugh; My Buddy & Lean on Me; eating your drinks; the gazebo; "Hi, this is my friend Lauren...Are you the one who likes all the...?"; getting changed in the church parking lot and Doug walking out!!!
Julia and Jen

NOW... BEST FRIENDS: LONG

BEACH ISLAND; PRINCESS BRIDE; ANN BEEZWAX; AEROSOL FIGHTS; HANA-DUEL; JOHNSON; SKATING PARTIES; HICKERY B; RAJZ; ANITA; SESAME PLACE; CANOEING; JCC; LIFE SAVERS; SWIMMING IN TRASHBAGS; SLEEPOVERS; POLO & NAUTICA; GUCCI & CARTIER; MAVIN TIME; BUTTERFLY; FIRST KISSES (NOAH & MIKE); SCREEEM; DAROON; HOLES; X-LARGE; SEA MONKEYS LIVE; SPRITE; FROSH; TUNA; ICC; SPAGHETTI; BASEMENT BOYS; DINK'S MEMORIAL; HIKING UP DRESSES; GUISSEPPES; THE CONVERTIBLE; NICK; THE TIDE; DJ MOE GREENE; FARIAS; SECRET MEETING; WAVE RIDING→ THE CRASH; 94TH ST.: CHICK OR EGG

LEO; BOY, GIRL, BOYD, GIRL, BOY; HEY MICKEY; SHAPS; BAY VILLAGE VS SLICE; EASY ACCESS; THAT BIG; OUR 4 GOALS; BIKING TRIPS; SPRING BREAK 99; JULIA'S DECK; WHO IS IN THE BEDROOM NOW; NAF OR NAF; HARVARD; THE COUCH OUTSIDE; SHOWS; CONCERTS; THE VAN, KIDS; THE KETCH; PSU; JEFF; PINKIE; SUE'S PORCH; THEY'RE GONE; LEO- BLUE & OLIVER; THE LIST; ISRAEL- MEETING AT THE WALL... AND THEN!!!

AS LONG AS WE'VE GOT EACH OTHER...

WE'VE GOT THE WORLD SPINNING RIGHT IN OUR HANDS...
Jamie Beth & Jenni Lyn

True friends can grow separately without growing apart.
Go Martini• Can I sleep over too?• English project• grille/grile• dirty underwear in the bathroom• drinks in NY• Ehh!Ehh!• Do I have to keep my husband• Carlman• J&J Stomach• Halloween '97• guitar night• question bowl• day in the bathroom• friends with the sub• I'm a little confused• jump off a bridge• plane note• sure Jame, I wouldn't care• locker comb• there are only 3 boys• broadcasting• Jorge and stick• candy canes• Kwanza cards• Track• Track• gain• skin• birthday story• I like him...what's his name again• "JEN! Wake up!"• Re: Important collection info• Dawson's• spring break• phone and• computer• AOL obsession• walk on the track• option 16• the call from the beach• lollipop talk• 3• sleepover at grandma• packing for Texas• "Beth, can I talk to Jenni"• Blizzards at the mall• preseason hell• songs in the limited• haircut• body mutilation• have a little faith• 4 kids on a blanket• Amazing• Landslide• Halloween from hell• drivin' the van• creative writing• inherit the what• onion rings• Billy Joe• Ice-Skating• driving around Philly in circles• Urban Outfitters• isn't it supposed to get messy• Olga's during midterm• more lollipop talk• random; not random couple• Art of Film• Aerosmith• who does he want today• Big John's• full circle• ironic• I don't know, you just are•

"...and somehow, we're both still alive"

Nas & Dada

NASEEM

PAIMAN

2 Wislocky's...

KAREN,

We could not have hoped for a daughter as lovely, talented, smart, honest and sweet as you are. All of these gifts combine to create the most important thing: A FINE YOUNG WOMAN OF OUTSTANDING CHARACTER.

All Our Love, Dad and Mom

Karen

We know that your sister is a tough act to follow, but we are confident that you will also make your mark at East. Enjoy your next three years!

All Our Love,
Mom and Dad
Haley and Sherry

IF IT HURTS TO LOOK BEHIND AND FRIGHTENS YOU TO LOOK AHEAD, JUST LOOK BESIDE YOU AND I'LL BE THERE...

Friends since birth~ When's your B day~ Soco experience-do you want meatballs-luckier room fight-singing "Wild Horses"-shut up-I expect it from you-badminton dance-clutch my oooz-100x-lines from Goodfeller-the red disease-due to the fact... ~white chocolate covered pretzels~ The Stupid's and Porky's-smoking in Chesapeake-quarters-gym prob-he didn't call-riding in convertible-picking up balls-driving range-waxing at Lex's-down the shore~ "I need my stuff"~ Who has more balloons~ 14th b-day~ I can't think of an outfit of yours I like~lip liner-Iss and Selena- kiling the moth~cold ears-Tori Spelling look alike~Ponderosa-tropical hoogs-rumor freshman year- Bob's 5 AM-taking a jog-kicking me to get up~bush licking at Friendly's~paper suit people(PCP)-the mean dad~Dave-philosophical~Left lip-Melis after hours~Miller Lite-water-I have no legs~Ping got a whoopin'~now I can't milk my children~pitches~Rock Sherry cheer~whirligigs~Children of the Corn-log pic~ham & eggs on a hot dog roll~I wish I had fuzz-dressing in Christmas lights-flying pic~the but~*%& pic~I wish I could eat the bread~tac~listening~binaca~rad~om~and many more to come.

STACY AND MELISSA

BEST FRIENDS ARE HARD TO FIND, HARDER TO LEAVE AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET...

wildwood brawl~niko~sea isle weekend~aerosmith
98"~further fest~studio~natty queens~polo~trippin
field~broken finger~bones bike~park around the corner~shaving cream~month at tsai's~leaving zallie after prom~chocolate on your face~connect the dots~lohmanns~it's free~stealing minchy~poots ridic
storys~no school EVER~i hop with jo jo~mac
mornings~screamin songs~i'm john enny~cheese
dogs~random hooks~kaplans back in the day~bene and rowe~summer nights at danella's~ericas house~"are you stuck? no, we're sleeping here, don't ya know?"~russ and ranio~carools~sean the burn~zege's attic~tris?~l~slip n slide zallie~hay hill~lost in westville~mooks yit~mommy's are here fresh~summer at reilly's~do i have a home?~taste the rainbow~strike a pose~daylight yitters at zegens~dools~hot rod ru~chesapeake with lex~fake fight in 7th~cananos 2 seater~i have nooo clue~fox's laugh~the fam~my mom never told me that~vianni~s~dave's jail
trip~smurfs~johnnnnnnnnnn!~do u wanna hook up with me?~phish~white water rafting chaos~z-bars~mozzillo and
townsend~kyles basement
Dear Cheryl,

I seems like just yesterday that we were dropping you off for your first day of kindergarten. Even with all the changes in your life, you never gave up on your dreams and we know you have what it takes to make them come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Adam

Thank you Mr. Carr for your vision!

Adam —
Always fly high and reach for the stars! We love you and are proud of whatever you do. Congratulations!

Love you —
Mom, Dad, Marissa and the rest of the zoo!

From the yearbook crew
After many years, the men were back in charge of Eidolon. No more girly colors, fonts, and NO Hello Kitty pictures. We wanted a book of dignity, intelligence, and supreme thought... okay... so we sort of got lost along the way. Not even the power of our beloved inanimate rod of wisdom or the wrath of our advisor could keep us from turning crazy over the course of the year. Ever so slowly, our innocent looking room became the canvas for a weird and twisted surrealistic nightmare. Reality as we knew it no longer existed. Time was altered (thanks to our dying clock) and space was manipulated by the evil forces in the closet of mystery. With the shadow of Darth Vader looming in the distance, the yearbook editors were forced
to work under the cruel powers of Andrew and Jeff who subjected the tired editors to loud, repetitive, and obnoxious dancebeats. As true examples of Machiavellian art, Andrew yelled out commands while Jeff was the enforcer instilling fear in all. Any worker who failed ended up in the trash can (literally). But in the end, all the work was done and the book was completed. We burned the midnight oil and survived. Some of you don’t know how much work goes into this book, cover to cover. Every word, title, picture, and layout came from the brilliant minds of the people on this page. We had fun making this book. Almost as much fun as making fun of the incompetent juniors. Thanks. We’ll miss you all!
We hugged, we shook hands, and we held back tears while we said goodbye. We left those ominous looking double doors for the final time as a student. Sure, we can come back; it will always be the same East. But it will never be the same, for us, again. As we return from our future endeavors and once again notice small differences, we also notice one big difference - we are no longer there, and it is no longer a part of our lives. But just visiting after only a couple of months away, and you know - it's always going to be a part of your life.

Life does not end here. We have merely crossed a great river; many seas still lie ahead. We will all see our share of storms along the way. But to every tide there is a calm, and in that gentle moment we remember where we came from, and we think about where we're going. We each have our own individual destinations - but always remember that we each set off from the same port, and that port will always be there, in shape and in spirit. Take time in your heart to revisit your home, for you can't know where you're going until you know where you've come from.
“Come to the edge, He said.
They said, we are afraid.
Come to the edge, He said.
They came.
He pushed them ... and they flew.”
Guillaume Apollinaire
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Friends of the Environment 44
Gay-Straight Alliance 38
German Club 36
Girls State 146
Globe 39
Graduates 96
Great Books and Movies Club 42
Greek Club 37
Hall of Fame 147
Ice Hockey 320
Indian Cultural Society 35
INDIVIDUALS 70
International Affairs 48
Italian-American Club 37
Jazz Ensemble 54
Jewish Cultural Club 37
Junior Statesmen of America 49
Juniors 88
Key Club 45
Korean Culture Club 35
Madrigals 63
Marching Band 68
Mime Company 65
National Merit Semi-finalists 149
Orchestra 58
P.A.V.A.S. 59
Peer Helpers 47
PERFORMING ARTS 52
Pit Orchestra 67
Principals 146
Random Acts of Kindness 47
Ranking Scholars 148
Senior Portraits 97
Senior Directory 129
Soccer, Boys 154
Soccer, Girls 156
Sophomores 80
Spanish Club 36
SPORTS 152
Spring show Cast 66
Spring Sports 170-175
Spring Show Stage Crew 66
Student Government Association 51
STUDENT LIFE 10
Students Advocating Gender Equality 39
Students Against Drunk Driving 39
Swimming, Boys 162
Swimming, Girls 164
Symphonic Band 54
Teens after God 49
Thespians Society 67
Vocal Workshop 60
Winter Track 162
Wind Ensemble 57